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Only the Korg DW 6000 gives 
you the power of digital sound with 
the simplicity of analog control 
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KORG 0W 6000 
The introduction of digital syn-

thesizers ushered in a whole pano-
rama of new and complex sounds 
not previously available on conven-
tional synths. But these instruments 
also brought with them an entirely 
new and foreign control system that 
made it a lot harder for musicians to 
get to those sounds. If you've ever 
tried to program a digital synth, you 
know what we're talking about. 
The Korg DW 6000 Digital 

Waveform synthesizer is the first to 
integrate the complex and interest-
ing sounds of digital technology into 
a more accessible and logical format 
that can be understood and pro-
grammed by musicians. 

DIGITAL WAVEFORM 
GENERATING SYSTEM 

Digital Waveform Generating System 
uses additive Synthesis to produce 8 
different digitally sampled waveforms. 

Sampled Digital Waveforms 
The DW 6000's 12 digital oscilla-

tors are based on the recreation of 
sampled sounds using additive syn-
thesis. This advanced digital system 
enables precise control over 128 

different partials/harmonics, which 
in turn allows far the exact replica-
tion of acoustic instruments and 
other sounds you just can't get with 
analog technology. Bright and per-
cussive sounds digital is known for, 
like acoustic piano, "processed" 
Rhodes' "dap" bass, saxophone, 
tubular bells and more. Each DW 
6000 voice employs two digital 
oscillators which can be mixed 
together or combined with Noise to 
get a virtually unlimited number of 
new sounds, colors and textures. 

Analog Control 
With the DW 6000, these digital 

sounds can be modified and shaped 
by wide-range analog filters, VeAs 
and envelope generators. You have 
control over 34 different parameters 
for the freedom to create a whole 
new vocabulary of synthesized 
sounds. Each of the DW 6000's six 
voices features an individual VCF 
and VCA plus two of Korg's unique 
six-parameter envelope generators 
which offer significantly more con-
trol over sound than common 
ADSR-type envelopes. 

Full Programmability 
The DW 6000's 64 program 

memory can be quickly accessed 
and custom-edited to help you 
create your own "personalized" 
programs. And even performance 
parameters like polyphonic porta-

mento, pitch bend and key assign 
mode are programmable. 

Full 16-Channel Capabilty 
The DW 6000's full MIDI imple-

mentation provides control over note 
data, program select, pitch bend, 
vibrato, portamento, release, filter 
mod and MIDI mode data. And by 
connecting a personal computer 
with Korg's new Voice Editing 
Software, you can display and alter 
all program parameters directly 
from the computer, graph individual 
envelopes and store an unlimited 
number of programs on disk. 
The Korg DW 6000 stands out as 

the first synthesizer to combine the 
virtues of digital sound and analog 
processing in a practical and cost-
effective format. Now you can get 
right to those sounds nobody erse 
has even heard yet. 

Stop by your authorized Korg 
dealer to experience the new DW 
6000 synthesizer. Or send $3.00 
(check or money order) for a DW 
6000 demo record and color bro-
chure to Unicord, 89 Frost St., 
Westbury, New York 11590. 
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Digital dru 
without a digit 
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Korg Super Drums & Super Percussion 

MORE AFFORDABLE 
Digital drums have become 

a basic necessity for record-
ing, writing and many 
practice and performance sit-
uations. But these digital 
machines have been priced 
way beyond the means of 
most musicians working on 
"red-world" budgets. Recog-
nizing this, Korg has created 
truly affordable digital drums 
offering much more than con-
ventional "rhythm boxes" 
-because we know exactly 
what you need to build profts-
sional rhythm tracks. 

MORE REALISTIC SOUNDS 

The DDM-110 and 220 
each deliver 9 real drum set/ 
percussion sounds recorded 
with PCM Digital technol-
ogy. Listen to the punchy bass 
and snare drum; the open, 
airy toms, congas that "slap" 
and the "ringing" timbales. 

MORE CONTROL 
Program up to 32 different 

rhythm patterns in real or 

"step" time with adjustable 
error-correction-and up to 
six fill-length songs. 

MORE IFLEXIBILITY 
Korg's advanced song edit-

ing functions let you write any 
rhythm track the same way 
you write music, by repeating 
sections of any bar length any 
number of times. You can re-
peat the whole song or stop 
the DDM-110 and DDM-220 
automatically after the last 
measure. Programmable ac-
cents and a preset stereo mix 
help make rhythm, tracks you 
can really "feel" 

MO RE CO NINECTIONS 
Korg's Digital drums are the 

core of an expandable system 
so you can start with Super 
Drums and Super Percussion 
and add more sounds as you 
need them. Our KMS 30 
Synchronizer makes the 
DDM-110 and 220 compatible 
with any MIDI synthesizer or 
sequencer and lets you sync 
your finished tracks to tape. 

MORE MEMORY/MORE ACCESS 
Store your songs and 

patterns onto cassette tape. 
Play your rhythms in stereo 
through the head phone or 
use the mono/stereo jacks 
for recording. A start/stop 
footswitch is optional and 
a Trigger output controls 
sequencers and arpeggiators. 
A Sync Out function enables 
you to connect the DDM-110 
and DDM-220 together or to 
other compatible sequencers 
and rhythm devices. 
Korg Digital drums. We 

put in every digital feature 
you need except the price. 

For a full color Korg cata-
log and Super Drums/Super 
Percussion brochure, send 
$1.00 (check or money order) 
to Unicord, 89 Frost St., 
Westbury, N.Y 11590. 
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RIM MITAWAN 
If you want to tear the 
place up, but the sound 
from your guitar is as 
rowdy as supermarket 
Muzak, step on it! Put the 
pedal to Heavy Metal. 
And turn the Heavy 
Metalman loose. The new 
'-leavy Metal system from 
BOSS unleashes an arena-
style wall of sound at the 
touch of a foot pedal. 
Engineered to highlight the 
most bruising guitar solos, 
Heavy Metal commands 
attention. t's the sound 
that sets the city on fire. 
Heavy Metal from BOSS. 
For a full color 18" x 24" Heavy 
Metalman poster send S5.00 to 
Heavy Metalman 

c/o RolandCorp US 
Department MU 
7200 Dominion Circle 

Los Angeles, 
CA 90040 
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Hey MAN, 2 WAG 
THINKIN' OF GETTING 
A BRASS NUT 
TO IMPROVE MY 
IMAGE W111-1 "THE 
LADIES. 

A SOUP GOLP Nul 
ISN'T GOING TO GET-
YOU PICKED LC' 
I3ETTER SWITCH 

TO "NICKELS" FROM 
KAMAN . 

Rock & Rollers with class rely on Kaman Performers Nickels. 
Here's an easy-playing guitar or bass string of consistent high quality 
and reliability that's also without a 
gold-plated price tag. Rhythm 
and country players found a 
good sounding idea in Kaman 
Performers' Nickels with a 
wound third string. And bass 
players who like a custom set 
can choose long- or extra-long 
scales. These new all-around 
favorites can help anyone's 
image; they're a class act. NICKEL WOUND ELECTROC GUITAR STRINGS  
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NOTHING LETS YOUR 
LEAD SCREAM LIKE 113L. 
Lead guitar. Its the driving force. The explosion of 

energy that can blow the roof off. Blow an audience away. 
And blow your speakers apart. 
A speaker that tries to be all things to all sound 

usually hasn't got the guts for an aggressive lead. 
That's why at 113L we don't design for a general 

market. We design for sound. Highly specific sound. 
Your sound. 
Our remarkable 12" E-120 is just what your lead guitar 

has been screaming for. The E- I20 was built to capture 
the full dynamic range and dramatic colorings of rock, 
heavy metal, and any music that stretches sound to the 
limits. The E- I20 delivers unparalleled brilliance and 

11BL 
IBL, Incorporated 
Harmao International 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge. CA 91329 

Ava/atie in Canada Ihrctigh Gould Mae/Xing 

power on top. And lets you hold your audience with 
absolute authority, with a full, complex midrange and a 
deep, rich bottom-end that punches hard. 
The E- 120's big, ultra-efficient 4" edgewound voice 

coil lets you crank it up like no other speaker in the 
business—and it does it without driving your amps to 
destruction. Giving you explosive clarity and extra-
ordinary definition, sounds that simply turn to "mush" 
with other speakers. 
See what 300 high-powered watts, our exclusive SFG 

magnetic structure, 4" voice coil, and the most efficient, 
most rugged speaker in rock and heavy metal can do for 
yout music. Tàke the lead at your local 113L dealer today. 
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Joni to Rickie 

When I was a kid there was a time when 
Geraldine Campbell chased me with a 
wood hatchet whenever I passed her 
house. "This is my sidewalk—this is my 
sidewalk!" she would chant, brandish-
ing the hatchet and glowering and pout-
ing ferociously. Rickie Lee—jazz, too, is 
a public sidewalk—no matter how near 
you live to it, it belongs to the city and 
anyone it pleases—it was there before 
you were born and it will be there 'ong 
after you move away. " It's a free world— 
Geraldine!"- 1 used to say—tipping my 
beret. 

Joni Mitchell 
Los Angeles, CA 

A Centerfield Hit 

Scott Isler's interview with John Fogerty 
put a searchlight on the genius that we 
knew he had all along. Fogerty is defi-
nitely my most valuable player. Don't 
you think that his picture on the cover 
has a Dale Murphy essence to it? 

Bob Williamson 
Knoxville, TN 

The recent release of Centerfield com-
bined with your great cover story on 
John Fogerty was almost too much for 
this listener/reader to absorb. Scott 
Isler's obviously inspired interview con-
firms three things I suspected. One, 
John uses the best mixing technique 
available—a car stereo. Two, sadly 
enough, his music has been severely 
hampered by his mistreatment at the 
hands of the very people he had totrust. 
Three, this is an intelligent guy, and 
more than that—a nice guy! If it :akes 
John nine or ten more years for his next 
album, so what? 

Joe Brannen 
Houston, TX 

Scott Isler's interview with John Fogerty 
was simply great! Also, your " Hancock/ 
Marsalis" interview was entertaining. 
Herbie Hancock will always be a musi-
cal genius, and as for Wynton Mar-
salis— you let the man's idiotic attitude 
speak for itself. 

C.L. Carr 
Manassas Park, VA 

I was disturbed to hear John Fogerty 
say he was " not gonna do the old Cree-
dence songs ever again." 1 can under-
stand his desire not to be perceived as 
an oldies act, but the purging strains of 
Creedence's best stuff is strikingly rel-
evant today. "Bad Moon Rising," "Who'll 
Stop The Rain"— I feel these songs all 
the time and I want to hear them again, 
live. And if I may be frank, to not play the 
tunes to avoid becoming a pitchman for 
Fantasy's products seems a little child-
ish. Why take it out on the fans? 

David Hillis 
Hayward, CA 

Herbie vs. Wynton: Round 2 

No, Wynton, the biggest crock of BS in 
the history of music isn't the one about 
"It's gotta come from the heart." Maybe 
it's your contention that hearing a Led 
Zeppelin influence in black music is a 
"reaffirmation of prejudice." Or, it could 
be your penetrating insight that "You 
can't get 'new' in that type of music." Or 
perhaps it's your revelation that all pop 
music is just a "low-level realization of 
sex." No wait, I know, the biggest crock 
of all is when you say, " I know a lot about 
pop music." 

Don Reed 
Concord, CA 

Wynton Marsalis, you stand accused of 
as much musical narrow-mindedness 
as the person adorning his pickup truck 
with the bumper sticker bearing the slo-
gan: " If it ain't country, it ain't music." 
How do you plead? 

Jim Mitchell 
(who is black and dares to like 
and play both rock and jazz) 

Sacramento, CA 

One can only thank Wynton Marsalis for 
bringing forth the much-needed criti-
cism of music videos (MTV in particu-
lar). With its lack of creative originality, 
constant use of violent themes and 
street- level sexuality, and failure to pre-
sent any kind of illuminated or insightful 
statement, one can only wonder about 
the mentality of its creators. 

Richard Duvall 
Mountain View, CA 

Wynton is right on top of it. And as 
young as he is, he's saying what "they" 
never allowed Bird, Billie, Prez, etc. to 
verbalize and we are the culturally 
richer for their musical expressions and 
legacy. Never mind what Herbie is say-
ing: He's confused as was Miles when 
he split from Bird. As Wynton says, 
"Check out the pop-rock scene for your-

self i.e., the sex trip, the musical so-
called cross-over, the still ever-present 
racist mentality, the re-actions to the ac-
tion." Indeed! Illiterate jazz critics, "hep" 
lay jazz fans, the California cool school, 
idiotic and dumb jazz polls such as the 
recent Playboy issue, have all contri-
buted to black music hanging in purgat-
ory through the years. 

Black music gets lucky every so often 
by having an outspoken individual that 
blows the changes without interference 
from recording executives, lite-show 
video rockers and old line Miles-types 
who stumble around in computer rooms 
as his clone Herbie does. And I rest my 
case with Herbie's display of soulless 
electronic gibberish on the '85 Grammy 
show. 

Warren V. Gilmore 
Mendon, MI 

Life with Father 

Many thanks to Vic Garbarini for his ex-
cellent Julian Lennon interview. While 
others continue to compare Julian's 
work with his father's, Garbarini realizes 
and states the obvious: "Julian didn't 
have the fifteen years of anger and self-
discovery to bring to Valotte." It seems 
that no other interviewer or publication 
has been perceptive enough to bring 
that to their readers' attention. 

Lyn Britt 
Huntington Beach, CA 

Why couldn't Vic Garbarini have asked 
Julian Lennon about himself instead of 
his personal relationship with his father? 
I'm sure that Julian loved him, but why 
can't people recognize him for the per-
son he is, not just "John Lennon's son." 
Sorry, Vic, you're no psychologist. 

Sharon Third 
Talladega, AL 

Critic Critique 

Roy Trakin's review of Richard's and 
Linda Thompson's respective solo al-
bums started badly, with the loathsome 
and archaic "man and wife," introduced 
no fewer than four comparisons with the 
aid of "-esque" and "-like," and featured 
more good ol' boy contractions than an 
episode of " Dallas" ("hurtin'"). The rock 
may be for adults only, but the critique 
is strictly kid stuff. 

Alexa Conrad 
West Caldwell, NJ 

Congratulations to Kirby Malone of Bal-
timore, MD, winner of the Korg Poly-
800, who's performing in Social Am-
nesia at the Theater Project there. 
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eflectiomPerfecte... 
. .whether you're mixing down from multi-track or proaucing audio-for-

video. TOA's new ME Studio Monitor outputs a crystal-clear mirror 
image. of any input. 

The ME's have symmetrically-arranged 
drivers. Take a look— the Left monitor is a mirror 
image of the Right monitor. What you see is what MITOA 
you get stable and true stereo sound imaging 

1,111Rte 

within the confined spaces of recording studios 
and broadcast control rooms. 

What's Your Reference Preference? 
Do you prefer a 3-way system or a 

2-way. . . or a full-range mini-monitor that sits atop 
your mixing console? Do you prefer mid- and 
high-frequency attenuators to tailor 
the monitor's output 
to specific room 
acous:ics? 

It's your choice, 
because there are four 
different ME Systems to 
suit every need. . . 

each one easily handles the 
wide dynamic range & precise 
acoustic demands of digital and 
advanced analog sound. 

Again and again and again. . . 

Call or write for complete technical information. 
TOA Electronics, Inc. 
Professional Music and Entertainment 
480 Carlton Court, South San Francisco, California 94080 
(415) 588-2538 

In Canada: TOA Electronics, Inc., 10712-181 S:reet 
Edmonton, Alberta T5S 1K8, (403) 489-5511 

TOA 

01985 TOA Electronics, Inc. 



DAVID BYRNE'S NEE PLAYS  

Presentational Byrne: "The emotion comes fro Whatever resonances or personal meanings the listener puts into it." 

MARK ROWLAND 

MORE CURIOUS 
CONNECTIONS: 
NEW ORLEANS 
BRASS MEETS 
SPOKEN WORD 

I
like ordinary songs," David Byrne 
insists. " I like singing Hank Williams. 
I like a lot of old country songs— 
people like Ernest Tubb and 

Tammy Wynette. There are lots of pop 
songs that I enjoy too, but I guess lately 
I've disallowed myself from doing that." 
And how. The leader and creative 

force behind Talking Heads, the best 
American band of the last decade, is no 
more a regular Joe than he's a regular 
interviewee. In conversation Byrne al-
most never makes eye contact, ges-
tures nervously and speaks very slowly 
with pauses of unpredictable length, as if 
he's receiving signas from another 

planet. But his ideas, verbal and musi-
cal, are invariably well-organized and ar-
ticulatea, and peppered with surprise. 
Back when Byrne was in high school, 

he sang in college coffee houses, ac-
companyirg hmself on acoustic guitar. 
But instead of performing standard folk 
repertoire, Byrne's selections ranged 
from Chuck Berry to the Kinks. " I'd play 
what I thought were good rock songs," 
he recalls with a smile, "for an audience 
that had never heard any of them. They 
really seemed to like them too." 

Since that time Byrne has merged Af-
rican rhythms with American pop, syn-
thesizers with choreographer Twyla 
Tharp, and starched shirts with CBGB 
Best known for his work with -alking 
Heads, he's also found time for inde-
pendent collaborations with Tharp. 
Brian Eno and most recently playwrght 
Robert Wilson. And nearly every sign-
post along this remarkable musical jour-
ney has been marked by a penchant for 
weaving seemingly ineconcilable 
strains into a fresh design that con-
founds his audience's expectations. 

Byrne's latest effort, Music From The 
Knee Plays (ECM), is predictably star-

tling. The LP's twelve selections— 
mostly music for an acoustic brass 
quintet, alternating with deadpan narra-
tives—sounds a little like what Bach 
would have written if he'd lived in New 
Orleans. The Knee Plays are "joints" 
(hence the title) between larger scenes 
in Wilson's theatrical production the 
CIVIL WarS. Byrne's musical approach 
remains as minimalist as Wilson's play 
is ambitious—perhaps so ambitious 
that it may never be seen in its entirety. 
But like The Catherine Wheel, Byrne's 
Knee Plays music is enjoyable and 
more than occasionally provocative on 
its own terms. 

'1 wanted to work on the Knee Plays 
because it was on a smaller scale than 
other sections of the play, so I thought it 
might have a better chance of touring 
and being seen by more people," Byrne 
candidly admits. "The nature of the 
music was also dictated by practical 
considerations. I wanted it to be live, so 
the instruments had to be set up and 
dismantled quickly. I ended UD choos-
ing brass, in part because I wanted it to 
be loud enough to cover the noise of 
any hammering or moving around of the 
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sets backstage." 
At first Byrne was inclined to utilize 

sounds more suggestive of Japanese 
kabuki theater, which he says would 
have been in keeping with the play's 
overall aesthetic; but, being David 
Byrne, he ultimately opted to go " in an 
opposite direction. 

"I'd heard the Dirty Dozen Brass 
Band in New Orleans, and I thought I'd 
combine music I'd written with their 
music for spiritual and gospel numbers. 
Our collaboration didn't work out that 
well, but they did prove to be my main 
inspiration." 

Byrne eventually constructed his 
compositions by simulating individual 
horn parts through an Emulator, 

sequencing them, and then hiring L.A. 
studio smoothies like Chuck Findley 
and Ernie Watts to flesh them out and 
"add warmth, the way real players do." 
But not too much: "The music is very 
'presentational, - Byrne explains in dis-
quietingly neutral cadences, " in that 
there's not a lot of emotion put into it. 
Obviously it could be played more 
fluidly or jazzy, but in keeping with the 
play I thought they should be performed 
in a very 'flat' manner. The emotion 
comes from whatever resonances or 
personal meanings the listener puts into 

Much the same can be said for the 
five tracks on which Byrne adds his 
voice to the elegant horn charts; these 

Let yourself go 
wherever the 
"White Winds" take you. 

With 
ANDREAS 
VOLLENWEIDER. 

"White Winds- is the new album by 
inventor, musician, magician, Andreas 
Vollenweider. 

His electro-acoustic harp will magically 
transport you to The Glass Hall...the Hall 
Of The Mosaics...The Five Planets.. all 
propelled by "White Winds." 
"White Winds." Including the single, 

"Flight Feet." 
A one way journey that will be with you 

always. 
Available now on CBS Records, 

chrome Cassettes and Compact Discs. 

FM 39963 

s Vollen 
¡te 

Watch for Andreas Vollenweider's "White Winds" Tour this spring. 
CBS s Irddernark l'3HS (: F3S 

cuts elevate the record from cleverly 
contrapuntal mood music ( it is on ECM) 
to a quirkier, more challenging form. 
Ironically Byrne's spoken vignettes, 
their serio-comic tone reminiscent of 
Laurie Anderson, often create the kind 
of interlocking call-and-response with 
the horns one associates with a New Or-
leans jazz funeral. But their rigidly syn-
copated rhythms and Byrne's dry, " pre-
sentational" phrasing and timbre are 
rather more suggestive of Konstantin 
Chernenko's. 

Yet the stilted formality seems to 
work. Or, as David puts it, "There's no 
telling the audience, 'This is what it 
should mean.' It's more like, ' Maybe 
you've never looked at this before, or 
thought about things in this particular 
way.'" 

Probably not. On "Tree" and "Social 
Studies," for instance, Byrne con-
templates the relationships between 
people and their clothes and food, at 
one point spinning a fantasy about liv-
ing someone else's life through their 
groceries. " In The Future" calmly reels 
off a string of predictions that would 
shame Jeanne Dixon; a modulating 
brass fanfare provides soothing relief. 
The prophecies—by turns bizarre, 
funny and sinister—appear contradic-
tory at first, but upon further contempla-
tion fall into place like pieces in a jigsaw 
puzzle. 
"When I was writing the words," Byrne 

explains, " I noticed at some point that I 
could see myself believing in any of (the 
predictions). I mean, I could easily be-
lieve in an atomic war, and if I really 
stretch my imagination I can believe 
that everyone will love one another. So I 
thought, well, there seem to be a lot of 
opposites here, let's play off that. In the 
play that scene has kind of an ominous 
air, so there is a serious edge. And yet 
it's still kind of silly. 

"Making fun of the future." Byrne lets 
out a soft chortle. " It's a lot of fun. I can 
imagine kids doing it at parties." 
Ten or even five years ago, there 

wasn't much room for " silly" or "fun" in 
Byrne's music. His persona onstage 
and off was too self-conscious and 
neurotically energetic for that. More re-
cently, though, Byrne has taken a quan-
tum leap toward a sound that's warmer, 
more relaxed, openly embracing—and 
a hell of a lot more danceable. In con-
cert he's evolved into a natural, self-as-
sured bandleader and star actor. If 
Byrne is still not as suave a Cary Grant, 
at least he's a lot less reminiscent of 
James Woods. 

"I've come to accept the artifice of 
stage performance," he says. "When 
the band started I wanted to strip that 
away—and we pretty much did. I still 
feel that's valid, but there's another way 
of doing things—and one big advan-
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element into your music, the solution 
is elementary. Get a Casio. 

Casio now adds that element to music 
so often missed with electronic key-
boards—the human element. 

ouch the keys of our CT-6000 
softly and it will respond in kind Strike 
them hard, and it will bite vith tne best 
of them. The sound is pure piano— 
even when I's pianissimo. 

Strings are also its thing Press 
tie keys hard and tne sound soars to 
a crescendo. Casio's responsive 
keyboard adds a touch of reality to 
every instrument sound. And backs 
you up with a sophisticated rhythm 
section that even claps for you. 

And keeping those great 
sounds around is no problem. The 

Tickle the keys 
or pound them, 

this keyboard knows 
the difference. 

6000's chord memory stores up to 
400 notes. For even more memory— 
as well as the ability to play other 
instruments—the 6000 has a MIDI 
interface built in. 

New technology also plays a 
major part in our MT- 400V keyboard. 
An envelope filter gives you the ulti-
mate in creativity— he ability to create 
your very own sounds. And t even 
has a mouthpiece that lets you control 
the filter, so you can breathe life into 
all its preset sounds. 

breathtaking feature is its low price. CAS I On But perhaps the 400V .s most 

If you're havng a 
problem getting the human Where miracles never cease 

Casio, Inc. Electronic Musical Instrument Division: 15 Gardner Road. Fairfield, N.J. 07006 New Jersey (201) 575-7400, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411 



"When the music gets hot, 
this Telex wireless doesn't 
need to be pampered" 

As the beat gets stronger and music 
louder, a microphone often takes more 
abuse than its designers intended. 
During these up-beat sessions the 
sterile, idealized test conditions of the 
engineering lab are meaningless. You 
need a mike that can take the heat and 
the beat. Telex wireless is the primary 
mike for Joe Tripp'. a working musician 
lust like you. whose equipment has to work 
lust as hard as he does He's the lead 
singer and manager of Fantacy, a popular 
high energy show band booked solid, and 
travelling nearly thirty-thousand miles 
a year. Joe has owned dozens of 
microphones throughout his career, but 
none that he likes as much as his 
Telex wireless. 

Two years ago, when he began his search 
for his band's first wireless system he was 
Justifiably skeptical. He had heard some 
really questionable systems over the years 
and those that did sound good cost a 
fortune. Then he discovered Telex, an 
affordable system that delivered the 

BIG sound that Joe had come to expect 
from his wired system. His doubts 
about wireless faded when he took 

the system on the road and gave it a 
real workout. Joe loves the freedom and 

excitement that wireless brings to his 
act, and Telex hasn't let him down yet. 

He's never had an audio dropout because 
of the patented Pos-i-Phase Diversity 
system and his WHM500 has a great 

frequency response for his close-miking. 
high sound pressure vocal style. 

So, if you're a musician/vocalist who wants 
an affordable wireless mike system that 

doesn't need to be pampered, write or call 
Telex for more information, then ask for a 

live cemo at your favorite music/Pro Sound 
Store. Telex Communications. Inc.. 9600 
Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis. MN 55420 

For quick information, call toll free 

800-328-3771 
or in Minnesota call (612) 887-5550 

tage is simply that a (more stylized) pro-
duction has larger impact." 
Consequently he gravitated toward 

African music, which is at once ritualis-
tic and emotionally raw. " I felt that, in an 
abstract musical way, it reaffirmed the 
idea of humanity and community in a 
way that was...fun to do. I'd been accus-
tomed to thinking of spiritual things as 
very personal, and to a large extent they 
are. But I also discovered that it's possi-
ble to have a spiritual experience that's 
ecstatic, pleasurable, not just academic 
and dreary." 

Ironically, Byrne declined an invita-
tion to participate in USA for Africa's 
"We Are The World." " I do think it's a 
duty of people to realize they are part of 
the community and the rest of the 
world," he explains, "but by that I don't 
mean everybody give a dollar, which 
can be a way of letting experts take care 
of problems. I do think (USA for Africa) 
is very well-intentioned, and a fair 
amount of the money might go where it's 
intended. But there are very few organi-
zations around like, say, Oxfam, that 
deal with the long-term causes and ef-
fects of disasters. Although a lot of 
famines are triggered by droughts, I 
think their root causes are more often 
human greed. And if that isn't recog-
nized, a famine can occur again next 
year. So my politics tend to be more in-
dividually oriented; they encourage 
people to make up their own minds." 

So, of course, does his music. 
Though a forthcoming Talking Heads 
album will once more feature honest-to-
gosh songs, Byrne expects that the rec-
ord will still leave itself open to various 
interpretations—and he openly wel-
comes the possibilities. "Sometimes 
someone will describe to me their per-
ception of something that I wrote," he 
remarks, sounding like one of his Knee 
Plays vignettes. "And it's not at all what I 
thought it was. But often, after I hear it, I 
think they're right. I have to step back 
and go, yeahh...I guess so. I didn't see 
that at all." Ill 

Byrning Down The House 
Onstage David Byrne plays a Roland syn-
thesizer guitar, although " I never use the 
synthesizer part." Then why play it? " I 
thought it was a pretty good guitar! And 
our sound engineer said he was getting a 
warmer sound than from my Strat, which I 
use in the studio." In concert he also uses 
a rack of pedal effects, including a Boss 
digital delay, compressor and "a distor-
tion thing," and an Ibanez Auto filter. The 
whole band uses Roland Jazz Chorus 
amps. 

For songwriting Byrne relies with in-
creasing frequency on the Emulator, "to 
see how something will sound, before I 
end up using the real thing. But the 
Emulator can be great live." His home 
"studio" consists of a Tascam 4-track. His 
recent "big purchase" was an AMS digital 
reverb. 
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MUSICIAN magazi le has described Accept as"Incredible musical muscle..." listing t e 
bond second orly to Judos F'riest in a poll of heavy metal's ten best bands. 

Now, fans in America will be able to experience tie " musical muscle" that Europeans 
haie been rockir' to for years. 

Watch foe Accept's United States tour beginning early ' 85! 

Petering tes' Peavey road gear: 

Four 215 BW bass enclosures 
Four 210 SX enclosures 
Max Bass amp 
Four CS-E00 power amps 
EQ-27 graphic equalizer 

For a copy of'OO'r MONITOR magazine featuring eter Baltes of Accept, send $ 1.25 ro: 

Pecvey Electronics; 711 A Street; Me. idion. MS 39301 



The ADA Digitizer 4 is 
a real sweetheart . . and 
sMart too! The Digitizer 4 
can store  sixteen of your 
favorite effects. its on-
board computer allows 

you to progr luding 
arr all 

effect settings, inc  
sweeps and reçeneration. 
Pius, with the " Randorn 
Access" footsweh, you can 

go directly toithout 
the prograrn 

you want — w 

t;» 

stepping  ogram5. through pr  
ou can d 

For urder $700 y 
take one home, tonight, an 
the rne-nories will be yours . 

more iriforreie for  

ACDP. 5 erea.. 5C:e5  

`f:316 ou'ftl% Steel, Iletlteley , tA 94110 
(415) 543-1311 Ielex. 410 igs0 ADA 0 
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HUSKER Du 

For Gary Norton, Grant Hart and Bob Mould, sLccess on their own ,:erms was worth the weight. 

A FRESH 
VISION OF HARD-
CORE-AND-MORE 
THRIVES IN THE 
HEARTLAND 

Sitting in a large, empty room backstage at UCLA's Ackerman 
Ballroom, Hüsker Dü's Bob Moud 
looks like anything but a rocker. 

In his jeans and long-sleeved American 
Wrestling Association Cage Match 1--
sKrt, the beefy, moon-faced guitarist.' 
singer resembles a furloughed con-
struction worker He looks amused 
when asked about his burgeoning com-
mercial fortune. 

"Well, let me get out my wallet and 
see whose card I got this week," he says 
in a low, road-rawvoice. He fishes out a 
card embossed with the Warner 
Brothers shield. " Nail, nobody," he 

comments with a wry grin. ' That was for 
the other deal—for cartoons." 
Mould is kidding, of course. Husker 

Dü (the name, without umlauts, is 
Danish and Norwegian for "do you re-
member?") is presently being wooed by 
just about every major label in the coun-
try—"all the biggies except CBS," the 
guitarist notes in a more serious mo-
ment. But their sudden success has 
clearly left Mould, drummer Grant Hart 
and bassist Greg Norton a little dazed. 
It's been a startling leap toward the big 
time for a band known mainly to the 
punk cognoscenti only a year ago. 
The Huskers' rapid rise may have 

taken the band members by surprise, 
but few who have followed the group's 
progress during their six-year history 
would raise an eyebrow. The fervent trio 
expressed the anger and angst of the 
American hardcore punk sector to ex-
plosive perfection in their early singles 
and albums. But last year, in their mag-
num opus Zen Arcade, they brought a 
breadth of artistic invention, a stylistic 
versatility, and a heatedly intense tech-
nical execution to a form too often strait-
jacketed by pared-down structures and 
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thematic myopia. Husker DU vaulted 
from the hardcore aggro ranks by offer-
ing something that the style delivers far 
too infrequently: a fresh vision. 
Zen Arcade is sprawling, surging 

'core tempered by strains of neo-
psychedelia and folkish acoustic 
touches. Along with the single that pre-
ceded it—a devastating revision of the 
Byrds' " Eight Miles High"—the album 
served notice to the press that the 
band's heady style was worth shouting 
about. The St. Paul, Minnesota-based 
group has moved to consolidate last 
year's advances. The single-disc New 
Day Rising, a speedy follow-up to Zen 
Arcade, came out this January. They 
also extended an ongoing tour. playing 
over a hundred gigs in the last eight 
months. All the activity and attention has 
made Hüsker Dü the rulers of the roost 
in the Twin Cities music scene (dis-
counting, of course, Prince's nation-
wide purple reign). But it wasn't always 
so. According to the dapper. mus-
tachioed Norton, far blander music held 
sway in the band's hometown in 1978: 
"Practically anything that you went out 
to hear was pop bands with the cute 
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haircuts. That was the alternative." 
Back then, the future members of 

Hüsker Dü were bedroom musicians of 
resolutely amateur status. Hart was a 
closet Al Jolson fan who worked with 
Norton in a St. Paul record store. Mould, 
a musician and songwriter from the age 
of nine, joined the pair after he was 
drawn into the shop by the punk rock 
Hart blasted from the sidewalk PA. sys-
tem. "The three of us got together in my 
basement one Friday afternoon and 
played a bunch of Ramones covers," 
Norton says. "A week later, on March 
30, 1979, we were onstage at Ron's 
Randolph Inn in St. Paul." Mould adds, 
"We figured if the Ramones could do it, 
anybody could do it." 

By 1981 they were good enough to re-
lease a debut single, "Statues," on their 
own Reflex label. The band had to play 
outside the Twin Cities, however, to 
forge associations that would lead to 
greater national prominence. A low-
budget trip to Chicago that year re-
sulted in a gig at a punk club party hon-
oring Black Flag. 

"It was a real nihilistic experience," 
Mould recalls. " I found a two-gallon can 
of blue paint and threw it up in the air. It 
hit the dance floor and blew up 
everywhere. This girl picked up one of 
Grant's cymbals. scooped up a bunch 
of paint and went to pour it on his drums. 
Grant picked her up and power-slam-
med her into the paint, and (Black Flag 

• -11 • \ 
or a free 16 x 20 poster reproductionbf this page ,send 
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producer) Spot and (then-singer) Dez 
(Cadena) picked her up and started 
bouncing her off the wall, leaving butt 
prints on the wall. It was like a Busby 
Berkeley musical gone to hell." 

Impressed by the Minnesotans' lash-
ing music and colorful behavior, Black 
Flag offered the band assistance. Black 
Flag's SST label nixed a live tape as a 
first LP from Hüsker Dü, but suggested 
that New Alliance, the even smaller 
label run by SST labelmates the Min-
utemen, might be interested. The result, 
Land Speed Record, offered the first 
hint of the raging neo-psychedelic 
hardcore Hüsker Dü would refine over 
the years. "Land Speed's like the bad 
part of the acid," Mould comments. 
A demonic single on New Alliance, 

"In A Free Land," and the Reflex album 
Everything Falls Apart followed. Hüsker 
Dü finally joined the SST fold with the EP 
Metal Circus in 1983, but emerged from 
the 'core underground only with last 
year's two-disc opus. 
Zen Arcade grew out of an experi-

ence familiar to ex-hippies everywhere: 
drugs. " In the months before we left to 
record Zen Arcade, I tripped probably 
twenty-eight times," Hart admits. " It was 
the acid bender of my life." It also 
helped that he was living communally in 
a church with members of four different 
bands. That lifestyle had a marked im-
pact on the record's expansiveness. 

"People would do like three-hour ver-
sions of (the instrumental) ' Reoccurring 
Dreams,- Mould says. "You'd watch 
people get pinned to the wall. Grant and 
I were practicing just about every day, 
just jamming and getting into more 
weirdness and sitting around hyper-
ventilating over lyrics and stuff." 
The lunatic methodology involved in 

creating the music for Zen Arcade car-
ried over into its recording: The entire 
record was made in one marathon 
eighty-five-hour session, mixing in-
cluded. Most of the songs are first 
takes. Mould and Hart describe the end 
product as "a cross between Tommy, 
Jesus Christ Superstar, The Sound of 
Music and Evita." Whatever its pedi-
gree, Zen Arcade struck an immediate 
chord with critics across the country. In 
the Village Voice's year-end poll of over 
200 rock writers, the album placed 
eighth among the year's best records— 
an unprecedented showing by this 
largely ignored trio of heartland rockers. 
The follow-up, New Day Rising, is a 

finely-crafted, even rawer distillation of 
the musical inroads made in Zen Ar-
cade. The more detailed sound dis-
plays Mould and Hart's songwriting 
abilities to even greater effect. "We 
weren't under a deadline this time," 
Mould says. "All the other records we 
recorded in the middle of tours, so it 
wasn't a very comfortable situation. 
Doing Metal Circus, for example, the 
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power company came and shut the 
power off, 'cause the studio hadn't paid 
their electric bill. We were trying to jump 
power from other parts of the building. 
Stuff like that freaks everybody out.'' 
On just about every level, Min-

neapolis/St. Paul suits Hüsker Dü just 
fine. In spite of their present notoriety, 
they're perfectly satisfied to continue re-
cording and playing in their Midwestern 
base, off the beaten record company 
path. " In the Twin Cities, you're not as 
directly affected by all the crap that 
goes on in the business—all the cut-
throat booking and managing, alf that 
stuff," Mould says. " I think that people 
are basically into good music up there, 
and not just the trappings." 
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Yet things aren't as comfy as they 
used to be in the frozen north. The great 
acclaim accorded Hüsker Dü in the 
wake of Zen Arcade, and the band's 
high visibility, combined with the con-
current success of Minneapolis' Re-
placements, has turned the Twin Cities 
into a focus of interest for the musical in 
crowd—a development Mould views 
with dread. "The town is hip now, unfor-
tunately," he says with a sour face, "so 
it's sorta weird. I'm afraid it's gonna be-
come another Boston or Atlanta." 

In the face of encroachment by 
snooping journalists and A&R men, 
Hüsker Dü are doing what they can to 
encourage an independent hometown 
music scene via their own Reflex label. 

KEITH JARRETT 
Standards, Vol. 

114-25023 

Produced by Manfred Eicher 

:# 

Keith Jarrett, a pianJi acclaimed for his compositional and improvisational 

abilities, is joined bj, bassist Gary Peacock and drummer Jack Dejohnette on an 

album which brings consummate artistry to classic compositions. Musicians 

known for setting standards ¡r playing them. 

(KEITH JARRETT. TO MUSICIAN. NOVEMBER,1983) 
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The company's thirteen-record catalog 
contains albums and singles by such 
local talent as Rifle Sport, Mansize Ac-
tion, Final Conflict, Otto's Chemical 
Lounge and Articles of Faith. Mould also 
produced a 1983 album by Soul Asylum 
on Minneapolis' Twin Tone label. 

In spite of their obvious affection for 
the Twin Cities, Hüsker Dü hasn't ruled 
out big-label bucks. They make it clear, 
though, that they will have to dictate the 
terms. "We're very demanding individu-
als," Mould says. "We have an idea that 
things should be done our way. What 
am I supposed to do—go in and say, 
'Well, golly gee, that's really nice'? I'm 
gonna go in and say, 'Look, man, I've 
got a real good idea that it's easy for us 
to get screwed around. Now either play 
it straight with us or don't bother us.' We 
would have to pick the producer and 
engineer and do the artwork, and we 
would stay self-managed. 

"The first time that one of the major 
label reps called, he asked, 'Well, how 
many records do you think you can 
sell?' I was really messed up at the 
time—like the first time in three years I'd 
been messed up—and I said, 'Man, I 
don't care if we sell two million records 
or two! If I have to play to a wall, I'll play!'" 
The band members laugh at this tale, 

and Mould turns the conversation into a 
discussion of the relative merits of Verne 
Gagne, Nick Bockwinkle and Hulk 
Hogan as mat champions. For their 
part, the three-man tag team known as 
Hüsker Dü have issued their own chal-
lenge to the major U.S. labels. Tune in 
next week for the battle royale. Ii 

How The Hüskers Dü It 
Bob Mould owns two identical 1975 
Ibanez Flying V copies. He runs these 
through a Yamaha G-100 solid state head 
and a Marshall slant 4x12 cabinet; that 
signal runs parallel into.a British Fender 
Twin Junior "with about a 25-pound JBL 
speaker in it." He also utilizes an MXR 
Distortion Plus, Ibanez Stereo Chorus, 
and an Electro-Harmonix Small Clone 
Mini-Chorus. His strings are OHS Boomer 
Extra Lights; he favors Jim Dunlop picks. 
Greg Norton plays an Ibanez Roadstar 
Series II medium-scale bass through a 
Peavey Mark IV Series Ill head and an 
Ampeg V2 4x12 bottom. He's a fan of 
GHS Super Steel and Boomer strings and 
Jim Dunlop picks. 
Grant Hart is a Slingerland man, prefera-
bly Radio Kings. His kit features a 26-inch 
bass drum, 13-inch ride, and a 16-inch 
rack. He outfits these with heads by Pin-
stripe (toms and bass) and Remo (for the 
snare). His cymbals are Zildjian Im-
pulses, "the Ford Falcon of cymbals— 
they last longer under the conditions I 
play them under." He plays with the butt 
ends of Regaltip Rock sticks. 

SUBSCRIBE! 
On ECM Records and Cassettes. Manufactured and distrIbuted by Warner Bros Records Inc. c '985, ECM Records 
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PHIL RAMONE ON FOSTEY 
Phil bus produced such artists as: Paul Simon, Billy Joel and Barbra Streisanci 

"As a pmducer; the things 
do are not predictable by the 
hour. I might just wake up in 
the middle of the night with 

an idea. 

If I have to wait for a studio 
booking, it may change or 
get lost altogether 

"There are a great many 
musical ideas that need to 
be expressed right away. 
Fostex offers equipment that 
will record and produce sounds 
which can be delivered to 

the Director of a film or the 
President of a record company 
the very next day. 

"The ideas that are originated 

in a hotel room or 
your living room 
allow you to record, 
edit and evaluate 
the material before 
going to the studio. 
That's the purpose 
of Fostex equipment 
and the reason I 
choose it. 

"With the combination of 
products that Fostex offers 
and the deadlines we have, 
the writer's creative process is 
well-served with no apologies 
for the sound of the demo. 

o "Credentials 
which speak for 
themselves allow 
me to recommend 
Fostex equipment 
to songwriters 
and artists. The 
musicians and 
friends I work 

with believe in the gear Fostex 
makes. It's designed for us:' 

Fostex 
MULTITRACK DIVISION 
FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 

15431 3Iackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650 
(213) 921-1112 



Save up to $20 
on the most popular mies 

in the world. 
Shure's SM57 & SM58. 

60TH 

Save $15 on 
Shure's SM57 
Mie, $20 on the 
SM58 during 
Shure's 60th 
Anniversary 
Rebate Sale. 

Just fill out the 
coupon and 
send it to us 
with proof of 
purchase. (See 
details below) 

Don't Delay— 
Rebate ends July 19! 

Earn up to a $20 rebate during the Shure 60th Anniversary Rebate Sale! 

To receive your rebate on 
selected Shure micro-
phones, send: ( 1)A copy of 
your dated sales receipt 
(non-returnable). (2) The 
model number label from 
the end of the outer carton, 
and (3) this completed 
coupon to: Shure Micro-
phone Rebate Offer, 
222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, IL 60204. 

(Please Print) 

Name_ _ 

Address  

City State Zip  

Phone (Area Code) (Number)  

Number of mics purchased: SM57 SM58  

Offer valid on purchases of all SM57 
and SM58 series mics made between 

April IS. 1985 and July 19. 1985. All 
requests must he postmarked by 

August 2. 1985. This is a consumer 
rebate offer only. Shure dealers. 

companies and employees of Shure 
and their advertising agencies. 

distributors and retailers are not 
eligible.This offer may not he used in 

conjunction with any other rebate 
from Shure. Shure is not responsible 

for late, lost or misdirected mail. 
Offer good only on purchases made 

in U.S.A. Void where taxed or 
prohibited by law. Allow 6-8 weeks 

for delivery of check 
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BLUE NOTE RESURRECTION 

CHIP STERN 

THE CORPORATE 
REVIVAL OF A 
CLASSIC JAZZ 
LABEL BEGETS 
A JOYFUL NOSE 

, T
rafn now leaving tor Valhalla on 
track '85. There'll be delays of 
nineteen to thirty-nine minutes 
while we unhitch the computers 

and lash the mules back on instead, so 
grab your tail, we're postponing the fali. 
Oh Bird, oard of no little remorse, stay 
our course tnat it might be true, so blue, 
fain Odin be upon so called to turn the 
other cheek scarred mighty and pluck 
eye remaining lest mankird sight lose of 
wisdom spent. Train whistle blow to iet 
us know, the Wolff and the Lion mark the 
way.... 

If I had known at the time that Blue 
Note was going to take off like it did. l 
would have charged you more for the 
covers. 

— Reid Miles 
Why does the resuscitation of the 

Blue Note catalog from import-bin limbo 
come ano.nted in such devotional mar-
ketrng rapture? And why would EM1 
chairman Bhaskar Menon and Manhat-
tan 'Blue Note president Bruce Lundvail 
seek to tie their corporate super-turbine 
to a little red caboose? Certainly the 
Feburary 22, 1985 Town Hall christen-

ing concert was the " major event" of this 
or any other jazz season. But was the 
Blue Note label being revived? No This 
was tesurrection (Can : hear an amen, 
brother) of Blue Note. 

Blue Note's mythological status 
among jazzahclics derives from mean-
ing so many beautiful things to so many 
different people, and in truth the original 
lapel's torrential flow of LPs amalga-
mated nearly ail the major streams of 
American music: from dixieland, swing 
and boogie-woogie to bop. hard oop, 
post-bop. blip bleep and beyond—not 
to mentior modern R&B and funk. 
People bought Blue Notes because 
Blue Note meant quality, consistency 
and vLsionary outreach. "Jazz with a 
feeling," in the words of photographer 
and co-producer Frank Wolff; and 
Wolff's candid, intimate shots of musi-
cians and sultry, coefee-colored Val-
kyries, as well as Reid Miles' distinctive 
Bauhaus-on-fire cubist graphics, gave 
Blue Note's packaging a distinctive 
modern aura which complemented 
Rudy Van Gelder's rich, reverberant 
"You-Are-There" sonic realism. Even 
the notion that Blue Note recording 
scrimmages were fielded by Islamic 
winos and other heroic members of the 
All-Pharmaceutical team (who would 
do sessions on the cheap, mar, if 
only they could get the cash out front 
because, like, there was this guy wait-
ing in the hallway) only adoed to the 
labers mystique. 
So might the new Manhattan/Blue 

Note label not merely follow trends, but 
anticipate them, goose them along, as 
the old Blue Note did? To date the new 
label's output more closely resembles 

Bruce Lundvall's Elektra/Music.an 
mixed bag or George Butler's "This 
Bud's For You Lou Rawls" GO crossover 
binge of the early 70s when Blue Note's 
"jazz" became a hot house pop com-
modity—the Donald Byrds, Deodatos 
and George Bensons of the world 
heralding the shift from jazz joints to 
disco nights, upward mobility being 
well in sight. But surely the roots of all 
jazz's progressive evolutions and com-
mercial incursions can be found in the 
Blue Note catalog. The Albert Ammons 
and Meade Lux Lewis recordings that 
launched the label bequeathed as 
much soul to rock, funk and country 
musicians as they did to jazzmen. And 
the hard blues of the Horace Silvers and 
Art Blakeys (along with Ray Charles) 
helped pave the way for Motown as cer-
tainly as they set up the Marsalis 
brothers for the ultimate " pure artist" pot 
o' gold. The true Blue Note "sound" 
ranges from swing to bop to pop (Lee 
Morgan's hit "The Sidewinder" helped 
sell cars in the 60s)—and if that's easy 
for us to forget, it's not hard for Blue 
Note founder Alfred Lion to remember. 
How. And why. 

"I came very close to the blues, al-
ways," Lion remembers fondly, dis-
tantly, his English lightly pickled in the 
vinegar of his native Germany, where he 
was born April 21, 1908. " It must have 
had something to do with my childhood. 
Partly, I was lonely, you know? My 
mother was a very good looking 
woman; she was in show business at 
one time. And she was not really a 
woman who was really fit to bring up a 
child so well. Besides, I was hard to 
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handle, I understand—hyperfrenetic," 
he giggles, recalling strict Prussian 
boarding schools during World War I, 
little to eat—fifty-seven different ways to 
prepare turnips—and how he always 
wanted to come to America. 

"The blues always hit me as some-
thing soulful, soothing and spiritual—it 
had something to do with my nature. 
The blues, vat vailing sound. The negro 
people have something, after all, like 
the spirituals, and rock 'n' roll and all 
that, and the blues is at the bottom of 
everything they play. Even with Cecil 
Taylor, I hear the blues in there some-
where. It is one of those basic things, 
and it is basic with me. 

"Not that it limits me: I am not stuck in 
one groove. Michael Jackson, he fasci-
nates me, and Prince for what he is; not 
an innocent, experienced mit the girls. 
Jimi Hendrix, oh my God, I used to go 
down in the Village and hear him. And I 
am fascinated with drummers, all the 
good ones are close to me—because I 
like rhythm in there. Art Blakey became 
a partner, you know, and I became one 
of his little Messengers, and Art sent me 
out to preach the good gospel of jazz— 
and I hope he was satisfied." 
Perhaps the roots of Alfred Lion's ob-

session, and the pleasure it afforded so 
many listeners, can be traced to his par-
ents' feeling for the early jazz age: with-

out really knowing too much about it—or 
even knowing that it was jazz. " I remem-
ber my mother met a man in the street 
who was wearing a turban, and had a 
couple of Afghan dogs, and he looked 
like a Maharajah or something. She was 
so fascinated by his looks they some-
how became acquainted. And he told 
her he was a musician and that he was 
playing at a place in Germany at the 
time called the International House. 
Around 1919, 1920. So he invited her to 
hear him, and she brought me along, 
and do you know who it was? Sidney 
Bechet! And my father, strange to say, 
also liked jazz. When they were married 
only a year, my father came home and 
told my mother he heard some kind of a 
jug band in a circus. And he said he'd 
like to go back and hear them again. 
And he didn't show up at home again for 
six months—he followed them around 
for six months! So my feeling for the 
music, it must be in the family, ya?" 

But that doesn't explain Alfred Lion's 
unusual devotion to the cause of black 
artists and black people in general. 
"Maybe I felt that for them I should do a 
little bit more. I wanted to present that 
talent that they have, because they 
were always pushed in the background. 
So my aim was to further what they had 
to say. And I remember people got 
down on me. This one critic he tells me. 

'Albert, you such a nice guy, and you 
make such good music—aren't you 
color blind?' And I say, 'No—just color 
conscious.' That's the way it is, and 
that's the way I feel now. 
"Andrew Hill—I treasured him. Like a 

Miles Davis, who I always admire so 
much. He have so much flair and so 
much style and so much taste and he 
could be such a motherfucker, too— 
sweet and bitter. And I remember this 
beautiful evening at his house—all 
curves, no straight lines or corners— 
and he cook me this gumbo. And he told 
me he'd been cookin' it for two days and 
it was just now good. What a character. 
All these musicians I try to help them to 
get in the door, and that's why when I 
found someone I liked, we stuck with 
him. Tell them, 'Don't hit people over the 
head right away with the music. You 
have different ideas and new directions, 
but first you got to get them in the house, 
let 'em in easy, sell your program, which 
is why we always try and begin the al-
bums with something people could 
groove to, you know. That's why we put 
out all those 45s for the jukeboxes—art-
ists have to be heard." 

For all his epic accomplishments, for 
all the hours he spent in a corner in a re-
hearsal studio taking notes, Lion re-
serves praise for others. "You are not 
alone in what you're doing. People like 
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my boyhood friend Frank Wolff; and 
Reid Miles and Rudy Van Gelder. And 
Ike Quebec, I always mention him," he 
sighs. "He helped me to bridge the 
times from swing to people like Monk 
and Bud Powell, and got me to listen to 
people I wasn't ready for. A very flexible 
musician, and we became close 
friends, and I remember he was in this 
Harlem hospital and he was so sick and 
dying, and I bring him every morning 
orange juice, which for some reason he 
could not get there...." Lion's voice 
trailed off. 

"Which is why it was so emotional for 
me when they call me for this concert 
thing after being away seventeen years. 
I was never expecting anything like this: 
and they send me first class tickets, a 
limo to pick me up at the airport, then 
they bring me to the Plaza, and to the re-
hearsal at Town Hall, and here are all 
these people I have not seen in so many 
years. And all these people who now 
want to interview me. Why me? It was 
very emotional." 

Town Hall. Fight night crowd. 
"...And tonight's referee, Mr. Herbie 

Hancock. Hello wrestling fans, this is 
Ray Morgan with tonight's call. Here 
again to add his own pointed analysis to 
tonight's ring action—the Robert Christ-
gau of revisionist ' rasslin', that old- fash-
ion plate, Mr. Freddie Blaise." 

"So rip my lungs out if you gotta, Ray, 
but we're talking thermonuclear heat 
out on the canvas tonight. Wotta card. 
And let me just remind all you fans that 
I've been out there all this time, a voice 
in the wilderness, documenting the truly 
important developments in these ne-
groid inflected musics. I'm no carpet-
bagger. You can trust my opinions." 

"Ira Gitler, eat your heart out. Freddie, 
there's Walter Davis, Jr., on the piano, 
the syncopated satyr of the ivories, to 
pay homage to Monk's 'Criss Cross' 
and Powell's ' Bud's Bubble.-
"What a heavyweight, Ray. A high 

speed shredding machine, slicing and 
dicing through the clichés of bebop 
piano, getting to the joyous essence of 
the composers." 

"No arguments here, Freddie. A true 
original. Not just the letter of the law, but 
the spirit. And how about that support 
from Reggie Workman and the mighty 
Thor himself, Mr. Blue Note, Art Blakey." 

"They can't stop grinning, and no 
wonder. Sounds like a New Orleans 
parade band. Got some of that old timey 
feeling in there. And look, Ray, there's 
'Moanin',"Paper Moon' and 'Mosaic.' 
with three rough and tumble ex-Mes-
sengers. What a slam dunk contest be-
tween Johnny Griffin and Freddie Hub-
bard. Hubcaps all over the canvas, he's 
blowing like Wynton Marsalis french 
kissing his momma in the front row." 
"Now they're reprising 'Hat And 
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instrument cable. This is it. 
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Beard' with the original Out To Lunch 
bunch: Tony Williams, Bobby Hutcher-
son, and Ron Carter subbing for 
Richard Davis." 

"That new Blue Note kid James New-
ton on flute plays more for textural effect 
than melody, but he's got the power of 
two flutes in one. Now Hutcherson takes 
center stage to blow on his own 'Little 
B's Poem' and ' Boguet.' Listen to those 
flowers toll. Cathedral elegance." 

"In a word, Freddie. And how about 
the palpable tension between Hubbard 
and Williams. Ever since Freddie tried to 
tell the diminutive powerhouse where 
the ONE was in Europe, they've been 
trading dropkicks. And tonight's spar-
ring session's no exception. Oooh, Tony 
slams him into the turnbuckle, and Fred-
die flies back into his face with the cobra 
clutch. I call the joust a draw. Joe Hen-
derson's never sounded more mentho-
lated and elliptical than on 'Cantalope 
Island' and 'Maiden Voyage'—there's 
mime jazz-funk for you fans. And how 
about Herbie Hancock's oblique comp-
ing and soloing. Where's the beat?" 

"You might try asking that pianist who 
came on between bouts, Ray. All the 
color commentators say Stanley Jordan 
don't swing. The jury's still out, I say." 

"But the court's still in session, Fred-
die. That's a guitar he's playing with 
those tapdancing fingers of his. Sounds 
like a tag team match between George 
Van Eps—Les Paul—Django Reinhardt 
vs. Wes Montgomery—Jimi Hendrix— 
George Benson. When he strides and 
walks he makes that sucker talk, and 
when he strings along with 'When You 
Wish Upon A Star' it's more pure solo 
guitar music than jazz per se. If the kid 
walked on water like Jesus, you'd com-
plain he was wearing shoes, Freddie." 

"Opinions are like assholes, Ray, 
everyone has one, but what's the geek 
show upstage, that Charles Lloyd guy. 
The white hair and the polyester Nehru 
suit. Wasn't he once a negro or some-
thing?" 

"Snake charmer without portfolio, 
Freddie, riding that riff right into the 
Ganges. Nice tone on the modal drone. 
Dave Brubeck of psychedelic colle-
gians and the Alpha Wave crowd. Per-
fectly harmless. Nice calypso and de-
rivative blues." 
"He waves those maracas once more 

and I gouge his liver out, the Sufi bed-
wetter. But hey, Cecil McBee and Jack 
DeJohnette and that gutsy little guy 
Michel Petrucciani, really put the mus-
tard to those Keith Jarrett/Herbie Han-
cock changes. But I'll take my Coltrane 
straight up, thanks. Or like that Chat-
tanooga chain-saw tenor Bennie Wal-
lace. He sure puts old Ben Webster on 
warp drive—he just inhales that horn. 
Look at him drive Jack and Cecil. And 
look, he just drove Leonard Feather 
right out the hall! Wait, who's that. 
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And here's another hot new number: "3", as in our tmique 3-year limited warranty. 

Welcome the all-new trio of 
powered mixers from Sunn. The 
SX 4150. The SX 6350. The SX 8350. 

They are powerful, portable 
and very rugged. Plus they feature 
a number of goodies you will only 
find on more expensive systems. 

Things like balanced XLR 
inputs. Reverb to monitor. 
Power amplifier limit-
ing. And up to 350 
watts RMS. 

Best of all they 
cost no more than 
lesser quality systems. 

Hotter Than Ever. 

So now you can sound like a million 
without spending a fortune. 

So before you settle for less, try 
out the new SX series at your nearest 
Sunn dealer. For quality, value and 
performance, you've got a number 
of excellent choices. 

For those who want the clarity c f a 
conclensor mike without the hassle 
an external power source, we ee'r 

the SR-6350-P. Itfeatures 48volt 
internal phantom power supply. In-
put gain control. 350 watts RMS. 
Compatible with conclensor mikes. 
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Gorgeous George, Gloria Swanson oc 
Whoopi Goldberg?" 

"It's little Cecil Taylor, Freddie. I pro-
fess to be quite moved by the dramatic 
way in which he overlays his own 
patented geometric dances and dark, 
angular percussive fanfares over a 
mournful suggestion of the lessons he 
learned from Bud Powell. It's as if he's 
playing the very conflict of all existence, 
the nobility of fallen warriors, the very 
triumph of the gods who suffered to 
steal fire for mankind. Close up Mr. De-
Mille: Oh, I'm so very glad to be back 
here on Sunset Boulevard, here in front 
of the cameras. Yes, this is where I be-
long, but stop, I must be going." 

"That's why they make menus, Ray, 
but for audacious solo piano, how about 
McCoy Tyner's rolling, oceanic state-
ment and the puckish humour of his 
Tatumesque stride? Or the way Jackie 
McLean, Woody Shaw and the McBee-
DeJohnette axis team up for the quint-
essential Blue Note power swing of 'Ap-
pointment In Ghana' or ' Blues On The 
Corner'? The power of the horns and the 
way they keep one foot in bop and one 
eye cocked towards the future?" 

"You'll get no arguments from this 
commentator, Freddie, but watch out. 
There's the easygoing swing of co-
conspirators Kenny Burrell and Grover 
Washington with Workman and the 
suede Mr. Grady Tate. Grover's bulbous 
soprano on 'Summertime,' and Burrell's 
relaxed bluesy compéng. Promising 
group. Nothing deep, Freddie, but to 
many oldtimers, this is the Blue Note 
sound. Warm, intimate, ingratiating. 
Downhome funky like that man, Jimmy 
Smith, or those two titans of blues alto 
and tenor, Lou Donaldson and Stanley 
Turrentine. They still have a magisterial 
command of the old time blues." 

"Still deriding on that old blue note? 
Aren't you a black saint, Ray? That's the 
most limp-wristed apologetic re-
visionism. They're sell-outs. People 
enjoy them, party to those records. 
What meaning does that have to all 
these golden gladiators like David Mur-
ray and Julius Hemphill and Henry 
Threadgill and Olu Dara—the new Blue 
Note generations a comin'? What? Giv-
ing each other plaques? The self-con-
gratulatory bastards! Let me at 'em." 

"Sweet mother of Satchmo, music 
fans, the crowd is crying out for retribu-
tion. Freddie Blaise has climbed into the 
ring with Gary Giddins, they're beating 
Bruce Lundvall upside his head with 
those cheap awards. Won't anyone 
help that poor, well-meaning execu-
tive....It's bedlam, a battle royal. Mr. 
Lion has fainted; all those people bat-
tling to defend the honor of the blues— 
which is more than she's ever done for 
herself...." Cl 

MAXIMUM EFFECT 
Take your performance where it's never been before. Samson 

VHF wireless frees up the visual side of your music without losing 
your distinctive sound or the use of electronic effects. Samson 
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complete with GC- 1 instrument connect-
ing cable. Go for the max ... now. 
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This is the second 
most powerful tool for 

making music. 
The first is your ear. Because nothing 

can take the place of its musical abilities. 
The second is YCAMS, the Yamaha 

Computer Assisted Music System. 
YCAMS currently consists of the 

QX1 digital sequencer/recorder. The 
TX816 FM voice generator system. And 
the RX11 (or RX15) digital rhythm pro-
grammer. Three machines operated by 
one musician that can sound like multiple 
instruments. And no machine. 

At the heart of this incredibly pow-
erful system is the QX1 sequencer/re-

corder. It gives you the total musical 
control and creative freedom to compose, 
edit your compositions, and record them. 
As well as coordinate live performances 
on MIDI-compatible instruments. 

The QX1 can memorize real-time 
compositions played on most MIDI-
compatible instruments (such as a DX7). 
Then modify, edit, and perfect those 
compositions to a degree that no machine 
has been able to before. 

Or you can compose directly from 
the QX1 in step-time. Then modify 



and rearrange any part of the composi-
tion. Its built-in disc drive can store up 
to 80,000 notes on a 5À'" floppy disc. 

The QX1 can also act as the control 
center for a large group of MIDI-com-
patible instruments for either live or 
recorded performance. And because the 
QX1 records music as digital information, 
not audio signals, you have unlimited 
overdubbing capabilities with no distor-
tion or noise. 

If the QX1 is the heart of YCAMS, 
the TX816 is the voice. 

Here is the power of eight DX7's. 
Each able to store up to 32 voices (preset 
or programmed from a DX1 or DX7) con-
sisting of 145 voice parameters and 23 
function parameters. Each made easily 
accessible for live and recorded perform-
ance by an ingeniously simple switching 
system and MIDI-compatibility 

And then there's the heartbeat 
of YCAMS, the RX11 (or RX15) digital 
rhythm programmer. 

All its drum sounds are digital 

recordings which can be patterned in 
either real- or step-time. And controlled 
to a resolution of 1/192nd of a beat. 
Which along with the SWING function 
give the RX11 a distinctly human feel. 

But there's really no way the printed 
word can fully convey the power. the 
scope, and the sound YCAMS offers the 
serious composer and musician. That can 
only be done by using the most powerful 
musical tool, your ear, to listen. So we 
suggest you go to your authorized Yamaha 
Combo Products dealer for a complete 
demonstration. 
For complete informatum, write: Yamaha International Corporation. Combo Products 
Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music 
Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 
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TÊTES NOIRES 
All Female, but 
Not a Girl Group 

N 
either flotsam from the 
purple rainstorm nor 
thinking-person's 

thrash, Têtes Noires repre-

sent yet another current in 
the seemingly bottomless 
wellspring that is Minneapo-
lis music. The all-female 
group's mostly percussion-
less approach to rock ' n' roll 
blends influences from the 
Raincoats to the Roches to 
the Andrews Sisters. 

Not quite two years old, 
this sextet of brunettes— 
hence the name, French for 
"black heads"—has been 
turning more than a few, par-
ticularly since their first full-
length LP, American Dream, 
appeared on their own 
Rapunzel label. 
The group came together 

as a performance art project 
under the direction of singer/ 
songwriter/violinist/free spirit 
Jennifer Holt. Holt (who ad-
mits under pressure to being 
Miss South Dakota of 1978) 
recalls, " I wanted to do 
something that would involve 
just working with women for 
a change, to get together 
with these fun girl musicians 
I knew around town and do 
something crazy." 
She recruited vocalist 

Camille Kayon-Gage, bass-
ist/arranger Cynthia Bartell 
and guitarist Polly Alexander 
from a brace of local bands: 
Camille's kid sister Renee 
Kayon joined in on vocals. 
Holt's piano-trained room-
mate Angela Frucci bought 
a cheap Farfisa, and Têtes 

Noiws were in business. 
They played a few gigs 
around Minneapolis and be-
came a full-fledged group as 
their audience grew, releas-
ing an acclaimed EP and fol-
lowing it up with the new LP. 
(The performance art project 
never got off the ground.) 

American Dream is Têtes 
Noires at their eclectic best. 
Its ditties cover love, hate, 
war, peace, sex, Moonies, 
alcoholism, male prostitution 
and bingo, among other sub-
jects, in musical settings by 
turns delicate, frenetic and 
pensive. There's also a med-
ley of the Cookies' "Chains" 
and " Don't Say Nothin' Bad 
About My Baby"—but 
Camille Kayon-Gage insists 
Têtes Noires are not a girl 
group. 

"It's gotten our foot in the 
door. But the only reason we 
keep it there is that people 
like what we're doing. If the 
only thing we had going for 
us was that we're girls, we 
wouldn't get very far." 

— Moira McCormick 

THE STRANGLERS  
Brassy, but 
Not Harlots 

A 
ural Sculpture may be 
the Stranglers' slick-
est album yet, but 

don't assume they've mel-
lowed. This is still the English 
band that, at the height of 
punk, hired strippers to spice 
up live performances of the 
raunchy " Nice 'n' Sleazy." 
That unsavory practice con-
tinues today, says singer/ 
guitarist Hugh Cornwell. 
"When we played ' Nice ' n' 

Sleazy' last week, we had an 
Irish stripper onstage with 
us," he notes, straightfaced. 
"That's someone who comes 
out with no clothes on and 
gets dressed." 
Bad jokes aside, Aural 

Sculpture is a serious bid for 
commercial acceptance. 
Thanks to the bright packag-
ing of producer Laurie 
Latham (of Paul Young 
fane), the once-fearsome 
foursome now find their 
characteristic brusqueness 
sweetened with pop addi-
tives. Besides softening the 
harsher sonic edges, 
Latham added brass to the 
aural stew. 

'Laurie had a great idea 

there," enthuses Cornwell. " I 
love brass because it's go: 
bite. It's physical, unlike syn-
thesizer music." Synth-pop 
is Cornwell's current pet 
peeve; Aural Sculpture's 
inner sleeve notes observe, 
"The musicians of our times 
are harlots and charlatans." 
Asked to elaborate, he says, 
"The people in this cold wave 
of synthesizer music are 
charlatans because their 
music is emotionless and 
soulless. They don't even 
play songs!" 

Will Aural Sculpture be the 
disc that finally gives the 
Stranglers a grip on Ameri-
ca? For once, Cornwell's 
self-assurance wavers. 
"Anytime you release a rec-
ord, it's like playing a slot 
machine," he muses. "But it 
looks like it might work out." 

— Jon Young 

Others, 
Go to Hollywood 
Pop stars don't die, they just 
have film biographies made 
-about them. Currently in pre-
production are projects on 
three legendary black music 
figures. Jimi Hendrix'S exces-
sive lifestyle makes him a 
natural for cinematic treat-
ment, and plans for various 
film bios have circulated for 
years. The one that seems 
set to happen first teams 
producers Elliot Geisinger 
(The Amityville Horror) and 
'Joe Allegro (The Great Ad-
venture) with music industry 
vet Don Kirshner (the Mon-
kees, for whom Hendrix once 
opened shows). Hendrix 
clone Jack Hammer will por-
tray the late guitarist; singer 
Richie Havens also has a role. 

Soul man Otis Redding 
died in a plane crash at the 
height of his powers—a fact 
that hasn't escaped A&M 
iFilms. The company has a 
script (by David Bradley, 
author of The Chaneysville 
Incident) for a Redding 
biopic, and is shopping it 
around to film studios. Sarah 
Black, A&M Films' director of 
development, says the proj-
' ect is "a tough one to get off 
t 
,the ground," but "a lot of 
.black actors and singers 
:have expressed interest." 
She hopes the film could be 
¡,ready before the end of the 
kyear. 

ERB Productions has film 
rights for the story of another 
tragic hero, Jackie Wilson. 
ERB producer Gail Berman, 
a Wilson fan herself, says the 
results may be "two years 
down the line." She views the 
film as a celebration of a 
singer who was "caught be-
tween two time frames." 
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"I'm using Pearl's Fees floating System Snare Drs,m with 
my new band Kinc !Cobra cnd b•owvr away by the 

'bite' and 'attack' that it gives me! Gun engineer m..ildn't 

believe the incredible so_ind it got im he s'udio And 
live, it cuts thrauch be-ter han any snore drum ever 

used! The drum is incnedbie!" 

CARMINE APPC1 <eic KOBRA 

Pearl's revolutionary Free Floating System Snare Drum may be ' 

the last snare drum you'll have to bmy! Interchangeable shells naade 

of Brass, Steel, Copper or Maple let YOU change sounds Quick 

and easy. And since there are no lugs attached to the ell. the 
shell material can now con.ribute its own "unique properties". to 

the scund. 

Pearl's FFS is HEAVY METAL, HARD ROCK or anything 

Kiu need it to be. Carmine and Fnankie believe it. You 

walk& Test drive an F.F.S. today at your nearest Au-
thorized Pearl Dealer...in whatever "Bomar" you need! 

"With imcornparable power, tone and crarity, the Snare 

01-uns of the futune is here todaY,! Pearl's got the right 
orne flor you. Believe it! 

FRANKIE BA/NMI QUIET RIOT 

or catalog, please serd $2.00 for pocage and handl;ng to 
rl Internahonal, Inc, Dept OFF .i, O. Box 11240 Nosh,11e, 1-1\1 37M- 124D 

Pearl Dep, 3331 ocomb, Road, R;chmond, B C V6V IZ6 
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BILL WITHERS 
Still Enigmatic, 
Still Bill 

ill Witners hasn't 
changed at ail. It's 
been years since the 

man made his mark on the 
charts with simple, un-
' adorned hits like "Grandma's 
Hands," "Lean On Me" and 
"Ain't No Sunshine," but he 
remains toe same—almost 
defiantly so_ He's still enig-
matic, still piainspoKen, still 
slogging through Hollywood 
with the dogged determina-
tion that, if he must be in it, 
you can be damned sure he 
won't be of tt 

"It," in Withers' estimation, 
is the "nighttime, freako" 
lifestyle for which Hollywood 
in general and the entertain-
ment community in particular 
are famed But Withers con-
siders himself a man whose 
life and music reflect values 
that have become passé in 
the days since disco 
wrecked his career. 

"I don't express party-
party-party type things be-
cause I aon't live that kind of 
life. I don't understand it I 
would look ridiculous with 
green hair you know what I 
mean'' 

Withers has gotten a little 
grayer and a little heavier 

since disco sidelined him, 
and he's the first to say that 
his perspectives are those of 
a forty-seven-year-ole man 
(which is what he will be in 
July) Nor has he been chas-
ing music stardom all his life, 
he's been in the Navy and 
has also been a milkman, 
aircraft mechanic and Ford 
assembly-line worker . He 
knows about eating off a 
lunch truck 

After several years off the 
hit records circuit, Withers is 
attempting to pick up steam 
again. He's just released 
Watching You Watching Me, 
a new album for Ccdumbia 
As you would expect, the 
main thrust of his new music 
is, as always, blue-collar 
simplicity. 

"I don't think you have 
enough time in music to get 
that deep," he says "You 
usually have three, four, five 
minutes at the most, and 
how much can you say with 
the added handicap of hav-
ing to make it rhyme? 
"What comes out of you is 

what's in you I'm basically a 
daytime person, I have a 
wife, I have some children, 
and I have things t care 
about that happen mostly 
during the day . At night, I 
sleep" 

- Leonard Pitts, Jr 

Goy Meets Horn 
"F-era's one frcmithe Uk-
rafle, called '..lphnson's 
Reel. - clarinetist Andy Stat-
man ,anrounced to he audi-
ence at \few Yjrk's Town 
Hall. Marshall McLuhan 
would have been proud. 
Ons:age, blowing ahay to-
gether I ke a Global 
Eisemble, were DeiDanann, 
an Irish group', and Seat-
mar ' s Klezmer Orciestra, 
v‘thc play the tares D' East 
European Jewry. And they 
made beautiful music to-
gether. 
Tie tNo groups hit Boston, 

Neyy Ycrk anc Philecelphia 
in late March witlh their cross-
culture fusiorn. Mdiv.dual 
sets by the bands preceded 
tnefinale extrevagaiza, 
when he eight musicians 
and singer M'aura O'Connell 
alternated materia firom then 
repertoires. 

''Yot. take a Jewsh tune 
'rom the Ukraine," Statman 
says, "and have people from 
an dther tradieic'n playing it, 
and they bring out certain 
elements that were dormant 
,n 1. The tune blossoms 
anew. The sanne witi Irish 

Statman lauiched the 
preject out oit a desde to worç 
with anotheg group:of tradi-
tional musicians ''on the 

same lever as his Klezrrer 
Orchestra. " I'd been thinking 
about doing something with 
Irsh music. There are a 
number of semilarities in the 
music—in•ornamentaticn, 
s:ructuiral iprpnization.'"De-
Canann, ouerently touring 
the U.S., was irecept've 'o 
the idea, and the twci bands 
held joint -e-earsals.to fine 
common ground. "We care-
fully chose tie tunes," Stat-
man says "Not everything 
.M1 work.' 
Neieher band can te 

called sti_ffilly conserva'ive. 
DeDanarn has recorded 
' Hey Jude" and includes a 
Midd,.e-Eastern bouzouki 
among its ilstrumentat on 
Statnnan ias a backgrcund 
n country mandolin, whic 
ne play.s During the 
groups' lam," Statrinan's 
clarinet doubled DeDanaln 
'violin ¡ st Fran kie Gadin's lines 
with swooping grace, whgle 
Klezmer Orchestra bassist 
Marty Conti_ rius slapped a 
firm Dotton to the reels and 
jigs. O'Connell sang ir Yid-
dish. You couldn't tell where 
the Irish stew left of and * he 
chidken soup began. 
"We never looked a: it as a 

novelty," Statman says. " cor 
us it was an experiment in 
creativity. III we were into 
connme-c all music we'd De 
Oaring rock ' n' rot." 
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A Blessed Event 
We are 

pleased to announce 
the arrival of 
the Model 166 

Dynamics Processor.. 
the most versatile compressor/limiter 

we've ever made! 
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• Noise gate with switchable release rate • PeakStop, for good-sou ;Wing "intelligent clipping" 

• la riable OverEasy compressor with cel effects • Sidechain monitoring • Stereo or dual-mono operation 

dbx® 
Professional Products Division 
71 Chapel St. 
Newton, Mass. 02195 USA 
Telephone: ( 617) 964-3210 
Telex: 92-2522 OverEasy and• PeakStoo,' are registered tradennallks•of dbx 



Eandrum 
Digital Percussion Modul 

Real sounds. Total dynamic control. 

Introducing E-drum. A breakthrough in electronic percussion from the com-
pany that has pioneered affordable digital sampling technology. 

The E-drum digital percussion module combines the clarity and preci-

sion of digitally recorded sounds with the dynamics and spontaneity of 
live drumming. It is a completely self-contained electronic drum that 

8, 
accepts interchangeable E-drum sound cartridges, each containing 

44 • • one or two sounds in solid-state memory. The extensive cartridge 

library includes a wide selection of acoustic and electronic 
drums as well as numerous percussion instruments 

and sound effects, with more sounds being con-
edivin stantly added. (Of course, since [-drum sounds are 

recorded digitally rather than synthesized, there is no 
limit to what they can be. How about being 

able to solo with the sounds of 
cannons, breaking glass, or 

colliding automobiles?) 
E-mu Stetem; 

But the E-drum's 
real strength lies in its 
responsiveness to your playing, 
offering extraordinary 
expressive control over 
both volume and pitch. 
The E-drum pad can be set to 
respond to your particular style: from the 
lightest of finger taps to the heaviest metal stick-
ing. A decay adjustment as well as a (very) 
active equalizer allow the E-drum's sounds to 
be tailored to your individual tastes. 
The E-drum's unique external trigger input accepts triggers from 

synthesizers, sequencers, or drum machines, as well as virtually any 
audio source. The dynamics of the triggering signal are detected and 
duplicated by the E-drum, making it possible for E-drums to be 
played expressively from a miked drum set. You can even use an 
E-drum to replace an already recorded drum track with a completely 
different sound while still retaining the rhythm, expression and 
dynamics of the original performance. 
The E-drum. A revolution in electronic drumming. Available today 

from E-mu Systems. 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 

MOW A1J060 001 AC 01,11 

E-drum 
019itol Percusson Module 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 
applied magic for the arts 
2815 Chanticleer, Santa Cruz, CR 95062 

(408) 476-4424 



Emulator II polyphonic digital sampling keyboard 
The new standard in affordable professional sampling systems 

In 1981 E-MU Systems introduced the Emulator digital 
sampling keyboard and brought the power of digital 
sampling within reach cf most professional,. musicians. 
Now, drawing on four years of experience as the pioneers 
in affordable digital sampling technology, E-MU Systems 
presents the Emuîator li—an instrumiert that sets new 
standards of sonic realism and expressÑe control. 

The Emulator II, like its predecessor, allows you to 
digitally record any sound and play it back pcqphonically 
from the keyboard. But that's just the beginning. The 
Emulator II utilizes a new data encodimg techniqu:e that 
results in truly stunning sound qualitv. It comes with 17 
seconds of sampling time ( atfuill bandwidth) and up to a 
megabyte of Happy disk storage. 

Once you've sampled your sound, the Emulator II's 
real creative power corr es into play. Its velocity s:ensing 
keyboard offers expressive control over a wide range of 
sound parameters. You can even program its dynamic 
response to match your personal playing style. The 
inclusion of filters, VCAs, envelope generators, and 
independent LFOs for each of its:eight c9annels allows 
extensive programmable modification oif any sampled 
sound. You can use its digital splicing and merging 
functions to create mew sounds from parts of other sounds 
(imagine an instrument with the attack of .a violin and the 

u Lay' of a piano). Or stack two sounds on the keyboard and 
use keyboard velocity to control a crossfade between them. 

Add to this a powerfull MIDI sequencer with auto- correct 
and extensive editing capabilities,, and a buid-in SMPTE 
reader/generator that conforms to the synchronization 
standard of the professional recording. film, and video 
industries, and you have a complete music and sound 
effects production facility in a single portable package. 

The Emulator II has also been designed for ease of 
expansion. Options available n:ow or in the near future 
include a hard disk for vastly expanded sound storage, 
a SMPTE-based event oriented sequencer for creating 
automated sound effects tracks, and the Digidesign 
Macintosh sound lab which turns your Emulator II into a: 
computer music system complete with graphic waveform 
analysis and modification and direct digital synthesis,. 

The Emulator II The new standard from E-MU Systems. 

E-MU Systems, Inc. 
applied magic for the arts 
2815 ChantIcleer, Santa Cruz, CA 95062 
(408) 476-4424 





Surprising 
Secrets: Forget Folk, 
Forget Feminism, 
Forget AH The 

Myths About Joan 
Armatrading. 

6 ince I'm a songwriter," Joan Armatrading explains, "I'd S 

like to think I can write lots of different things. I suppose 

that can confuse people." 

Despite eleven years, ten albums, an EP and a best-of collection, 

the thirty-four-year-old Armatrading remains a mystery, not only to 

a general audience that knows her through heavy reputation and 

slight airplay, but also to long-time fans. Her interviews don't shed 

much more light; many of them center on her lyrics, the house key 

she always wore around her neck (until recently), and more about 

her lyrics. There are no affairs with other rock stars to ask about, no 

drunken escapades or outra-

geous proclamations to remind 

her of, not even any cute stories 

about family pets. So without 

revealing interviews, anxious 

biographers (whether jour-

nalists or fans) are left to pull 

clues from the songs. 

But Armatrading claims the 

characters in the songs aren't 

her. She seems to regard herself as a skilled actress, who inhabits a 

role, discoers its deepest emotions, and then discards it for 

another. From the way she tells it, the song closest to autobiography 

is the title track to her new album, Secret Secrets, where she sings, 

"Everything I want/ I keep it private." 

It could be this distance that lets her pick at emotional scabs so 

keenly. From the prayerful "Love And Affection" to "When I Get It 

Right," which she says is "about when you just can't seem to do any-

thing right for anybody," to the piercingly lonely "One Night" ("Gos 

every night/ I have the same good dream/You making love/And the 

face I see/ Looks like me"), Armatrading's frankness can seem al-

most scary. Her songs might make you think she's a feminist, which 

she isn't. And they wouldn't make you think she's an avid comic 

book collector, which she is. As she says, it can get confusing. 

Joan Armatrading was born in St. Kitts, a West Indian island with 

half the population of Grenada, moved with her family to Antigua 

when she was three, and settled in Birmingham, England four years 

later. Joan began writing songs when she was fourteen, using her 

By Rob Tannenbaum 



mom's piano and her dad's guitar. At twenty-four she began a 
recording career that melds jazz and blues and rock, acous-
tics and electronics, with a grace that belies its complexity. 
Joan is disarmingly casual about her songs, claiming " it's 

very difficult to think of all my (old material). It's hard enough 
thinking of the new ones." But she also rules her recording 
sessions with unquestioned authority, and has exacting stan-
dards for choosing backing musicians; Secret Secrets fea-
tures another bunch of U.K. all-stars, including bassist Pino 
Palladino (Don Henley, Paul Young, Difford & Tilbrook), drum-
mer Mel Gaynor (Simple Minds), guitarist David Rhodes 
(Peter Gabriel), saxophonist Wesley Magoogan (English 
Beat) and even Joe Jackson. 
Paradox in focus: It's an April night in Boston and the Wang 

Center is filling up with Armatrading fans. There are real 
ushers in the Victorian-style theater, the kind who show you to 
your seats rather than frisk you for hidden pints of Tango. I've 
never seen so many men in ties at an electric concert. I think 
about a lyric from "Secret Secrets"—"Do you want to join my 
society/ Well you'll be governed/ By intelligence"—and how 
apt a description it seems. 

I also think about my mom, who likes Joan Armatrading but 
would wither at the sound of ZZ Top, whose Eliminator is play-
ing before Joan's set. How many of these people prefer heavy 
metal to folk, as Armatrading does? How many like A Flock Of 
Seagulls, her producer Mike Howlett's best-known credit be-
fore Armatrading chose him for Secret Secrets? ZZ Top? A 
Flock Of Seagulls? We did say governed by intelligence, 
didn't we? 

Armatrading's audience is so faithful, they're even polite to 
the opening band, Cook Da Books. As Joan leads a great 
sextet of unknowns through a twenty-two-song, two-hour set, 
the audience responds perfectly—they dance in the aisles 
during "Drop The Pilot" and "Temptation" (the new single), 
sing along softly with "All The Way From America" and "Will-
ow," and sit hushed during "One Night" and "Love By You." 
They cheer appreciatively when the sax player quotes the lick 
from "Moondance." When the set is over, Eliminator comes 
back on. When Joan Armatrading does her heavy metal 
album, people will really be confused. 

MUSICIAN: Was there any particular artist that inspired you to 
start writing songs? 
ARMATRADING: No, not really. When I started to write and 
play, the reason I did it—although like everybody else I lis-
tened to the radio—the reason I did it was more because of 
there being a piano to play in the house, rather than being in-
spired by the Beatles or whatever. I didn't go through looking 

like to go back again. 
MUSICIAN: It's funny that you mentioned the Beatles. Musi-
cians as different as Rudy Sarzo of Quiet Riot and the Nige-
rian singer Sonny Okosun have told me they were inspired by 
the Beatles. But you.... 
ARMATRADING: Well, I wasn't inspired by the Beatles. I 
wasn't inspired by anybody. I didn't start to write because I 
heard the Beatles, I started to write because of the piano in 
the house. And when I was at school, I think I was the only 
person in the class who didn't have a picture of a pop group 
in their desk. I just got into music because it was the thing I 
did to relax and I didn't ever think in terms of doing this for a 
living. It's a nice living, though. I wouldn't do anything else. 
MUSICIAN: Then do you understand when someone comes 
up to you and says, for example, "My girlfriend broke up with 
me a few months ago and I cried when I heard 'One Night"? 
ARMATRADING: I don't like the sadness of breaking up, but I 
like the idea that you feel a song can help you get over the 
sadness. I like the idea that it could be one of my songs. I met, 
just recently, two people who met when they both went to buy 
one of my songbooks. And they started to go out together. It's 
brilliant to hear things like that. I also knew another couple 
who, when they wrote their love letters, they used to include 
my lyrics. At one point, my lyrics were their love letters. They 
just sent them back and forth. Which is a huge compliment. 
You couldn't ask anybody to do that. They have to feel it really 
strongly themselves. 
Now when I say I didn't have anybody that inspired me 

when I started, that was true. But by the time I was twenty or 
twenty-one, I heard Van Morrison. And then he was an inspi-
ration, because his music and lyrics and everything, to me, 
are just too...good. I don't think I've found anybody in all the 
years who can sort of equal him. I've actually got seventeen 
Van Morrison albums [laughs], although I didn't buy the latest 
one. But I haven't found anybody that I think has got it all right, 
the way I feel he does. 
MUSICIAN: I'm sure it's a big compliment to have people react 
so strongly to your songs, but isn't it also a bit strange when 
people you hardly know start to tell you their problems? 
ARMATRADING: Yes, it is a bit strange. Yes, even now I never 
quite know how to react to it because I don't really know if I'm 
supposed to sort of give them the answer to whatever the 
problem is. I sort of haven't got the answers. But I'm happy to 
say that most of the people who come and talk to me usually 
are just telling me the songs mean this and this to them and 
aren't looking for me to solve their problems for them. But I do 
get people who come in and tell me a lot about themselves. 
Like there was this girl who came before a gig to give me a 

I
I was actually quite surprised when people 
didn't see the humor in 'Call Me Names'; it's 
about a great big fat wife beating up her little 
short husband, a very comic situation. 

in the mirror and doing the pop star pose or dreaming that I'd 
be making records and things like that. I didn't do that—I just 
wrote songs for my own enjoyment, like a hobby. So when I 
started there wasn't anybody, no. 
MUSICIAN: The media often refers to you as being West In-
dian, but you really grew up in England. Do you consider 
yourself more British than West Indian? 
ARMATRADING: Yes. That's where I grew up. My whole influ-
ences, not just music but my whole lifestyle is England. And 
I didn't grow up in a black community, so that has something 
to do with it as well. I went back to the West Indies quite re-
cently. I left St. Kitts when I was three, and the first time I went 
back there was 1983. I thought it was really a nice place. I'd 

hug and I sort of went like this a little bit [steps back], and she 
said, " But I know you." 
MUSICIAN: A lot of times we assume that the artists we admire 
have all the answers. But most of your songs are about dilem-
mas, rather than solutions. 
ARMATRADING: Hmmm. [Pause] Yes, I don't have the an-
swers. Somebody asked me, "What is the meaning of life?" 
Well, it's chicken soup, innit? What do I know [laughs]. 
MUSICIAN: Because the songs sound so personal, people as-
sume they're autobiographical. But there are so many differ-
ent perspectives on your albums, there's no way all of them 
could be about you. 
ARMATRADING: Well, that's what I keep telling them. I think I'd 
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Led Zeppelin? Flock Of Seagulls? Leslie West? l Joan, where are the folksingers? 

be a bit schizophrenic or something. And I'm a young perspn, 
I would have had to have started this rough life pretty early to 
have gore through all the things I've written about in the 
songs. But no, they're generally from looking around and see-
ing what's happening and trying to put myself in that position, 
which is why they corne out sounding personal. And I'm very 
happy that they do, because it means I'm writing a good 
song. that they're believable. If people read the !yrics and go, 
"Oh, c'mon Joan," we'l, I've failed, haven't I? 
You get a lot of information traveling around the way I do. I 

don't know if I would have been able to write as many songs 
as I've written just being in the one place, just being in Eng-
land. I might not be mixing socially with all these different 
people, but I'm always meeting people and I'm a'ways seeing 
peop:e. You can be in an airport and witness a little scene and 
you can get inspired by all sorts of things. 
MUSICIAN: Ray Davies has said that he gets a lot of good 
ideas from just hanging around places anonymously. 
ARMATRADING: Mmrr, it's true. I mean I get things from talk-
ing to people. Not talking to them about what I'm doing, but 
just from conversation, or listening to conversation or news-
papers. People say Joni Mitchell's songs are all very personal 
and sne must be pouring out her whole heart and life. Well, it's 
a lot of songs to write about yourself. You'd probably feel quite 
drained if every song you wrote was concerning you. 
MUSICIAN: Have you ever written anything that's so personal 

it's difficult to sing in public? 
ARMATRADING: No, because if it gets to 
that stage I just don't do it [laughs]. 
MUSICIAN: There's a lot of dry humor in 
your songs that people often miss. 
ARMATRADING: Yeah, a good one of 
that is " Call Me Names." I was actually 
quite surprised when people didn't see 
the humor in that. I was very surprised 
at the amount of people that thought I 
was saying it was a good idea for a hus-
band to beat up his wife. Well, all that 
did was prove to me that they hadn't lis-
tened to the song, because in fact it's 
the wife that's beating up the husband. 
So straight away they've got that wrong. 
And it's a very comic situation, because 
I'm talking about a great, big, fat woman 
with a little short man, and just the visual 
thing of that is humorous. I think people 
got " Rosie," I think they got the humor in 
that. I think they got the humor in " Ma-
Me-0 Beach" as well. 
MUSICIAN: I was a DJ at a radio station 
when "(I Love It When You) Call Me 
Names" came out and we got phone 
calls from people who thought it en-
dorsed the abuse of women. The in-
teresting thing about this misun-
derstanding happening to you is that 
you're a symbol to some feminists. 
ARMATRADING: I don't know why. I 
could never understand that, because 
I've never endorsed any of those move-
ments. And as I say, they totally missed 
the point of that song anyway, because 
there you are telling me that they're 
phoning in to say "How can you talk 
about a wife getting beaten up?" and in 
fact it's the wife that's doing the beating 
up. [with disgust] It's really silly and I 
haven't got time for them. 
MUSICIAN: To me, it's easy enough to 
explain why women would admire you. 
There's a real independence in songs 

like "Barefoot And Pregnant," "Me Myself I" and "You Rope 
You Tie Me" that isn't real common rock. I mean, this was 
years before Chassie Hynde. 
ARMATRADING: Yes, I know. "Me Myself l" and " Barefoot And 
Pregnant," I see the strength, if you like, in that. But I don't 
want to limit that music to women's movements, you know? If 
a little pretty, feminine woman who wants to stay at home and 
look after the kids, if she likes that song, I resent a women's 
movement stopping her. That's the sort of thing I don't like. 
And I like it if a guy likes that song as well. I don't want my 
music limited by anybody, really, 'cause I'm not limiting it. But 
obviously I see the strength in those songs. Like " Barefoot 
And Pregnant," I wrote it because I could see those sorts of 
situations where the guy just gives the woman anything she 
wants as long as she can just be under his thumb. 
MUSICIAN: Don't you ever have the urge to be active on behalf 
of the things you.... 
ARMATRADING: [Frustrated] No, no, no. That's not what I do. 
I'm not... [sighs]. "m a songwriter, that's what I do. I write 
songs. I'm not a politician, I'm not the leader of a women's 
group. The time I've got is to write songs, and if you can't be 
involved in anything else and really follow it through, then 
you're doing a disservice to people and you shouldn't get in-
volved. I don't want to. It's different if you're talking about 
Band-Aid. That's a charity thing that's helping people who are 
starving and need real help, proper help. 
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What I concentrate on twenty-four hours a day is writing 
songs. If you're gonna be a politician, you're doing it to help 
the community, right? Well, you can't do that for ten minutes a 
day and then the next day write a song. I don't find that being 
very helpful. None of the guys who do the political stuff in their 
songs, do it on a full-time basis. They're doing it as a part of 
what they're doing. Whereas a politician, if he goes and does 
a video with somebody, that's the ten minutes of his twenty-
four hours. People who want to get involved and be serious 
should, but they have to be serious. 
MUSICIAN: Are there any writers who you.... 
ARMATRADING: Well, no one flash. No one fancy. I like Agatha 
Christie. She's written like seventy-five books and I haven't 
gotten through all of them. Now I read any and everything, 
nothing special apart from her. I like reading about the war 
(World War II) and different facts about people or film stars. 

Dolby, Adrian Belew, and the all-star band on Secret Secrets, 
you've always found great musicians to record with. But you 
don't seem like the type that hangs in musicians' circles. 
ARMATRADING: No, I don't. But I suppose I'm just fortunate 
that when you ask whomever you ask to play on your album, I 
would think that if they weren't interested, they'd just say so. 
I'm very happy they say yes, because I'm obviously asking 
them because they're people I admire. And it's great for me to 
be able to work with all these people. But I don't hang around, 
we don't become sort of huge mates, generally. 
MUSICIAN: Do you keep up with who's good by going to 
shows or listening to albums or word of mouth? 
ARMATRADING: A bit of all three. I try and go to gigs but it's 
very difficult. Every time I want to go see a gig, I'm working at 
the same time. Like I'd love to see Tina Turner's gigs, but 
every time, she's in that place and then I move.... And then 

My songs generally come front looking around 
and seeing what's happening and trying to put 
myself in that position, which is why they come 
out sounding personal. 

MUSICIAN: I remember seeing you play in Central Park in the 
summer of 1980 on a bill with Livingston Taylor, which was a 
total mismatch [she laughs]. You kicked his butt all over the 
park. For a long time, people seemed to think that, because 
you were a songwriter with an acoustic guitar, you were as 
mellow as Carole King. 
ARMATRADING: He was very acoustic when he played, 
wasn't he? Sometimes it does work when you have someone 
very acoustic. A good match this time is the band we brought 
with us (Cook Da Books, A Flock Of Seagulls-ish quartet from 
Liverpool). But I enjoyed that (Central Park) gig. Wasn't that 
the gig it rained right after I finished? 
MUSICIAN: But you've said that during that time you were a 
big Led Zeppelin fan. If you had the rocker in you, why didn't 
you let it out? 
ARMATRADING: I just wanted to wr.te the songs I was writing 
at that time. I had an electric guitar but I wasn't playing it a lot. 
By 1980, by the time Me Myself /came out, I was well into play-
ing the electric guitar, which is why everything sounds a lot 
more rocking. It's like everything—it's the mood. It's just that 
that mood lasted a long time. 

But I've never seen the earlier stuff as being as quiet as 
other people see it. I suppose that's because when I write, 
even though I didn't put electric guitars on the album, I did 
use it at home (on the demos). So it's more familiar to me than 
it is to other people, it's not such a shock. What might be quite 
nice is to make an acoustic album I've never made one, be-
cause I've always worked with a band. I write and arrange the 
songs and I see as a whole. So when I write it and I hear all 
these things in my head, I put them all down and when I do the 
albums and work live, I want to hear all those things. I don't 
want to go out with just me on guitar and piano. 
MUSICIAN: Do the musicians you choose affect how the song 
sounds, or does the feel of the songs determine what musi-
cians play on it? - 
ARMATRADING: The songs are written and arranged before I 
go into the studio, so I'm not going to go into the studio with a 
song and have the musicians go. "Well, let's do it like this, 
Joan." [laughs] I'm gonna say, "mis is how we're gonna do 
it." But at the same time, if you give a bass part to Pino ( Pal-
ladino) and you give the same bass part to Tony Levin, it 
would sound very different. So obviously, the musicians do 
play a part in how the thing comes out. 
MUSICIAN: From Andy Summers on Back To The Night to 
Chris Spedding, Clarence Clemons, Sly & Robbie, Thomas 

you'll hear things on the radio, but you only hear the same 
song over and over again. Or people will say to me, "Oh, I've 
heard this and this and you should listen to it." Just all sorts of 
different ways. Somebody said to me, "How come you always 
know who's doing what?" I think to myself, "How come I 
know?" Because I'm not conscious of going out to find out. 
I'm not conscious of reading the newspapers or listening to 
the radio for just that purpose. But I seem to get this informa-
tion somehow. 
MUSICIAN: You've also got good taste in producers. And 
given who you've worked with in the past, some people might 
wonder why you chose A Flock Of Seagull's producer for Sec-
ret Secrets. 
ARMATRADING: [laughs wildly] I like A Flock Of Seagulls. And 
Mike Howlett is very talented. He's got a good sense of...how 
can I say this? When you work with Steve (Lillywhite), he's got 
a sound that he works with. And it's not because he can't get 
any other sound, it's because that's the sound he's cultivated. 
That's the sound he enjoys so that's the sound he uses. 

Mike Howlett has a sound that he likes, but he likes a lot of 
different sounds as well. So you get change. I think if he 
wanted to get a Steve Lillywhite sound he could. But it's nice 
to work with him because you can get this difference. Even 
though when you listen to the album you get several sounds, 
you listen to "Talking To The Wall," and there's different drum 
sounds and bass sounds to, say, "Secret Secrets." Not just 
because the song's different, but if you listen, one snare's re-
ally high and one's a lot fatter. And he'll ask the drummer to do 
that, so he can get the different sounds. He's pretty versatile. 
He's not limited. 
MUSICIAN: You've said that How Cruel was a big turning point. 
But when you recorded that, you did it without a "name" band 
and you produced it yourself. Why? 
ARMATRADING: I just wanted to get on with it. It's as simple as 
that, really. I'd written the songs and played them to Jerry 
Moss, who is the M in A&M Records, and he said, " Let's get it 
out." We just went in and did it. And I enjoyed it. 

I used to think I wanted to produce myself. Because I write 
and arrange the songs, it's a huge part of the album. But I 
don't know if I know enough about sounds. I know a heck of a 
lot more than I knew in 1980. So I'm probably nearer being 
able to produce myself today. But it's nice to have this person 
in the control room just listening, getting the sound right, say-
ing, "The bass drum isn't tight with the bass." Sometimes you 
think you've done a great take and the producer can hear the 
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bass player made a mistake. 
MUSICIAN: So now that you've said that you like Van Morrison, 
Led Zeppelin and A Flock Of Seagulls, what's your record col-
lection like? 
ARMATRADING: Like that. I don't know if you've ever heard of 
a band called Glencoe, they're very old. I also like Head, 
Hands & Feet. I like the Pretenders... Led Zeppelin...Moun-
tain...Free...Ultravox...UB40...Nik Kershaw.... 
MUSICIAN: But Joan, where are the folk singers? 
ARMATRADING: There aren't any. I've never thought of myself 
as folky. I've never really followed any of that. Even my first 
album, it's not a folk album. 
MUSICIAN: So were you surprised when people started refer-
ring to you as a folk y? 
ARMATRADING: I was surprised. Because I think of folk 
as...as...well, who can you think of? Can you name anyone? 
MUSICIAN: What about Fairport Convention? 
ARMATRADING: But they play folk song folk songs. They play 
it with an electric guitar and it still sounds like a folk song. But 
I was never a Fairport fan, even though Jerry Donahue was in 
my band, and Dave Mattacks and Pat Donaldson. 
MUSICIAN: You want to do an acoustic album and you also like 
Mountain. Can you see yourself doing "Mississippi Queen"? 
ARMATRADING: [reverently] I love " Mississippi Queen." It's 
brilliant. Leslie West is my guitar hero. His playing and his 
sound are just brilliant. 
MUSICIAN: You could get him to produce your next album. 
ARMATRADING: I'll get him to play on my next album. 
MUSICIAN: Your songs frequently mix up sex roles in an un-
traditional way. Most rock songs are "Me Tarzan, you Jane." 
ARMATRADING: Yes. 
MUSICIAN: There's "Persona Grata" and "Moves" on the new 
album, where you refer to yourself as a guy. And there's the 
line in "Me Myself I," "I want to have a boyfriend and a girl for 
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laughs." Given the nature of songwriting, that's bound to raise 
some eyebrows. 
ARMATRADING: No, in "Me Myself l" it's actually as simple as 
it sounds. Have you got any girls that are friends of yours? 
Have you got any boy friends who are gay? But you're not a 
guy who's going to bed with all your gay friends. Do you know 
what I'm saying? And it's the same. I have girls that are friends 
and boys that are friends. And all I'm saying is, it's nice to 
have friends of both sexes. 
MUSICIAN: While that's common in real life, it's not very com-
mon in pop songs. 
ARMATRADING: No, but I don't see why it shouldn't be. Which 
is why I do it. El 

Joan's Arms 
Since Armatrading records full demos by herself before going into 
the studio with a band, she has a couple of everything. Her favor-
ite acoustic guitars are an '83 Collector's Model Ovation and a 12-
string Ovation. The yellow Les Paul she holds on the cover of The 
Key used to belong to Eric Clapton; he gave it to keyboardist Dick 
Simms, who gave it to Joan. Her other electrics are an Ovation, a 
Gibson Melody Maker and a Fender Stratocaster that producer 
Glyn Johns gave her. She runs her guitars through a Roland JC-
120 Jazz Chorus amp, using only a customized compressor (for 
solos) and some Roland Space Echo. The only thing she could 
remember about her strings was that " I've just changed them." 
Her home studio also has a Prophet 5, a Roland SH-101, a Korg 

BX-3 organ and a generic piano. Her basses are Ibanez and Ova-
tion. She recently bought a Simmons electric drum kit and a 
Yamaha tenor sax, both of which she is teaching herself to play. 
She's never taken voice lessons. And her demos, which she 
sometimes prefers to her albums, are recorded on a Tascam 8-
track with a Revox to mix down onto. 
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In the early evening of Sept. 17, 1973, Jay 
Barth was at the wheel of a 22 ft. utility 
truck that was loaded with sound equip-
ment. Just south of Benton Harbor, MI an 
oncoming car crossed the center-line; 
fortunately Jay steered clear of the 
impending head-on collision. Unfortu-
nately, a soft shoulder caused the truck to 
roll two and one half times. Exit several 
Crown DC-300A's through the metal roof 
of the truck's cargo area. 

The airborne 300A's finally came to rest 
— scattered about in a muddy field, 
where they remained partially submerged 
for four and a half hours. 

Jay miraculously escaped injury; the 
amplifiers apparently had not. 

Unbelievably, after a short time under a 
blow-dryer ail the amps worked perfectly 
and are still going strong. 

The rest — and the truck, is history. 
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lo!-à Lawinut 
Spars'witethe muse 
Weather Report delivers a Sportin 'new 
LP, but solo albums and tours loom large 
in its future. Is the band at a crossroads? 
By Josef Woodard 
Special guest: Wayne Shorter 
Photograph by Chris Cuffaro 

When you've got the fighting spirit, the world is a 
ring and its inhabitants are divided into spectators and 
worthy opponents. Just ask Josef Zawinul, who can 
boast at least a couple of mighty musical titles. As the 



ringleader of Weather Re-
port—with Wayne Shorter 
his able comrade—Zawinul 
has commandeered a 
band without precedent in 
jazz: a cellular unit that has 
long ridden the crest of 
popular and critical polls 
and has made fourteen 
(count 'em) striking albums 
in as many years together. 
So much for creative fragil-
ity. As a synthesist, his 
abiding penchant for mold-
ing new sounds and func-
tions from an ever-expand-
ing bank of instruments has 
made him a living legend; a 
stylist with an uncanny abil-
ity to tame and personalize 
technology. 
These crowns are not to 

be taken lightly, especially 
in the presence of Zawinul, 
an innovator as self-aware 
as he is genuine. His for-
midable reputation not only 
precedes him, it emboldens 
and validates him, as when 
he nakedly states, in his terse 
accent that sounds Vien-
nese by way of Rio de Jan-
eiro, "Weather Report is the 
greatest fucking band in 
the world, man." 

Zawinul has no time for 
idle banter or ersatz humil-
ity. Interviews with him can be sparring sessions; he holds fast 
to his ground, makes assertions like ! eft hooks and gracefully 
dances around shady topics or else meets them with a jab. 
Over the phone two years ago, Zawinul didn't euphemize 
when I brought up the electronics-in-jazz debate: " It's all bull-
shit. It has nothing to do with music. You can play something 
on a suitcase, you know, and if il is good music or good 
rhythm, it is always gonna be valid." Discussing his unique 
compositional process—a tête-à-tête with the muse in which 
he merely improvises and later notates the aesthetic ephem-
era—Zawinul said, " I wonder sometimes how it gets there—a 
perfect composition without even thinking about it. That 
makes you believe in yourself." 

Zawinul is a contender, agie and cunning. He will not be 
cornered or out-maneuvered. And, when all is said and done 
and fourteen years' worth of musical evidence is measured, 
Zawinul's bounding hubris is rot a program of empty breast-
beating gestures. On a clear day, Weather Report comes off 
like.. well, the greatest fucking band in the world, man. 

Weather Report is testament to a beautiful, symbiotic 
friendship. Zawinul's balance of emotive powers with Shorter 
has, at times, gone askew and invoked the ire of some critics, 
who, in effect, indicted the increasing role of Zawinul's syr-
thetic pigmentation (and the pummeling voice of bassist Jaco 
Pastorius, during his stint in the group), at the presumed ex-
pense of the more reticent Shorter. Monopolizing the space, 
burying the efforts of a titan of the sax is grounds for court 
martial in the kangaroo court of the jazz press. 

In fact, though, while Shorter may have dimmed for a brief 
period in the late 70s, his rapport and cross- relationship with 
Zawinul make for a blessed musical pairing. Shorter—one of 
the most elegant people ever to have picked up a horn— 

Weather Report 
is a hobby we can no longer afford to 
just do. We have to branch out to other 

things at this stage of our lives." 

tends a handsome econ-
omy and angularity to 
Zawinul's dense swaths of 
sound. They make music 
together, a rare empathetic 
bond that comes to the fore 
during their improvised 
duets in concert, and is 
readily apparent on the 
spare, luminous reading of 
Shorter's ballad "Face On 
The Barroom Floor" on 
Sportin' Life, their latest 
album. 
The partnership has a 

telling, cross-cultural lin-
eage that accounts for 
the innate eclecticism of 
the band. While Shorter 
was weaning himself on 
bebop in Newark, New Jer-
sey, Zawinul was fleshing 
out a diverse musical exis-
tence in his native Austria 
and later in Czechoslo-
vakia. Gorging himself on 
Charlie Parker and Theloni-
ous Monk, as well as the in-
digenous musical goods, 
Zawinul displayed a pre-
scient interest in elec-
tronics by practicing his 
keyboard technique on ac-
cordion (which he calls "the 
original synthesizer") and 
pipe organ. His love of jazz 
propelled him to the 

Berklee School of Music in Bostón, which led to a gig with 
Maynard Ferguson. It was there that Zawinul met Shorter. 
Even then they vowed to one day join forces. 
The two went their separate, celebrated ways: Shorter on 

to fame with Art Blakey and the certifiably classic Miles quin-
tet of the mid-60s, Zawinul on to Dinah Washington and Can-
nonball Adderley—with whom he did ground-breaking work 
with a Fender Rhodes piano and penned the soulfu. anthem 
"Mercy, Mercy, Mercy." Zawinul had no barriers of cultural as-
similation to grapple with. Bolstered by a solid decade of 
musical muscle-toning, Zawinul and Shorter were fit for action 
when they next met—in the historically-loaded electric Miles 
confab of the late 60s, the band that launched a thousand riff-
sters. Of fusion's vinyl cornerstones, In A Silent Way and 
Bitches' Brew, Zawinul claims his compositional input was 
larger than he was credited for. It could be true. In any case, 
the seeds of Weather Report were sown, as if fate had kindly 
stepped in. 
From the very outset, the group had an aura of exalted sig-

nificance about it. The earliest albums, particularly I Sing The 
Body Electric (a truncated version of the Japanese pressing 
Weather Report, Live In Tokyo), documented a band pumped 
up with groove fever, but which also appreciated the beauty 
of an elliptical melody and improvisatory abandon. A steady 
succession of albums saw a natural evolution of the formula, 
with a shifting roster of rhythm sections and a general stream-
lining of the musical structures. The capstone of this trend 
came with the group's hit record of 1976; Heavy Weather, and 
specifically with the infectious " Birdland" (which I heard in an 
elevator the other day), boosted the band to a newfound lofty 
plane of commercial existence. Far be it for a hardy indi-
vidualist like Zawinul to capitalize on success, though; the 
subsequent albums have adhered to a more experimental 
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mode, with nothing so instantly accessible, eminently hum-
mable as " Birdland." 
Weather Report's singular style can be described, in part, 

by virtue of what it isn't. Though ensconced in the environ-
ment of Los Angeles—Zawinul in his Pasadena home that 
doubles as the band's rehearsal and recording headquar-
ters, Shorter in a two-story tract home in Studio City—the 
group remains detached from the SoCal mainstream. The 
rhythm sections are generally imported from the East coast 
(such as the present line-up, drummer Omar Hakim and 
bassist Victor Bailey). The leaders keep to themselves in 
more ways than one; their sound bears no resemblance to the 
glossy, glib pop/jazz that tends to rear its head in L.A. This is 
no yuppie jazz. Their musical interaction with the recording 
community is marginal (Shorter has lent his sound to such 
selective artists as Joni Mitchell and Steely Dan; his solo on 
"Aja" is suitable for framing. Zawinul is a veritable isolationist 
in terms of outside studio work). 

The "fusion band" tag is also a bit misleading. Unlike the 
generic, pat traits of most jazz/rock models, Weather Report 
is a more willfully amorphous bunch. While you detect the 
vague imprints of funk, Latin and other ethnic music, the "fu-
sion" at issue is a wholly seamless one, not a conscious graft 
job. And for the athletic energy of much of the band's music, 
it's hardly an exercise in blind fury; internalized logic and sub-
tlety are the tacit rules of thumb. As Victor Bailey said in an 
interview about joining the group, " I realized it's not this con-
stant blowing. There's a lot of space. The main thing is to 
realize how to get your thing in there and still leave that 
space." 
Now, with the recent release of project # 14, Sportin' Life, 

this band, so reliable in an industry rooted in rootlessness, 
may be at something of a crossroads. The annual regimen of 
record/tour/rehearse/record etc. has left little room for venting 
the creative overflow contained within Zawinul and Shorter. 
Thus, the time has come to take stock, to clear the deck for a 
much-needed self-exploration. Long-awaited solo projects 
from Zawinul and Shorter are in the works, including a Zawinul 
solo tour, as well as a number of other peripheral projects yet 
to be concretized, including rumored liaisons with old 
bandmate Miles Davis. For all the loose, excited talk, Zawinul 
insists that Weather Report remains a vital, albeit dormant, 
entity. 

Sportin' Life, for the most part, vies with their best work. The 
celebratory vigor of the enterprise is tinged with eccentric 
touches; the thorny minor second interval in an otherwise 
high-spirited melody on "Corner Pocket"; the deceptive for-
mal simplicity of Shorter's funk-bathed 'Pearl On The Half-
Shell"; the dreamtime interpretation of Marvin Gaye's "What's 
Going On." The only anomaly here is percussionist Mino 
Cinelu's "Confians." A symmetrical Latin ballad? Acoustic 
guitars? Three evenly-spaced chords? What gives here? This 
is not the Weather Report we've come to know. 

Zawinul agreed to come before the press, a body with 
whom he has had, at best, a halting relationship, and at worst, 
a spiteful one, as illustrated a few years ago when he de-
manded equal time after downbeat's one-star review of Mr. 
Gone. "We're not capable of making a one-star record," he 
barked in print, not without just cause. And so Zawinul and 
Shorter settled into a conference room at the Columbia build-
ing in Century City one March day (the original press day had 
to be rescheduled when Zawinul had a boxing lesson). Set-
tling some scores over sushi and discussing musical pros-
pects within and without Weather Report, the pair (Zawinul, 
inevitably, spake the lion's share) talked openly and eagerly: 
artists on the cusp of a second childhood. 

MUSICIAN: I should begin by asking about the status of Wea-
ther Report as a musical entity. Let's dispel any unfounded 
rumors. There's been talk of solo projects in the works. 

SHORTER: Yeah, that's what we're doing—solo projects, and 
a lot of things, whatever we feel like we can do. If we continue 
to tour and make records with Weather Report after fourteen 
years, still there's a wealth of things—musically and other-
wise—that we might just let go by the wayside. I'll tell you—I'm 
fifty-one. 
ZAWINUL: That's al, Wayne? 
SHORTER: I'm going to be fifty-two coming up. My whole 
music room is full of music papers and a couple of comic 
books I drew. And Josef's got drawers of music, papers and 
cassettes.... 
ZAWINUL: In all, I've got 2,000 pieces of music which I've 
done nothing with. Wayne has written music I remember from 
two years ago [turns to him] when you went to Brazil, you had 
ninety pages of orchestrated music. If we keep on going like 
we've been doing, in other words, making records—as well 
as they might be—and touring all the time, we will be sixty-two 
and by that time I'm going to have 5,000 pieces of music and 
Wayne might have 400 pages written, and it is dead. 

Let's say Weather Report is a hobby we can no longer af-
ford to continuously just do. There are other things at this 
stage of our lives and we have to branch out. I think we made 
a great record, bu+. I think we finally can afford to do some-
thing we want to do. Wayne hasn't done a solo album in ele-
ven years. I haven't done one in sixteen years. He's in the 
studio right now. In also in 
the studio ready for a solo 
project. 

But as for the status of the 
band—it's still Weather Re-
port, with Omar Hakim, Vic-
tor Bailey, Mino Cinelu, 
Wayne and myself, still 
existent. We're still going to 
make records with this 
band; however, momentar-
ily, we will not travel with the 
band. I'll go out in the sum-
mer to Europe for four 
weeks by myself—just me 
and my synthesizers. 
That's something I've 
wanted to do for many 
years, and if I don't do it 
now, I ain't gonna do it. And 
now the technologies are 
such that I can go oJt as a full orchestra by myself. 

It's good; we need that rest from each other as a band and 
for the people also. The band has been better than ever in the 
last couple of years, as a working unit it's been an inspira-
tion—everybody's I:stening to each other. However, that's 
when you do something else. When you become a champion, 
that's when you should more or less hang up the gloves for a 
minute and do something else. 
MUSICIAN: So it's time for some creative challenge? 
ZAWINUL: Not only a challenge, a personal necessity. Finan-
cially to support an orchestra—that's what we are—with some 
of the most expensive musicians in the world is a very hard 
thing to do. You can't get an Omar Hakim, making records 
with David Bowie and Mick Jagger and Sting, you don't get 
this guy for peanuts. You pay a lot of money, which is totally all 
right because they deserve it. But what we've more or less 
been doing—Weather Report—is a hobby, which we made a 
good living from, but it didn't give us enough. 
And we have fami:ies, both of us. So you gotta kinda divide 

your time, and Weather Report is a hobby, like Duke Elling-
ton's band was a hobby. The man didn't make no money from 
his band. He made a little money from royalties, and the rest 
of the money he put into his band, and that's what we do. 
When we go on tour with the expenses we have, we gotta go 

Wayne Shorter unchained. 
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back and call Columbia 
Records for some money to 
support the band. You can-
not do this but so long. 
MUSICIAN: What were the 
circumstances that made 
you decide to make the 
plunge after all this time? 
ZAWINUL: There's no plunge, 
see? That's what it is. There 
is nothing changed except 
that we're not going to tour 
with this record immediate-
ly. Next year we'll come out 
with a Weather Report 
album, but the only thing 
we're not doing is going 
right out with our bags, so 
that the moment the record 
hits the streets, we're in 
Cleveland [laughs]. 
MUSICIAN: I understand that 
you're sealing a deal with 
CBS Masterworks to do a 
duet album with Wayne. 
ZAWINUL: The deal's been 
sealed. We were supposed 
to be in the studio already, 
but we wanted to do the 
solo projects first, because 
it was faster to get some 
money. I'm totally frank with 
you. What happened was, 
the digital recording we 
want to do with the duet 
was so very expensive that 
every penny of that money 
would have gone into the recording., which is right. But in the 
fall, we're going to be able to do that. 
MUSICIAN: What will be the basic gist of the Masterworks proj-
ect, a classically-oriented record? 
ZAWINUL: Our own. Not classical. Our approach to the 
human condition in an orchestral style. Not classical, 'cause 
that has nothing to do with it. 
SHORTER: Not Béla Bartók.... 
ZAWINUL: Not Béla Bartók and nore of this Beethoven stuff, 
just our own approach to symphonic music. But classical is 
not the right explanation for it. Classical is just a term of an era 
rather than a style. And what we're going to do is not even a 
style. A lot of it will be improvised. 
MUSICIAN: Will it be similar to the duets you do in concert? 
ZAWINUL: Some. 
MUSICIAN: So is it safe to say that there will be a good deal of 
keyboard layering? 
ZAWINUL: Not so many layers, because the way I'm set up, I 
pretty much do everything in ore shot. Like on this new 
album, there is no harmony or keyboard overdubs. It's done 
with MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface); I play with 
one keyboard and they all do it in one shot, boom. 
MUSICIAN: With all these extracurricular projects, you basi-
cally want to get some creative skeletons out of the closet. 
ZAWINUL: Whatever the term is, it is something that has been 
waiting too long. And this is worderful that it can be at home. 
SHORTER: Yeah, most people can't.... 
ZAWINUL: That's one thing, most people cannot do this. I 
don't have to be away from my family to make a living, which 
is great. If you want to do something right, man, you gotta take 
time, even if you're talented and you got your shit together. 
You gotta live with it. You gotta weigh everything. 

This new album is incredible. Its raw but Lt's well thought 

What we do is 
look at people, and listen. I might go to 
a market in Milan and just listen to how 
people talk. You hear a symphony.-

out. It all has that lumber-
jack quality, but it has feel-
ing and it is powerful and it 
has all kinds of beautiful 
things in it. Joe Ruffalo, our 
old manager, said, "The 
last album you do for Co-
lumbia"—it doesn't mean 
we won't be on Columbia, 
this is just the last album on 
this contract term—" really 
do something nice, crazy 
but nice so you can go on 
and make your moves." 
MUSICIAN: Speaking of the 
new album, did you go into 
it with a clear concept of 
what you wanted to create? 
Did you have an idea of 
what the contours would be? 
ZAWINUL: I'll tell you some-
thing, man. When you have 
as much music as we have, 
it's so easy to do that. I 
looked yesterday; for this 
solo album, I have about 
fifty or fifty-five songs. I 
don't know what the fuck to 
do with them, which ones to 
take and how to crystallize 
all this chaos. That's how it 
was on this album. I'd just 
gotten my MIDI setup. The 
last song (" Ice- Pick Willy") 
was the first song I ever 
played with MIDI. The only 
thing that was done was 

editing, and Wayne overdubbed, Omar overdubbed the cym-
bal and I added the voices at the end and that's it. I personally 
didn't do any overdubs 
Same thing with " Indscretions.""Hot Cargo" was totally on 

MIDI; the only overdubs were Wayne on the melody ard Mino 
on the Simmons drums. This is the way to do it; it is inexpen-
sive and it is totally spontaneous, towards total improvisation. 
That's what it's all about. We went through so much music, 
sheets of music, and out of all this, something crystallizes. 
SHORTER: I'm doing the same thing right now. I'm in the 
studio this week and the next and then I think I'll take two 
weeks off to just look at it all. I'm recording, but it's still.... 
ZAWINUL: In the conception stage. 
SHORTER: Yeah, and I gotta take the time. 
MUSICIAN: But did you conceive the album as a long arc or 
just put together a series of snug pieces? 
ZAWINUL: No, it was an arc in that sense. The band last year 
played as great as ever. We went to Europe to all these resort 
places. When you see the album cover with the color and ev-
erything, you're immediately going to get the message. The 
sportin' life, easy goin', maybe a little hoodlumism, a little 
gamblin', women, hangiri out. that's what the whole album is 
about, the easy life in the good places where people like to 
go. Palm trees, ocean, places like the French Riviera, where 
we spent time last summer. Originally, we wanted to have an 
album cover with a collage of postcards. That's what the 
music is supposed to be, an international resort album, some-
thing really hip. When I grew up, I used to play only in resort 
places, because I like sports a lot. I skied in the winter, so I 
played in Innsbruck and in the summer I played somewhere 
else where I could go mountain climbing. Here we go with the 
arc on the record in that sense. When you have all that music 
together, you can fit it in the arc by titling it correctly. 

continued on page 56 
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UP, 

Unleash The Beast 
With rippling muscle held in check and every sense alert, Stage Systems 
stalk your sound. They move through your music with smooth, measured 

strides. Then attack with primeval power. Springing from gut-wrenching 
growl to the silky purr of a natural high. Ruthlessly accurate. A study in 
efficiency. The ultimate beast of play. 

In the jungle of claim and counter daim, no ordinary speaker can 
compare. Through eight grueling hours of pink-noise abuse, Stage Systems 

endure peaks to 1200 watts. The raw power of ! ive performance. Time-

coherent equalization. Constant-directivity dispersion Low-mass titanium drivers. 
Stage Systems are an evolution of proprietary design. And wrapped in a 
sleek, black coat, Road-WoodTm cabinets of oriented strand board are 
virtually maul proof. 

Stage System speakers from Electro-Voice. Because only the fit survive. 
Be among them. See your EV dealer and unleash the beast.. 

For more information, contact Mike Solomon,. Market Development Manager/Music 
Products at Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, MI 49107. EV 
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Feel 
The ower 

There's exciting news in the synthesizer 
world, and its name is Polaris" An incredible 
creative tool that can open new realms of 
musical expression like nothing remotely 
near it in size or price. 

The secret is a unique hybrid architec-
ture that combines the warm, "fat" sound 
of analog sound generation with the power 

and precision of digital control. The result is 
light years ahead of anything the competi-
tion has to offer. 

For starters, we used the most ad-
vanced 16-bit computer chip ever put in a 
portable synth — the ultra-high perfor-
mance Intel 80186. Its unmatched speed 
and power make possible features like: 



—A built-in polyphonic sequencer that lets 
you store, loop and chain up 
to 12 different sequences. 
— Velocity sensitive keyboard. 
—A variable clock sync 
interface for a drum machine 
to act as master or slave. 
—Full MIDI and Chroma" 
interfaces with sequencer 
access. 
— Exclusive Tempo Ter' that 
lets you set and change sequencer rate just 
by tapping the beat with your foot. 
— Instant recall of up to 132 complete 
patches (plus external cassette storage for 
patches and sequences). 

Best of all, you don't have to be a 
computer programmer to use all this power. 
Advanced software guides you through 
each step of operation, with LED's that 
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16- lot 80186 microprocessor far out - 
powers typical 4- and 8-bit units. 

flash to indicate options, and simple slider 
control of programming parameters. 

There's much more to tell about 
the Polaris. But rather than read 
about it, visit your Fender dealer 
and experience it. Because, whether 
you're looking for your first synthe-
sizer or a better way to control a 
whole stack, 
you'll get a 
feeling of 

power you've never 
known before. 

Polaris. The 
hands-down winner. 

In addition to the patch pointsshown hem. the 
Polaris includes MIDI and Chrorra interfaces. 
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Polaris 
Fender Musical Instruments, 1300 E.Valencia Drive, Fullerton, California 92634 
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Miles has called me three times since last Friday to tell me 
how great the album is. He really likes it. He thinks it's gonna 
be a classic. 
MUSICIAN: Have there been any overtures towards working 
with Miles again? 
ZAWINUL: Well, he wants to. He called Wayne and me to write 
something for the Berlin Philharmonic, but there is some polit-
ical problem that I don't even want to get into. But anyhow, 
whenever it will happen, Miles is always ready, whether 
Wayne wants to do something or I do. 
SHORTER: Yeah, he calls. 
ZAWINUL: That's one great musician, there. 
MUSICIAN: / get the sense from most of your albums that 
globetrotting is an important ingredient in the band's identity. 
You're tapping into a lot of international, ethnic musics.... 
ZAWINUL: Not really, though; that is one misconception. We 
never weaved any other ethnic, as far as music is concerned, 
never have used any other music in style or notes per se. But 
what we do is look at people, we listen to people. I might go to 
the market in Milan and just listen to bow people talk. You hear 
a symphony when you're away a little bit, when you're not right 
in the forest but outside of the forest and can see the trees. 
You can hear as a whole. 

This, for instance, is why I don't listen to no African music or 
Japanese music, or nothing. So we don't really weave ethnic 
musics in our music. That's a misunderstanding. It's just 
maybe because of traveling a lot and because of having a lot 
of contact with other people of different cultural backgrounds, 
the way they talk, the way they move.. the Japanese walk dif-
ferent than they do in Poland. I think that is what comes out of 
the music. It is totally, one hundred percent, our original 
music. It's very important because often people get the wrong 
idea, that we're using ethnic music. That's a very dangerous 
thing to say, because we never do and never will. 

But be very careful when you write about this ethnic music, 
you know, because I read this thing and I got very mad. 
Somebody in New York wrote some dumb fuckin' statement 
of about we're using African rhythms and all that bullshit. 
Fuck, I don't listen to nobody, man. We got our own fuckin' 
rhythms and they be happening for many years. That's all we 
got is rhythm. 

MUSICIAN: It's a question of intent. To me, your music sounds 
somehow ethnic, but that doesn't mean you pilfered some-
thing you heard in Nigeria. It means there's a natural relation-
ship to different cultures, for whatever reason. The new album 
seems to live up to the title; it's more sportin' and energetic 
than past albums. 
ZAWINUL: We always kinda had a groove. I don't care how 
great the musicians are we had playing with us, but it takes 
time for people to learn how to feel certain ways. Some people 
say somebody can learn how to feel, and that's not so, be-
cause it takes time when you play with people. Me and 
Wayne, we always played well together, but we never played 
as well together as we play now. We played well together on 
our first album when we improvised and there was always 
some magic kinda stuff going on. But l don't think we've ever 
had a better time than we did on this album. 
SHORTER: I don't think we've ever had a better time. 
MUSICIAN: On previous records I sensed a bit more emo-
tional anxiety and trepidation. 
ZAWINUL: Don't forget that Domino Theory is essentially a live 
album, some done in London, some in Osaka. A couple of the 
tunes were done in the studio, and the last tune "Domino 
Theory" was done at home, with Wayne overdubbing. 
MUSICIAN: And the new one was laid down at home? 
ZAWINUL: More or less. No, the first song was done in the 
studio. The second song (" Indiscretions") was done at home, 
but I had overdubbed Omar and Mino, just boom, boom, 
boom, to get the wide bass drum overdub sound. The third 
song I did totally at home in one shot with the MIDI. Wayne 

overdubbed the melody. Mino was overdubbing on that solo 
part. I had three voices singing on that at the end. 

Mino's tune we laid tracks in the studio. One thing we al-
ways do, when we use any outside composer's material— 
which rarely is happening—we do give composers respect. 
When Wayne brings in a piece of music, I become just the 
bystander, more or less. I look at this and let the man take care 
of things. I'm trying to figure out what he likes. And then I'm 
putting my mustard on it and then I ask him. On the ballad 
("Face On The Barroom Floor"), we recorded the whole tune 
in forty-five minutes. We laid a click track, and then Wayne 
and me played: I played the acoustic piano and he played the 
tenor. And then I sent Wayne away, I said "Wayne, let me take 
care of it." He had the song written out so neatly, the voicing 
and all that was all written. I took a piece of paper and orches-
trated it for me. I hadn't changed a single note of what he had 
written. I looked at the way the melodies were running. He 
came back in about an hour, and the piece was like you hear 
it on the record. 

Sportin' Synths & Shorter Stuff 
Along with their other personal and artistic distinctions, Zawinul 
and Shorter differ drastically in terms of musical arsenal. Sizing 
up Shorter's equipment is no difficult task: he plays a Selmer tenor 
and a Yamaha soprano sax, and also owns the Steinerphone wind 
synthesizer as well as a Kong. But Zawinul's equipment list, by 
definition and intent, varies from year to year. While ever the scout 
for the freshest state-of-the-art in keyboard technology, he is not 
so compulsive as to ignore the utility of older machinery. Thus 
while he is lunging headlong into the MIDI orbit, Zawinul still 
swears by such ancient "relics" as an ARP analog sequencer 
(which his keyboard tech man JIm Swanson calls "the hippest ana-
log sequencer ever devised") and a Prophet 5 as well as an Ober-
heim OB 8-voice both dating back longer than four years. 

In fact, it was while Swanson was under the employ of 
Oberheim that he first linked up with the legendary Austrian; he 
was called on to modify Zawinul's Oberheim in 1981 and the con-
nection rapidly developed into a symbiotic working relationship. 
"I'm his right-hand man," notes Swanson. " It's something I've al-
ways wanted to do. He's a keyboard player. I'm a synthesist." As 
he describes their functions, "Joe is not a pure synthesist, who will 
say, ' I'm going to take this wave-length and form it this way.' He 
tells me, ' I want this kind of sound,' so I'll roughly get it in the 
ballpark and he'll take over, tweek and fine tune it from there. That 
way he's not restricted to set patterns of working. It's the Eureka 
method—Wow, this is nice, let's record that." 

This season, Zawinul's keys consist of the following: a Sequen-
tial Circuits T8, Rhodes Chroma, an Ultimate Support rack holding 
a Korg DW6000 and a Prophet 5 equipped with MIDI, an 
Oberheim OB 8-voice and an Emulator, aided and abetted by a 
Linn LN1 drum machine and an Oberheim Xpander module. What 
with the current holding pattern of the group, Zawinul and Swan-
son are preparing for a solo tour of Europe and Japan, a self-suf-
ficient one-man-band outing that will require the integral use of 
sequencers, the ARP as well as a Sequential Polysequencer and 
Swanson's Oberheim DSX, equipped with Jim Cooper's MIDI-
adapting Oberface. Swanson's self-designed MIDI switcher box 
will enable Zawinul extensive inter-keyboard flexibility. Also, a set 
of Korg MIDI pedals will ensure that none of Zawinul's limbs lie 
down on the job. "He can play a sampled drum set sound on the 
Emulator with the pedals," speculates Swanson. 
One prospective Zawinul acquisition will be an Apple computer 

with Roland composing software, which, with MIDI's help, can 
provide Zawinul—the improvising composer—with goofproof 
transcription of his ideas. "We're just taking things one step at a 
time," says Swanson, "because MIDI is definitely opening a big 
window to the world. MIDI and Joe are a nice combination, he's 
been wanting to play all his keyboards for a long time, and voilà, 
here it is. Life is wonderful." 
Much of Weather Report's sonic groundwork—including a 

good deal of what winds up on vinyl—is done at Zawinul's home 
studio. The recording gear is trifling compared to the keyboard 
setup, though—an Ampex 24-track, an Otani 2-track and a few 
compressors and rack effects just about sum it up. 
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on your art 
while the 
LINN 9000 

memorizes the subtleties of your performance. 
The LINN 9000. No more struggling with boxes spread 

all over your studio, patching and re-patching or tangled 
cables. Best cr: all, you don't have to be a computer 
wizard. The LINN 9000 speaks your language, the 
language of MJSiC. 

Tc get your LINN 9000 brochure send $ 1.00 to the 
address listed below. Or better yet, head down 
to ycur local aJthorized Linn dealer and 
try i for yourself. 

114 
Linn Electronics, Inc. 
18720 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 
(818) 708-8131 Telex #298949 LINN UD 

H MOS 
SOPHISTICATED 

COMPOSITIONAL TOOL 
In the roce to merge the computer 

into the musician's art, most corrpanies 
overlook a major point. Music is o creative 
profession with its own language, its own 
pace, and especially its own style. 

As we set about to develop the 
LINN 9000 integrating the ultimate 
in digital drums with the most 

ON AVERY 

EVER CREATED theTohrisocisespsotshseiblseombeecawuse ay yyoouu oconrtarotel 

a multi-track tape machine. Punch-in Is BASED and out, auto-locate, fast forward and 
rewind, insert a part, copy another, 
merge them all ... always in per-
fect sync. Concentrate 

"musician-friendly" MIDI keyboard SIMPLE CONCEPT. 
recorder, we real-zed that operaton 

had to be virtually effort-
less. Quite simply, we let 
the musician in us win 

over the temptation to push 
computer technology to the ragged edge. 

The result: the most sophisticated compositional 
tool ever created_ The LINN 9000. 

The LINN 9000 Digital Drums ore unquestionably the 
world's best. Use the 18 on-board high quality studio drum 
and percussion sounds, or use the optional 3.5" disk dnve 
or A/D sampling card. The 9000 captures all the spontane-
ity cf your performance through the front panel pressure 
sensitive pods, remote electronic drum pods or other 
sources plugged into the dynamic-sensitive trigger inpuls. 
The "Repect" button lets you creite drum rolls wth a sin-
gle touch. You can easily program high-hat decay for every 
single note using the front panel slider or an external foot 
pedal. 

The beauty of the LINN 9000 32 track/16 channei MIDI 
keyboard recorder is its ability to capture every expression 
and nuance ol your performance. Simply. Quickly. 
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START YOUR CAREER 
THE WAY JOE ZAWINUL DID. 

AT BERKLEE. 

1 
"The Berklee College of Music, through its 

outstanding worldwjde scholarship program, offered 
the only open door for me to enter the United States 
and pursue a musical profession. Berklee also 
afforded me a chance to both meet with and play with 
successful professionals, all of which set the basis for 
my own career." 

—Joe Zawinul 
Weather Report 

Berklee has helped produce thousands of pro-
fessionals who now enjoy successful careers in all 
aspects of today's music business. For a current 
catalog, contact the Berklee Admissions Office. Call 
toll-free: 1-800-421-0084 (9 am to 5 pm EST). In Mas-
sachusetts call: 617-266-1400. Or write: BERKLEE, 
Admissions Office, Dept. F12, 1140 Boylston Street, 
Boston, MA 02215. 

Berldee 
College of Music 

Where careers in music begin. 

SHORTER: Finished. 
ZAWINUL: Finished, man. That's what I 
like about this record, we just threw it 
out—no nitpicking or anything. 
MUSICIAN: How do you view the titling 
process? Is it a chicken-and-egg prop-
osition, where the title can actually trig-
ger a musical idea? 
ZAWINUL: Never. 
SHORTER: It comes near the end, you 
know. We'll be talking on the phone, 
slowly it develops in conversation. But 
not at the beginning. We didn't say 
"Let's call the album 'Sportin' Life.' 
Okay, let's go record it now." 
ZAWINUL: I sit in the studio and I do a lot 
of the work, and Wayne sits in the back 
with a big book. And he's writing. He's 
the guy with the titles. Eight out of ten ti-
tles on every goddam Weather Report 
album are his. I have a few, but he 
comes up with the majority of titles. You 
know, he writes down a hundred and we 
maybe get only three out of it that really 
hang in there. " Hot Cargo" is my tune, 
his title. "Corner Pocket" is his title. 
SHORTER: No, that's yours [laughs]. 
ZAWINUL: That's mine, oh yeah 
[laughs]. "Ice-Pick Willy" is mine. Actu-
ally it's from a Redd Foxx routine. 
MUSICIAN: / found it interesting that, 
while you hardly ever play material from 
outside the band—with the exception of 
the Ellington tune you covered a few 
records ago—you chose to do "What's 
Going On." is that a tribute to Marvin? 
ZAWINUL: Well, you could say that, but 
I'll tell you also something. It also had to 
do with the fact that we were ap-
proached by Columbia, because of the 
difficu:ty of our music—the complexity, 
I should say, if maybe we could come 
up with something that people could 
recognize. I like Marvin Gaye. I thought 
he was one of the finest pop personas. I 
can groove with his stuff. And I liked 
"What's Going On" when it came out. 
So the first day we recorded "Corner 

Pocket" and Wayne's song— Pearl On 
The Half-Shell." And then we went out 
for dinner and came back around ten in 
the evening. I just said " Let's sit down 
and play that song." The first time we 
played the song, that's the recording. 
The very first time we played, and the 
last time. I heard the melody and wrote 
it down to get a little idea of the phrasing 
so that people know the tune. 
MUSICIAN: Structurally, his music paral-
lels what you're doing. Rather than lay-
ing down straight pop forms, his tunes 
were cyclical and spontaneous. 
ZAWINUL: What we did—that was my 
idea—was have those international 
people talking, because on his records 
he had people doing little raps in the 
studio—"Hey jack, wuss hapneh?" 
SHORTER: Right, wuss hapnang [laughs]. 
MUSICIAN: Wayne, how did you con-
ceive "Pearl On The Half-Shell"? 

continued on page 97 
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BE A TRAK. STAR! 
Keep your izusic on the "right track" with the new 

Multi-Tr k, TOM am! MAX from Sequential! 

THE AMAZING NEW MULTI-TRAM 

Take a look at Sequentiars new Multii-Trak!! Feat res include a 5 
octave velocity-sensitive keyboard for controlling loud ess, brigtunes, 
or modulation. A powerful built-ir digital recorder lets yo record up to 
1600 notes and provides 4. independent sequence locati os. an audible 
metronome. 5 different resolutions of auto-correction. eqttence 
appending and the ability to erase your recorded music by track or by 
single note. To facilitate your recording needs, each sego nue track has 
its own audio output. 

Unique to the !vtulti-Tralc is. its polyphonic "SuperJStack" mode. 
"SuperStack" lets you layer two, three, or s'- sounds. anc play them 

MAX 
suggested retail $599.00 

Multi-Trak 
suggered retail S1499.00 

1EQUETWAIIL 
for a complefe catalog, release send r.00 to Seauenunt.. 
3051 Noah First Street. San .lbse. CA 95134. 

"lr e- from the keyboard! Also featured are a stereo chorus with 
program mark On/Off andadjustable rate and depth. a cassette interface 
foe program and sequence storage. and a latching arpeggiator with 
Iranspasition at the touch of a key. 

NIAX: THE ULTIMATE MIDI EXPANDER! 

MAX is a 6-voice, polyphonic synthesizer designed to let you play 
six completely different instrument sounds at one time. And MAX's 
comprehensive MIDI implementation makes it the ultimate MIDI 
expandef.! 

TOM: A UNIQUE NEW DRUM MACHINE 

Like all Sequential don machines, TOM features programmable 
tuning and volume. TOM adds to these features unique new capabilities 
like programmable stereo pan for each instrument and the ability to play 
sounds in reverse! Other features include a programmable "Human 

Factor" ta acid subtle variances to instrument tuning and volume 
levels during playack. And there's a new feature called 

"Improv", that subtly alters your rhythm patterns with the 
automat c introduction of oassional "fills". These 

exciting features let TOM more exactly mimic a 
"live' drummer! TOM cornes with $ 

digitally recorded percussion 
instrument sounds.. A cartridge 

port is provioed for easy 
sound expansion! -... ....-,.....,› ,, ..z.,".-.....--..-,-,,-..---
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fA SEASONED PLAYER ENJOYS CHRTb TIN 

NEW LIFE AS A SOLO STAR 3Y ID. CON5IDIKE 
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swimming wasn't quite the bog ffiee pop music is. But then, Phile-  
Collins & the Hot Tub Club, tonight's attraction, is not your aver- 41>ve 
age rock band. What, after all, does it say about a band when the 
major activity by the backstage bar is knitting? "I'm sorry yu had 
to see this," says Collins, looking mock-horrified as one of the string 

› players brought on for this Australian tour Éfeechets feverishly. 
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... _es ite sort of backstage behai?ior usually esociated with 
bié-tim oWeitffl but. soiiiehbw it seems whollyin character for 
Phil Collins, dúr- y pop's hottest commodity as a solo artist, 
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she said to Jill, 'You go out on tour with Phil, don't you? What 
do you do all the time?' And Jill said, 'Well, I sew.' 
"You what?" 
Collins laughs some more and adds, " It has its perks. In 

fact, we've got about a dozen cushions at home that look 
great." In all seriousness, though, Collins points out that the 
relatively sedate backstage life has immediate, practical ad-
vantages to the music as well. "To be honest, I think that a lot 
of the decadence and debauchery is so overblown. A lot of 
bands are far more normal than they'd like people to believe. 
But I'd rather have people knitting than smoking joints and 
getting loaded. You can't play this music like that." He laughs. 
"We've all tried, and you can't." 
Of course, that doesn't stop Collins from observing the 

tradition of "the inch." Shortly before the band hits the stage, 
Malcolm Craggs appears at his side, bearing a glass of Glen-
fiddich. Collins warms up his voice with a four-note descend-
ing figure, then downs the scotch. Trying the exercise a sec-
ond time, all that escapes his throat is a hollow gasp. "Ah, it 
works," Craggs smiles. 

"My dad was very proud of the fact that I was in the West End 
as an actor," Collins recalls the next afternoon. Collins, after 
all, started off his career as a sort of child star, playing the Art-

up from there." 
Nonetheless, Collins' days of stagecraft continue to serve 

him well. Introducing one song in Melbourne, Collins tells the 
crowd, "This next song is from a film." As the anticipatory 
cheers swell, Collins smirks, " Not many people know I did the 
music to Deep Throat." Allowing just enough time for the 
laughter, the singer continues, "Actually, there are only two 
good things about this film, and they both belong to Rachel 
Ward. 

"Mind you, they were very good...." 
Cheap jokes, maybe, but they lend a balance to the show, 

for Collins' randy wit is just enough to take the edge off his 
often-melancholy lyrics. More than that, the jokes help convey 
just how likeable Collins tries to be. " I want to appeal," he ad-
mits. " I want people to like me, I want people to like the music. 
That's the bottom line. That's why I go out on tour. If one per-
son out of ten thousand comes back and says he didn't like it, 
well, that's understandable, given the law of averages. But 
that's the one person I'm more interested in. I want to know 
why he didn't like it. ' Is there something I'm doing that offends 
you?" he chuckles. "Criticism basically doesn't bother me, 
but I can't help but be interested in why. As soon as they call 
me 'ex-art-rock drummer Phil Collins,' straight-away I know 
he's got the wrong end of the stick, because he doesn't know 

"I just had a year of writing all these songs, basic-
ally because I was depressed and miserable." 

ful Dodger in the London run of Oliver, and extending it 
through bit parts in everything from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 
to A Hard Day's Night. "You can't see me in A Hard Day's 
Night," he says. " I just happen to I ke the fact that I was in it 
because it was a Beatles film." 

It was a great start for a teenager, but it wasn't what Collins 
wanted, and that's what led to troub1e at home. Just as he was 
turning eighteen, he did Ofiveragain, this time in an adult part, 
but it would be his last role. " I said to my mum and dad, ' I don't 
want to do acting anymore. I want lo be a professional musi-
cian.' They said I couldn't do that." 

Acting, after all, was a trade at least, but rock music? "His 
friends would ask, 'What does your son do?"Well, actually, 
he's in the West End," Collins recalls. " I mean, 'What's your 
son do?"Well, actually, he's taking drugs in a rock group' 
doesn't sound as good." 
These days, of course, Collins' father has plenty of reason 

to be proud of his son. Not only is the younger Collins a full-
scale pop music success on his own, having delivered his 
first number one single with "Against All Odds," followed up 
by the number one LP No Jacket Required, but he's also pro-
duced hits for others, most notably Philip Bailey, whose 
Chinese Wall yielded the chart-topping duet "Easy Lover." 
Back then, though, the senior Co lins' doubts seemed well-

founded. " I became a professional auditioner," says Collins 
of his earliest days as a drummer. "1 almost went for an audi-
tion with Yes, which would have been an interesting turn of 
events had I got it. Then I auditioned for various bands—Vin-
egar Joe, which had Robert Palmer, and Manfred Mann's 
Earth Band, or Chapter Three I think it was called then. 

"I never got any auditions, funnily enough. I thought I was 
pretty good, but there was always somebody better than me." 
In frustration, Collins put together his own band, which started 
out as Hickory, but eventually recorded under the name Flam-
ing Youth. But Flaming Youth fizzled despite having recorded, 
and after a year of no gigs, Collins began combing the music 
ads once again. " I'd been seeing Genesis in the back pages 
of the Melody Maker. They were playing everywhere and we 
weren't playing anywhere. Then I happened to see this ad for: 
'Tony Stratton Smith requires drummer sensitive to acoustic 
music and acoustic guitarist.' So me and my mate from Flam-
ing Youth, Ronnie, went down and auditioned and it picked 

that Genesis aren't really doing that anymore. We're not like 
that. 

"I'm not like that." 

MUSICIAN: It's commonly thought that rock is, if not exactly a 
young man's game, certainly something in which you make 
your mark as a creative force while you're still in your teens or 
twenties. Yet you didn't really start writing until you were al-
most thirty. Granted, you were well known as a drummer and 
singer, but why did it take so long for you to come into your 
own as a songwriter and solo artist? 
COLLINS: The only reason I started doing this stuff at all was 
because of the divorce that I had, and I just ended up with a 
lot of time on my hands to write. If that hadn't happened to me, 
and I was still where I was family-wise, maybe I would've done 
a solo album eventually, but it would've been a little more like 
a fusion thing. I don't know. Maybe if I hadn't done it for three 
or four years, I would have been off that area of music, and I'd 
have tried to do something with singing, but my songs might 
have been totally different. 
My first experience with songwriting proper was under 

those circumstances. Apart from " Lily-white Lilith," which was 
on The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway, I'd never really 
finished a song. I did a couple of songs in the band I was in 
before Genesis, but with Genesis I'd never really written a 
whole song. I mean, "Ballad Of Big" is mainly mine, bits of 
"Down And Out" are mine...I've got lots of bits in lots of songs, 
don't get me wrong. But I'd never really finished a song until I 
was on my own, in ' 78-79, and that's when I wrote all the Face 
Value stuff and some of the songs that surfaced later: " Don't 
Let Him Steal Your Heart Away," "Why Can't It Wait Till Morn-
ing," "Against All Odds," " Misunderstanding." Bits of " Billie" 
and "Don't Lose My Number" were written during that period. 
Suddenly, I just had this year of writing all these songs, basi-
cally because I was depressed, miserable, and I wanted to 
try to get my family together again. And also, suddenly I 
realized I could do it, because suddenly I had the time to do 
it. Before that I was just playing, and then the family, and tak-
ing the dog for walks, and playing. 

There's no way if someone gave me the choice—if they had 
said in ten years' time I would either be doing this or I would 
still be with my family, I would have said I'd rather be doing 
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For Collins the drummer, the song's now the main thing. 

this. F would have said I'd lather be with my family. But the way 
things developed, the way things happened, really, I think 
we're all better off now. My kids are fine; I speak to them every 
weekend. I mean it's not as good as hav'ng dad at home, but 
as a second best. it's very good. And I'm very happily married 
to Jill. But that's really why I started writing so late, because 
up until that moment I was really more interested in the play-
ing, and suddenly this other area opened up, and I dived in. 
MUSICIAN: But is it entirely a matter of having to suffer to make 
your art? 
COLLINS: Well, I think that helps bring ire out, and force me 
into a situation emotionally that gets my feelings out. And you 
can't call this suffering [/ooks around hotel room], and you 
can't call having everything done for you on the road suffer-
ing. I'm not suffering. ' dunno. Everyone figures that maybe 
they're the exception to the rure, but I don't really think that my 
songwriting has been affected by the fact that I'm not as mis-
erabIe as I was when I wrote the first album. 
MUSICIAN: The trick, then, isn't so much maintaining the pain, 
but being able to bold on to the essence of your emotional ex-
periences? 
COLLINS: Yeah. I'm very proud of things like " If Leaving Me Is 
Easy"; that hits right on the button how one feels in that situa-
tion. "Do You Know What I Mean" is another one. J am capable 
of going back into that feeling. If I write something like "One 
More Night," although it's not the same sort of area, I know 

what it feels like to feel like that. A song like " Like China," 
which is basically a sort of flippant song, a fun song, that has 
the guy being a little aggressive, because that's what you like 
when you're a teenager. Really, he's a bit hurt that this girl 
won't take her dress off on the sofa. 

It's funny. On one hand, I think if I'm not unhappy that 
people will think that the unhappy songs I write are not 
genuine. But really it's all coming from the things that have 
happened to me, and relating to that experience. I don't want 
to flush it out. Obviously there are certain ghosts that you want 
to exorcise, which have gone already. But it's part of your life, 
you can't just blot it out. 
MUSICIAN: Sometimes I wonder if that isn't the key to your 
popularity, that you sing about a lot of what your audience is 
going through or has gone through. "Doesn't Anybody Stay 
Together Anymore" struck me as a most painfully accurate 
observation. 
COLLINS: Hugh Pacigham, Tony Smith and I were sitting in the 
Townhouse one night talking about so-and-so has jus: left his 
missus, or so-and-so's wife has left him, and suctderdy I 
started to think about how so many of my friends had gone 
down in 1984. And tony the same, and Hugh the same. We 
started counting—a good two dozen people that we came up 
with :ogether were separated during that year. Some of them 
were my best friends, and some of them very close. Extraordi-
nary. 
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There's a humorous side to the song, really. It's not actually 
"WHY DOESN'T ANYBODY STAY TOGETHER?!" It's more 
like, "What's the matter, doesn't anybody stay together any-
more?" It was meant to be like that, rather than relating to my 
circumstances. I was that soldier, but suddenly my friends are 
dropping like flies around me. 
MUSICIAN: Why do you suppose that is? 
COLLINS: Who knows? Before the 60s, anything like that was 
brushed under the carpet once it was found out. Whereas in 
the 60s, everybody learned that if you don't want it, don't do it. 
In the Victorian days, you got married, and whether you 
wanted to or not, you stayed with your wife, and if you wanted 
a mistress, you did it as subtly as possible. But that has just 
escalated from then, to the point where people get married 
now because they think that's it, and then they realize that re-
ally, that's not it. They get a divorce. So the fatality rate is very 
high. I know that to certain extent I was relieved when I found 
Jill. I mean, I went to school with my ex-wife. It's not like we 
didn't know each other. But chemistry-wise, Jill knows what I 
need to do with myself. I love to work, and she knows that. We 

Even "One More Night," the lyrics there are more optimistic in 
a warm way, rather than depressing in a negative way. I just 
found that I wasn't writing ballads. 
So I set up some uptempo stuff, things that got me excited 

rhythmically, and I thrashed about on the keyboard until I got 
something that musically excited me as well. That's why the 
album is so up. 
MUSICIAN: The main thing your solo career has done is show 
you off as a singer. No Jacket Required though, puts almost 
equal emphasis on the drums, and uses them quite melodi-
cally. Are you trying to achieve a sort of balance between your 
singing and your drumming? 
COLLINS: Well, I've always tried to do that. With early 
Genesis, I wanted to show everybody I could play. Cobham 
and all that was happening, and I wanted to show that I could 
bat myself around the kit like he did. Although I never did any-
where as well as he does. And when I listen back to Genesis, 
I find that there are songs where I should have laid back a little 
more than I actually wound up doing. Because I wanted to im-
press people. Although I didn't feel that at the time; it's just a 

"I certainly don't want to get stuck in the role of 
balladeer. That's why the new album is so up." 

have a laugh about it, but every now and then it's, "We should 
go on holiday." [laughs] And I know we should go on holiday. 
A lot of people fight within themselves, thinking they should 

do this, or do that—"No no, I can't do it." Actually, when I was 
on my own, I started to enjoy myself a bit more. I started to 
think This Was Good. I could do whatever I wanted. You only 
get one crack at the whip, you only get one life. And you might 
as well do it the way you want to do it. To be shackled, mana-
cled together in a situation, and again I don't want it to sound 
like I was manacled, but to be put into a situation straight-
away.. you're supposed to be happy when you get married. 
You chose to be with this person because you enhance each 
other. If that isn't there, then your best thing is to get out. 
MUSICIAN: Speaking of getting out, your biggest single so far 
has been "Against All Odds (Look At Me Now)," yet No Jacket 
Required, instead of continuing in that vein, pretty much 
passes over ballads in favor of uptempo material. 
COLLINS: Well, this is the same thing as why I'd never do 
another Motown cover. I've never felt that I've done one par-
ticular thing or another. Of course, as soon as you have a 
number one hit, the tendency is to think, okay, that's what the 
people want to hear, okay, that's what I'll do. But that's a good 
enough reason for me not to want to do it. I certainly don't want 
to get stuck in the role of the balladeer. I think Stephen Bishop 
is a good example of what happens then. He had a couple of 
hits with ballads, and suddenly he can't do anything else. 
People don't want to know about his doing anything else. 

"Against All Odds" was really a one-off thing. I had that 
song— I can say this now that the Academy has made its 
vote—but I had that song, musically at least, when I wrote 
Face Value. I didn't use it, because I had one too many bal-
lads, and that was my least favorite. And then when Hello I 
Must Be Going! came along, I'd written some more songs so 
I didn't use it again. Then Taylor Hackford came to me and 
asked if I could write a song for this movie. I said, " I can't, but 
I've got a song that might be up your street," and I sent him a 
demo. He loved it, and that's when I wrote the words. So lyri-
cally, it was written for the film. 

I didn't have time to produce it, so I had Arif ( Mardin) do it, 
and we did it on two days off, one in New York and one in L.A. 
To me, it was such a different way of working that I never took 
it seriously. So there was no way I was suddenly going to 
change my career for that. When I went to do this album, I just 
said to myself, " I'd like to try to write some dance songs, try 
doing something that is different." Because I'm remarried, 
and I guess the ballad side of me is not coming out so much. 

thing that you go through. Then, when I started singing, we 
started doing things like "Squank," etc., I found that I was re-
ally playing more for the song and less for me. If something 
requires no more than Gung gack gung gung gack, like in 
"Trick Of The Tail," you just do that. It's a kind of maturity you 
get about playing what is required rather than what you want 
to play. 

Taking that to its logical conclusion, you come to things like 
"In The Air," where I'm happy not to have any drums on it until 
the right moment. More often than not nowadays, I'm in-
terested in the sound of the drums. I find if I've got a sound, 
then I can make that thing musical. It all goes back to when I 
was working with Peter Gabriel; a song like " Intruder" was all 
music. There was no technique involved, apart from knowing 
what to do and what not to do, with the drum sound formulat-
ing the part. " Doesn't Anybody Stay Together" was based on 
a thing that I did on that Gabriel album, a track that I thought 
was one of the best things he ever did, but that he never used. 
I just took the drum part I did—which was mine [laughs], I 
wrote it—and did a song around it. 
MUSICIAN: You've mentioned that a lot of your demos are 
done with drum machines instead of drums; is that a sound 
thing, too, or just a matter of convenience? 
COLLINS: It's convenience, really. When we were in Japan 
with Genesis, we got three of the first Roland boxes. I'm still 
using mine; basically, it's the " In The Air Tonight" sound. At 
first I said I didn't want one, thank you very much. " I don't need 
a drum machine." Because at that point, when I was at home, 
I'd sing the song and play the drums, and then I'd go to the 
piano. And, of course, that way the tempo was all over the 
place. 

Eventually I said, "Okay, I'll try it." Because what happened 
was, it left a lot of space in the writing. It made it easier for a 
drummer to play, because there is less rhythm implied by 
what Tony and Mike played. They'd let chords hang, and 
things would just stretch, which was why when we did Duke 
and Abacab, there was a lot more space all of a sudden. 

I used it because it freed my writing. Not being able to get 
from one chord to the other very quickly, because of my lim-
ited technique, it gave me time to think about where I was 
going to go next, having a drum rhythm in the background. 

But apart from that, as the new machines came out, like the 
(Roland) TA-808 and the 909 and the Linn and the (Ober-
heim) DMX and all those other ones. I've tried to collect them, 
because they've all got character. I mean, there are drum 
machines far more adaptable than the old Roland CR-78, or 
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whatever it was. But none of them sound like " In The Air." So 
whenever I do " In The Air," I have to use that one. Whenever I 
do " In These Walls," I have to use the 808. "Sussudio" was 
written on the 909. And the DMX has got a little more swing 
than the Linn, but the Linn sounds different. They've all got 
their own characteristics, so it's impossible to say that one is 
better than the other. Which is great. I've got one for whatever 
mood I want, really. 
MUSICIAN: In a way, a lot of drummers are like drum 
machines, to the extent that they too have a specific character 
that makes them better suited to certain types of music than 
others. But you seem to be trying to work out a way of 
broadening the way your approach affects your playing, 
specifically with the way you approached R&B on the Philip 
Bailey album. 
COLLINS: I'll always remember when we started doing the 
stuff with the Phenix horns, they came up to me and said, "We 
never heard our stuff on different chords like this. These are 
English chords." "Thunaer And Lightning" is the track I'm 
thinking of. It was taking their essence and putting it on an En-
glish chord thing, making it all sound different. Rhythmically, 
I think it's probably the same. I listen to R&B. It comes in here 
and it comes out there. I guess my background comes from 
listening to Ringo. I've got a tape upstairs of unreleased Bea-
tles stuff which has just surfaced in the States, and the drum-
ming is just fantastic! It reminds me of just how good Ringo 
was at doing that. So there's a bit of that in me, right next door to 
a bit of Bernard Purdie or (EW&F drummer) Freddie White. And 
it's that combination that adds up to something a little different. 

But as a producer and co-artist on "Easy Lover," I was very 
proud of the fact that it got to #3 R&B. That was great for me 
to get over into that area, and since then, people like Al Jar-
reau and Tina Turner and Ronnie Spector have been in-
terested and asked me if I wanted to produce for them. To me, 
that's really getting somewhere. 
MUSICIAN: How did that album coalesce into the not-quite-
R&B, not-quite-rock sound, anyway? 
COLLINS: Originally, when Philip talked to me about doing the 
album, we said we'd do it in London, because he wanted me 
to give him what I do best, which means musicians of my 
choice. Now, I chose Peter Robinson and Daryl Stuermer, and 
Phil said he'd like to use Nathan East as bass player. I said, 
"Great, I've never played with Nathan; he's a wonderful bass 
player." We spent the week rehearsing at my house. Peter, 
when he's sounding things out, doesn't play with much feel. 
He was just trying to get the chords right, and Philip wasn't 
happy with that. I said, " Ignore it, it'll be okay, just trust me." 
But he was a little on edge, so we had to change keyboard 
players, and got Seth Wilson, who used to play with Chaka 
Khan until very recently. Daryl stayed and I played drums. 

For the first couple of days, Philip was turning to Nathan 
and saying, "Well, what do you think, Nathan?" And I was, like, 
"I'm supposed to be the producer here!" We were rehearsing 
a couple of tunes that should have been done in L.A., be-
cause they were traditional R&B, Earth, Wind & Fire type 
songs. So there I was, trying to get this thing to sound like it 
had been done in L.A. They weren't using me at my best. 
Eventually I said to George (Massenburg), " Listen, George, 
I'll play on this album, but as soon as the playing's done, you 

Former child actor Phil easily became frontman ham. 

him for what we're paying him for. So Philip came in and we 
talked about it. He said what we should do is make an album 
of what we're all best at, as opposed to trying to make the R&B 
album. And suddenly, the thing changed cornp'etely, and we 
went full power into this. All the tracks were great eun after that. 
What 1 founc oJt later was that Philip had just corre from 

New York and (WBLS programmer/DJ) Frankie Crocker and 
all those guys had said to him, " Lister, boy, you go to London, 

"There are Genesis songs where I should've laid 
back on drums. I was trying to impress people." 

can carry on with Philip, because I don't believe I'm really 
wanted here. I don't think I'm really needed, because Philip 
has been confiding more in Nathan than confiding in me." 

Well, that got back to Philip and Nathan, and Nathan really 
wanted to play with me, to do this project. So he said to Philip 
one night at the hotel, " Listen, you're not taking advantage of 
the situation. You've got Phil, you've got the studio. Let's use 

you don't make a white, honky album. You make an R&B 
album. Otherwise, we ain't gonna play it" So he's thinking, 
"What am I gonna do? I want to work with Phi!, but if r make a 
pretty, white album, they're not going to play it." It's annazing 
that this goes on, because racism is always thought of as 
coming from our end. But it's like when " I Missea Again" carne 
out, the white stations said. " It's got horns on it—we can't play 
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it," and the black stations wouldn't play it because I'm not 
black, so.... 
Anyway, we just went for the songs we liked. They were the 

traditional R&B songs like "Show You The Way To Love" and 
"For Every Heart That's Been Broken," and a few English 
songs like " Children Of The Ghetto" and "Time Is A Woman." 
But the very last thing that we did was " Easy Lover." Phil said 
we should write something together, so the group got to-
gether and we wrote the stuff. I wrote the words, and we did a 

And some of the strings he's using he hasn't changed since 
1958. Duck is an amazing character. 
MUSICIAN: Why did the label decide to add the tracks pro-
duced by Ted Templeman and Lenny Waronker? 
COLLINS: Warner Bros. said, "There's no guitar on it—it's an 
Eric Clapton album." Because everybody thinks that an Eric 
Clapton album has got to have guitar solos all over it. He 
played on " If Leaving Me Is Easy," and people would come 
up to me and say, "He didn't play on that! There's no guitar 

"I don't really produce records. What I do is help 
other people make their own records." 

take of it that night after we'd written it in the studio. We 
wanted to record it the next day, but when we heard the take 
that we'd done the night before, we said, "That's the one! let's 
keep it." 

It's funny. When we started to do the album, I felt that I was 
having to play like Freddie White, and while I try to play like 
Freddie White in my own way, I don't want to be judged as 
Freddie White. But after we'd talked about all this other shit, I 
was able to play like me, and that was a lot easier. One of the 
things I'm kind of proud of—it's not been a vendetta that I've 
been on—but with things like me and Philip teaming up, this 
has meant that he's broken into MTV, and with "Easy Lover" 
being a hit, they'll want to play Chinese Wall. Hopefully, any-
way. And for me, if one of my records has that thing, it'll be 
played on R&B stations. So really, this, and McCartney and 
Michael Jackson, and him and Stevie Wonder, it has its obvi-
ous advantages, in terms of getting rid of things musicians 
don't think about, generally. 
MUSICIAN: Do you think you're earning a reputation as a pro-
ducer who can make breakthroughs like that happen? 
COLLINS: I don't really produce records; I help people make 
their own records. Philip Bailey's thing, for instance. We got a 
band together, learned the songs, and put them down. Eric 
Clapton's album was a whole different thing. Another Ticket 
and Money And Cigarettes, I thought, just left the music laying 
on the record. It didn't jump out. People had written him off, 
thinking, "Oh that was Eric ten years ago." I wanted to show 
that he still did do it, and that his enthusiasm for music is still 
as much as it was. And I think the thing was—and if he reads 
this, he'll kill me—that he was surrounded by people who 
would say, "Yeah, that's great," when it wasn't. Not manage-
ment, but a few people. But far be it from me to say, "You can 
do better," 'cause when I got in there.... [laughs] Like the first 
time I pressed the button and said, "That was a good solo, 
Eric. Why don't you try another one?" You don't do that. I 
mean, I had to do that, I was paid to do that, but it's a very 
tricky situation the first time you do it. 

Probably I didn't have enough courage. Singing-wise, I can 
say, "That's not right, that doesn't do anything to me." But with 
the guitar in "Just Like A Prisoner," which I think is one of the 
best guitar things he's done in a long time, all that stuff on the 
end is first take, stuff we did on the backing track. That's why 
it ends so abruptly. And then we went back and added a bit of 
different sound for the first solo, and a different sound for the 
other. Actually, all you've got to do is plug him in and he plays 
great. In the end, all I said was, "You tell me what you want, 
because it all sounds great to me." I think because I knew him, 
and he knew me, we couldn't play games with each other. 
MUSICIAN: What about working with the guys in his band like, 
for instance, (bassist) "Duck" Dunn? 
COLLINS: The most amazing thing about Duck, apart from his 
playing, are his stories. The classic one was when I asked him 
why he had only two basses, because everyone travels 
around with a dozen basses, a dozen guitars, and three drum 
kits, just in case they want that sound. But I said, " Duck, 
you've only got two basses." And he said, [mimics Memphis 
accent] "Yup. Usta have three but one went down with Otis." 

solo." But he's in the background, if you listen. On this album 
he was experimenting with the Roland guitar synth, so a lot of 
the stuff that you think is synthesizer is really guitar, like 
"Never Make You Cry." He was trying to push himself into 
another area, and everyone was saying, "Get back there!" 
MUSICIAN: Given all your current success, do you finally feel 
that you've found your one, true band? 
COLLINS: This isn't my band forever. I think everyone here 
knows that. Next time I come out on the road, I may decide 
not to use something. I don't know. It's not like we're stuck with 
it. To be honest, as my albums and my music have done bet-
ter over the years, I've found that I can do what I want to do, 
and coincidentally people like it. But at the same time, I can't 
ignore all those things I like to do. When I'm with Genesis, the 
most important thing is Genesis, and when I'm producing an 
album, that's the most important thing. It's really whatever is 
on at the time. I suppose that my thing is more important to 
me, but then I go over there and play with Genesis, and when 
we're together, we're three equal members. There's no way 
that I pull more weight. It's not like whoever has more money 
or more success becomes the boss, because we all know 
each other far too well to take liberties. To be honest, it's nice 
to submerge yourself into an equal part of a three-man group 
[laughs]. Suddenly, someone else can do the interviews. El 

Phil's Frills, Fills & Thrills 
A man of many talents, Phil Collins is also a man of many al-
legiances, especially when it comes to drums. He remains fiercely 
loyal to his first love, Gretsch, and is using them more lately. His 
main concert set is a Premier kit, with concert toms sized 8, 10, 12, 
14, 16 and 18 inches. That's the kit he used for his now-famous 
thunderous entrance on " In The Air Tonight," as well as much of 
his Genesis work. He also has a double-headed Premier kit that 
gives him a more ringing sound. For the most recent Genesis LP 
and on recent Genesis tours, Phil's been using a Pearl set. Under 
the influence of Robert Plant, he began using Simmons electronic 
drums a couple of years ago. His enormous snare collection in-
cludes several standard Ludwig snares and a custom bronze 
snare given him by Bill Ludwig. He's also got a Kemper and an old 
Radio King in his library. His skins are always clear, with Remo 
Diplomats on the high toms and Premier skins on all the others. 
His cymbal collection is equally vast and various: over a hundred 
and fifty Zildjians, Paistes and Sabians. He generally likes to have 
a 14-inch high-hat, a 14-inch splash, a 22-inch swish with rivets, a 
16- and 18-inch crash and a 20-inch upturned Chinese cymbal. 

Collins' formidable home studio is based around his 1-inch 8-
track Brenell tape deck. His mainstay has been an Allen & Heath 
mixing desk, but he's just gotten a new Studiomaster 16-input 
board. His outboard gear includes AMS and Lexicon digital de-
lays, an MXR flanger, and an Ibanez UE40,0 multi-effects unit. 
There's also a plate echo and a couple of Kepex noise gates. His 
extensive romance with keyboards extends to his two Sequential 
Circuits Prophet 5s, a complete Oberheim system, a Roland RS-
09 string synth and SVC-350 Vocoder, and a couple of Yamaha 
DX7s. He also will trot out an old Fender Rhodes and a Collard & 
Collard grand piano. Phil will occasionally dabble on guitar, own-
ing an Ovation acoustic and a Shergold electric. In addition to the 
drum machines elaborated on above, he also owns a Movement 
drum computer. 
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Give your performance an expressive edge with Roland's JX-8P Imagine having one 
keyboard synthesizer that can deliver classic analog sounds, as well as rich-timbred patches 
usually associated only with digital synthesis, and is also a dynamic MIDI keyboard 
controller to boot! That's the 6-voice The super sound of this standout synth starts with 
12 Digitally Controlled Oscillators. Each can be set for any of 4 waveforms. Waveform 
cross-modulation is the key to Roland's unique AM Synthesis technique. Also, independent 
routing of envelopes to the mixer section for separate control over DCO2 results in percussive 
effects normally found only in digital synthesis. Velocity sensitivity and after-touch sensitiv-
ity make the X-RP's 61-note keyboard incredibly expressive. The after-touch sensitivity can 
be used to control vibrato, brilliance, or volume. 6 different keyboard modes (2 settings each 
for Poly, Unison, and Solo) let you get more out of each patch. Fueled by Roland's newest 
technology, the JX-8P's 64 presets offer one super set of sounds. Plus, you can program your 
own patches into an additional 32-location memory hank, or instantly access another 32 
patches with the optional C-64 RAM memory cartridge. Program the through its 
on-board parameter programming facilities. Or if you prefer the ease of traditional analog 
programming, use the optional PG-800 programmer for the JX-8P Either approach lets you 
access 2 separate 4- position -- Envelope Generators, Hi- Pass, 
and Low-Pass Filters, an ample . noo LF0 section, Key Follow, and 
Chorus. A separate sequence memory facility even lets you 
pre-arrange a succession of pro- i grams and step through them in 
live performance. So why not give your next performance an 
expressive edge? You can with the Roland JX - For more infor-
mation, contact: RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los 
Angeles, CA 90040. (213) 685-5141. 'Roland 
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101 Low-Tech Tricks & Tips 
A home recordist's wet dream: practical, cost-cutting 
hints to get the most out of your gear, from the most basic 
cassette deck to sophisticated multi-track hardware. 
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A guitarist for all seasons sails on through the 80s A pedigreed practitioner of Lead Bass talks about 
with playing that goes Beyond ANearances. working with some of rock's best & brightest. 
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between two rock mavericks on Petty's new LP. 



Hold on to your pan pots IIILI strap down your VU meters, 

1011,owléch  
And now, to wrap up our foray into the 
wonderful world of Getting Things Done 
On Next To Nothing, a mass collection of 
Useful Stuff! More than a few of these apply 
across the board, from the lowliest junker 
two-track to the loftiest digital 48-track. 
Even the well-heeled are advised to take a 
look. The most important tip of them all I 
will, of course, save for last. 

By Freff 

I The place not to stint is in your tape. 
Buy the good stuff. 
2 If you use cassettes, stick to chro-
mium dioxide tape for maximum quality 
and machine-to-machine portability. 
3 Never use 120-minute cassettes; the 
mylar backing is too thin and will stretch 
and/or break quickly. You can get by 
with the 90-minute format, but 60-min-
ute is preferable for the physical strains 
of recording. 
4 If you're recording without noise re-
duction, try to get the hottest signal you 
can onto the tape, short of distortion. 

Record tracks with a little high fre-
quency boost. Highs are the first fre-
quencies you'll lose as you work; by 
boosting them when recording you in-
crease their "durability" as you overdub 
and bounce. If you have no noise reduc-
tion you can cut the boosted highs 
slightly on playback, which will reduce 
tape hiss while only lowering the highs 
to their original level. 
6 The general rule for the above is to 
add at least two db at 8 to 10 kHz when 
recording just about anything. 
7 Record your bass parts first if you are 
bouncing tracks. Highs bounce onto 
lows better than lows bounce onto 
highs. 



campers! Here's how to stretch your recce ing dollar 

Tricks Wri 
your recordings so each track 

moves up in frequency range. 
9 Work in groups of frequencies, trying 
to keep their ranges together. Bass 
guitar and bass drum together, guitar 
and mid-to-high keyboard together, etc. 
10 On the other hand, when doing care-
fully limited bouncing, it can pay to put 
opposite frequencies together. Bounce 
a bass drum and a tight cymbal to-
gether and you can manage to eq them 
"separately" even though they are on 
the same track. Adding or cutting bass 
won't affect the cymbal much, but will 
arect the bass drum: and vice-versa for 
adding or cutting treble. 
11 Don't be afraid to eq radically wh le 
recording. The sound may not be " natu-
ral," but when combined with all the 
other recorded tracks, it may be what's 
necessary to make the sound natural. 
12 To get a good synth sound onto 
tape, fiddling with a basic 10-band 
graphic equalizer can work wonders. 
13 For a good synth brass sound, try a 
notch set around 1 kHz on a parametric 
equalizer an.d then boost or cut as 
pleases your ears. 
14 To get good bass sounds, de-
emphasize the bass while recording, 
and then boost the same frequencies 
on playback. It can sound great. 
15 To eq a good synth string sound, 
boost in the region of 7 to 10 kHz and 
again at 400 Hz, but notch the mid-
range and drop it down a bit. 

16 To achieve that important choir ef-
fect, even though you can't afford the 
Mormon Tabernacle team, try tnis: get a 
string synth sound with a low-pass filter 
set to a narrow bandwidth, high reso-
nance, and no keyboard tracking. By 
sweeping the filter through various fre-
quencies you can articulate ah or oo or 
ee sounds. Add chorus if possible, 
through a second oscillator or DDL. 
Notching the recording in the 500 to 1k 
Hz range can add to the effect. 
17 Even better: If you got the space 
and the singers, bounce in some real 
voices and mix them fairly high. Re-
member to use both male and female 
for the full choir effect. In a pinch male 
and falsetto male will do, and in a real 
pinch you can fall back on changing the 
tape speed. Record your voice at half-
speed if you are male, and at double-
speed if you're female. Playing it back 
normally after that will give you a vocal 
track in the range you're missing. 
18 Never record a van-speed track 
(like the ones just mentioned) first. Al-
ways get a reference track down at 
normal speed, or you could find yourself 
having to really fight to match the pitch 
that's already laid down. 

19 For good guitar, get the best sustain 
you can out of the instrument and amp, 
and then take it direct to the board from 
the amp—if you can. If not, be prepared 
to move microphones around a lot to 
capture the sound you Want. 
20 Microphones don't work like ears: 
To match (or improve) on what you are 
hearing directly may require that you 
place the mike, Of combination of 
mikes, in some really bizarre places. Be 
inventive and tireless. 
21 Cheap mikes will usually sound 
cheap. Inexpensive mikes, however 
can often sound Teat. Shop carefuly 
for ones with the fPattest possible re-
sponse curve, out to at least 15 kHz. 
22 It's a good idea to have at least one 
matched set of mikes, if you can afford 
it, to serve as a slereo pair. 
/3 Avoid mikes when you can. They 
give good effects, but frankly, going 
direct into the board or recorder cuts 
noise and increases efficiency. 
24 Proper reverb is essential. But use it 
carefully, because it's an additive ef-
fect Three tracks with a little reverb, 
bounced together. can boom a lot more 
than you might think. And once it is there 
you can't remove 1. 
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25 On the other hand, a great trick for 
creating massive string or choir sec-
tions is to record and bounce multiple 
tracks, giving each one a slightly d ffer-
ent reverb time, amount and eq. Much 
better than using one reverb on all the 
tracks at once during mixdown. 
26 First note on reverb: Panning the 
final " big ambience" track in stereo can 
simulate a stereo reverb effect, be-
cause of the complexity of what is going 
on in it. 
27 Second note: Don't do it if you plan 
to do any punch-ins. Correcting errors 
becomes a lot more difficult as soon as 
any reverb is added. 
28 Speaking of reverb, the ideal place 
to do a punch is between notes. But 
that's not good when there's a lot of re-
verb. Instead what you want is to punch 
right on the attack of a note; both the 
bite of the attack and the effect of the re-
verb will cover for you.. if you catch it. 
29 To improve the smoothness of a 
punch-in, do not stab down at the re-
cord button. It's much faster to keep 
your finger lightly on the button and then 
sweep it back into your palm (as if you 
were trying to snap your fingers, but 
without adding in your thumb). 
30 To improve punch-ins from the 
player's point of view, get them to play 
along with the tape playback. This is a 
little like lip-synching, except that it's for 
real. The player should concentrate on 
making the music flow, not on where the 
punch is. That's the engineer's job. 
31 If you are recording yourself, buy or 
rig a footpedal for your punch-ins. Other-
wise tight punches will be impossible. 
32 The thing to remember about 
punch-outs is that most recorders have 
a little lag between releasing the record 

button and when recording actually 
stops. Get to know the way your 
machine works, because you'll have to 
do it by "feel." (There is little in recording 
as annoying as getting the front end of a 
tight punch right and then blowing the 
back end.) 
33 Clean early, often and everything. 
Getting more specific.... 
34 Clean your hands before a session, 
and sometimes during long ones. The 
oils on hands can be bad for virtually ev-
erything in the recording chain. 
35 DON'T SMOKE. The particulate gar-
bage from cigarettes, cigars and pipes 
may be invisible to you, but by the stan-
dards of the tape heads and the toler-
ances they have to deal with those are 
boulders you are throwing around. 
36 Always start a session by cleaning 
the tape machines. If the session goes 
on more than an hour, clean them again. 
The oxides on tape rub off and have to 
be removed from the recorders if you 
want to avoid high frequency loss and 
dropouts. 
37 Clean everything the tape comes in 
contact with—heads, tape guides, 
capstans, pinch rollers...don't skimp. 
38 Pay special attention to the tape 
guides. Clean them on schedule even if 
you can't see any dirt. Your eye is a lot 
less critical than the recording process, 
and " invisible" dirt can muck it up. 
39 Use commercial head-cleaning 
fluids or pure isopropyl alcohol. Don't 
use "rubbing alcohol"—it has a variety 
of additives you don't want to spread on 
the heads. 
40 Don't use anything to clean the rub-
ber rollers that isn't specifically marked 
as safe for rubber. 
41 Go out and buy some commercial 
rubber conditioner from a hardware 
store or electrical supply house, and 
use it, as per instructions, on the pinch 
rollers. This will increase their working 
lifespan, especially in dirty or moist en-
vironments. 
42 Get actual head-cleaning swabs, 
the densely-packed kind. Standard Q-
tips are too loose for good cleaning, and 
can leave fibers behind. 
43 If you do much tape-marking and 
splicing, clean the machines a little 
more often than otherwise. You will have 
additional dirt from splicing tape, the 
tape's cut edges and china markers. 
44 Clean more often if you live in an en-
vironment that is smoggy, like L.A., or 
really moist, like Seattle. 
45 Don't assume that good tape equals 
little ruboff. One of the very best tapes, 
Ampex 456, is one of the most prone to 
friction-wear. 
46 Do everything you can to avoid sta-
- lc build-up. Once a tape gets a static 
zap, or over-all charge, you can hang it 
up for quality recording. Worry espe-
cially about this in winter or in exces-
sively dry climates. At those times fric-

tion can create a lot of static electricity. 
47 Do everything you can to keep your 
recording area at an even temperature 
and humidity, both of them moderate. 
Thermometers and humidity gauges 
are cheap investments with enormous 
safety value. 
48 Store tapes in cool, dry places, 
away from sunlight or any magnetism. 
49 Keep computer monitors, TVs or 
telephones well away from all tape. 
They have powerful magnetic fields— 
especially a ringing telephone. 
50 When cleaning the recorders, keep 
the tape away from everything being 
cleaned, and allow a minute or so for the 
alcohol to completely evaporate from 
the heads, guides, rollers and so on, be-
fore putting the tape back. 
51 Never have tape near the recorder 
heads when you turn the recorder on or 
off. In many machines there will be a 
field spike generated at those times, 
sufficient to put a click on the tape you 
won't be able to erase. 
52 Turn on all your recording gear at 
least fifteen minutes before you're ready 
to begin recording. That way they will be 
at optimum operating temperature. 
53 There is a school of thought that 
says you should never turn off the 
machines unless they are overheating. 
Decide this one based on operating en-
vironment and ability to pay power bills. 
54 The exception to the above is when 
demagnetizing the recorders. They 
should be off. Otherwise you will gener-
ate current surges in the recorder that 
can blow circuits. 
55 The further you can keep the tape 
away when demagnetizing, the better. 
Six feet or more is the minimum. 
56 Don't actually let the demagnetizer 
touch the tape heads. 
57 Remember to demagnetize any 
metal parts the tape comes in contact 
with, such as the capstan and tape 
guides. 
58 Approach with the demagnetizer al-
ready on, and slowly. Retreat just as 
slowly, and don't turn it off until you are 
at least four to six feet away. 
59 Demag everything at least once 
every ten to fifteen hours of use. 
60 Most demagnetizers don't have on/ 
off switches. This is a pain. Install an in-
line switch so you don't have to bend 
down every time you demagnetize. 
61 Keep your power outlets reachable! 
62 Get power strips with circuit break-
ers, not fuses. You will blow them, 
sooner or later, and who needs to keep 
going out for fuses? 
63 Choose your monitors carefully. 
Look for the flattest possible response 
across the board, and most importantly, 
choose ones that work well at a lower 
volume level. Speakers that only sound 
good loud are poison. 
64 Why? Ear fatigue! You definitely 
want to record and mix at lower levels, 



SOME OF MAN'S GREATEST TRIUMPHS ARE PERSONAL. 

Sure, making music is often a group 
effort. But there are crucial moments 
when it all comes down to a one-on-one 
relationship between you and your music. 
Moments when only you can give form to 
a creative inspiration that is uniquely 
your own. When you've got it, you know 
it. But the only way to be sure is to hear it. 

That's where the TASCAM Ministudio 
can help. There's no better way to capture 
those personal triumphs whenever and 
wherever they occur. Bring TASCAM's 
portable production facility to rehearsals, 
out on the road ... anywhere you and your 
music want to travel. Four assignable 
input channels give you plenty of space 
to work out songs and arrangements, or 
to document practices and performances. 

Overdub parts, combine tracks and 
modify them at will with the convenient 
punch-in facilities. The battery-powered 
Ministudio has a:1 you need to bring 
your ideas to life. And TASCAM quality 
means that with the Ministudio you can 
put your message across with wider 
dynamic range and crisper sound than 
with anybody else's ministudio. 

The personal satisfaction of creating 
music on your own can be yours with the 
remarkable TASCAM Ministudio. Why 
not visit your local TASCAM dealer for a 
demonstration? Or write to TASCAM for 
details (and your free copy of "Are You 
Ready For Multitrack") at 7733 Telegraph 
Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 

TASCAM THE SCIENCE OF BRINGING ART TO LIFE. 

THE TASCAM MINISTUDIO 

© Copyright 1985 TEAC Corporation Of Ame. ca 



or else your ears will be playing you 
false. They hear fewer and fewer of 
those critical highs, so you crank the eq 
up, and soon your tape is tin city. Work 
low if you plan to work long. 
65 In any case, it's a good idea to take 
at least a five-minute break every two 
hours, to keep your ears in tune. 
66 Another often-neglected but very 
important thing is getting your ears pro-
fessionally checked and cleaned. If you 
have a hearing loss in any particular 
band of the audio spectrum and don't 
know about it, your tapes will always be 
off in some critical way. (One warning: if 
you get your ears cleaned, you are more 
or less defenseless against LOUD 
sounds, which can do permanent nerve 
damage.) 
67 Always have the output volume at 
zero when turning gear on or off, or 
plugging and unplugging connections. 
68 There are big magnets in the woof-
ers of your speakers. Keep them at least 
three feet away from your tape. If you 
are working in cramped quarters, this 
can be done by mounting the speakers 
with the woofers on top. Bass frequen-
cies are pretty diffuse, so it doesn't mat-
ter very much. 
69 When you mount your speakers, 
make sure that they are positioned so 
they and your head form three points in 
an equilateral triangle, and that the 
tweeters are about four to six inches 
above your ears, aiming slightly down at 
them. 
70 Use standard speaker cable/lamp 
cord to attach your speakers. The fancy 
stuff isn't required. 
71 Be very careful to keep your speak-
ers in phase—i.e., make sure that the 
negative terminals on your amp are 
connected to the negative terminals on 
the speakers, and vice-versa for the 
positive. Out-of-phase speakers can kill 
your sound. 
72 Mark things! It's your gear, so go 
ahead. Fold stickers around cable ends 
to identify what they are and where they 
go. Use a china wax marker on pre-
ferred recording settings. Paste num-
bers onto faders or knobs that need 
them. Anything that helps you keep bet-
ter track is good. 
73 But use things you can clean up 
after. Wax pencil will rub off; magic 
marker won't. Masking tape leaves a 
really sticky residue; drafting tape 
doesn't. 
74 NEVER use duct tape on anything. It 
leaves gummy dreck all over whatever 
it was on. 
75 You can never have enough avail-
able hanging hooks and garbage bag 
ties. Trust me. 
76 Run your cables loosely instead of in 
tight bundles, because that helps re-
duce problems with RF interference 
and hum. 
77 Keep cables within easy access, 

but out from under foot. Tripping and 
dying is not acceptable recording 
technique. 
78 Learn to make and repair your own 
cables. You'll need a lot of them, and 
being self-sufficient will save you a bun-
dle. Practice your soldering. 
79 Run classes of cables together, and 
color-code them. If you've got a MIDI 
network, make it a different color from 
your effects rack cables, which should 
be a different color than your recorder 
cables, and so on. 
80 Don't sweat about the different input 
and output levels on your gear, as long 
as you set a standard for yourself that 
keeps you undistorted. Calibrate to that 
standard, mark the levels so you can re-
turn to them if the controls get bumped, 
and go to town. 
81 Calibration can be done with refer-
ence tapes set to different machines 
and tape-types. If you can't afford them, 
set a synth to a bright, buzzy square 
wave with no filtering, run that into the 
recorder and find the input level that 
gives you 0 db on the meter when moni-
toring output. Then mark that input level 
and stick to it. 
82 Learn to splice. Take a record, re-
cord a song five times onto the tape in a 
row, and then start cutting and pasting 
to your heart's content. 
83 The way you find splice points is to 
rock the tape slowly back and forth 
across the tape heads, listening to the 
sound. You can train yourself for what 
the attacks of different sounds are like. 
To do this, record a vocal, then a bass, 
then a guitar, then various drums, etc. 
one after the other on a tape, and listen 
to what they sound like when rocked. 
Kick drums and snares are good 
signposts to work from. 
84 When you find the point you want to 
cut, put a china marker line (white or yel-
low are best for visibility) on the back 
side of the tape, exactly where the tape 
crosses the head gap of the head you 
are monitoring from. 
85 Use a one-sided razor blade, both 
for your safety and the quality of the 
splice. Go for the 40-degree angle 
splice instead of the butt-cut; it will 
sound smoother. Butt-splices can click, 
even good ones. 
86 A razor blade is only good for about 
ten to fifteen cuts before it gets too dull 
and starts to retain magnetism from 
contact with the tape, which will put a 
click on the tape at the splice point. Tap-
ping it against a tabletop before cutting 
can help slow the buildup of magne-
tism. But dullness is dullness. Throw the 
blade away and start with a fresh one. 
87 It pays to have a new and dependa-
ble splicing block. Old ones can be 
slightly worn in the cutting grooves, 
which can result in tape edges which 
are not quite straight, or microscopical-
ly stretched, so that the splice isn't tight. 

This can create splice noise and, worse, 
can let the splicing tape's adhesive 
through onto the tape heads. 
88 Always use commercial splicing 
tape. The adhesive in plain old Scotch-
tape will seep out from under the tape's 
edges over time, and make for a horri-
ble mess. 
89 If you are using noise reduction, 
make sure your machine and the noise 
reduction are properly calibrated for 
each other (see each machine's manu-
als and specs). If they aren't, your noise 
reduction won't work very well and you 
will hear it " pumping" the volume on 
your recorded sound. 
90 If you are using dbx noise reduction, 
you can record at 3 db less on your VU 
meter than you normally would (i.e., a-3 
db reading is the same as a 0 db read-
ing, in terms of tape hiss.) This gives you 
3 db more headroom for those tricky 
high transients. 

91 VU meters are slow. The peaks on 
most instruments are 15 to 20 db higher 
than what the VU meter is actually show-
ing you. Look at the specs for headroom 
for your recorder to see how much 
space above O db it actually gives you, 
before hitting distortion. 
92 More eq tips—on vocals, boosting 
15 kHz will give a vocal a little air, boosts 
at 3 to 5 kHz will add presence, and at 
the bottom end a touch of boost at 100 to 
200 cycles can strengthen a weak bass. 
93 To find a frequency that is so annoy-
ing that you want to cut it out, use your 
parametric equalizer like this: first iden-
tify the range in wide, general terms (like 
5 kHz to 10 kHz, say) and boost it as 
high as the eq will go. Then sweep the 
equalizer's range from top to bottom. If 
whatever you hate is in that range, it will 
get louder as you approach its fre-
quency, after which you can start nar-
rowing in on it and notch the sucker out. 
94 If you are building your own rack 
mount supports, use wood, not metal. 
It's cheaper, easier, and prevents any 
possibility of ground loops between 
your rack-mounted devices from inter-
nal factory wiring/grounding mistakes. 
95 Don't record or mix in a square room 
if you can possibly avoid it. It's the worst 

continued on page 88 
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It May Be Priced Lew „ 
But It Sure Sounds Good! 

EFFECTRON I 
by DeltaLab 

"Deltalab's commitment to high performance is weil 
known throughout the industry. The EFFECTRON I is 
no exception! It features tr.e same "good" sound 
found in our more expensive units without the un-
necessary frills that you can't hear. After all, fancy 
lights and displays are inaudible and only add to the 
price without providing any signIficant value. 

So . . . if you're serious about your sound quality 
and have a limited budget, then the EFFECTRON I is 
definitely the way to go." 

Visit your local dealer and compare ... but most of 
all, listen and you'll be amazed! 
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FEEDBACK 

1 

Richard E. DeFreitas, musician, 
enginear, founder — Deltatab 
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Fighting the "Oh Yeah, 
Another Santana 
Album" Syndrome 

By Don Snowden 

A
brisk breeze cools the crisp San 
Francisco afternoon, but the glar-
ing lights and cumulative body 

heat of fifty-odd crew members, band 
friends and label reps have transformed 
the SIR soundstage where Santana is 
shooting its "Say It Again" video into a 
fair approximation of a sauna. Directors 
bark commands, technicians scurry 
from task to task and dolly-mounted 
cameras slowly roll across the room 
while the band occupies itself with an 
extended jam. A white-capped Ar-
mando Peraza claims center stage to 
run through a series of dance moves, in-
cluding a more than passable moon-
walk, with a flair no conguero nearing 

sixty should be able to muster. 
The focal point of this midday mad-

ness, Carlos Santana, races from tim-
bales to trap drums, only strapping on 
his guitar to drop a few crystalline single 
notes over ex-Weather Reporter Al-
phonso Johnson's speedy walking 
bass line. The heat has already 
prompted Santana to strip down to a 
sleeveless gold John Coltrane T-shirt 
over blue and green pinstripe pants. 
The impromptu rehearsal has been 

specifically arranged to provide the 
video crew with performance shots of 
Carlos to be integrated into the clip of 
the first single from Santana's new 
Beyond Appearances album on Colum-
bia. Later that afternoon, while the rest 
of the band endures repeated takes of 
"Say It Again" to cover all the requisite 
angles, Carlos Santana will be winging 
his way home to his wife and two small 
children. " I can't have one cat come 
over and tell me to pose and suck my 
cheeks and be unnatural," he says. 

Carlos Santana approaches the 
media these days as gingerly as.. well, 
a lot of people approach new Santana 

records. Fifteen albums and sixteen 
years since that first eponymous LP 
electrified the rock world, Santana is an 
institution and, like most institutions, is 
experiencing great difficulty in re-cap-
turing that initial revelatory jolt. It's hard 
to keep springing surprises when 
people basically know what to expect 
from you. Santana himself remains such 
a distinctive instrumental stylist that 
everyone from Eskimos to aborigines 
can probably identify one of his solos 
within eight bars. 
The rub with Santana has been one of 

context. Depending on your perspec-
tive, the point of creative no return ar-
rived in 1973 (when Santana went jazzy 
with Caravanserai), 1976 (when Carlos 
and company returned to clave city and 
commercial graces on Amigos) or 1979 
(or whatever year you think signals the 
phasing out of Latin dance rhythms for 
the AOR rock foundation of the last few 
band outings). 
The battle between art and com-

merce most musicians wrestle with has 
been a particularly violent struggle in 
Santana's case. Carlos did hit on a 
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TESTED. PROVEN. 
The Carver PM- 1.5 Magnetic Field Power Amp—For performance, reliability and sound. 

On the Road Since the professional debut in 1983 of 
the Carver PM-1.5 Low Feedback High Headroom Mag-
netic Field Power Amplifier, the sonic excellence and relia-
bility of this 21-lb., 450 watts per channel* powerhouse has 
been tested— and proven— on some of the biggest and 
toughest tours ever to go on the road. 108 Carver PM-1.5's 
were used by Clair Brothers on the Bruce Springsteen tour, 
and 180 PM-1.5's on the Michael Jackson "Victory" tour. 
In both cases the result was purely awesome power. 

"Our new Carver amp racks pack twice the number 
of channels in about the same truck volume as the conven-
tional racks they replace. In addition the average power per 
channel has increased while the average weight per chan-
nel has decreased. In the low end, for example, we now have 
1.200 watts per cabinet where 650 watts were previously 
available. They take less room on the truck, they weigh less 
and our systems have more headroom than before. The 
Carver amplifier has allowed us to take a significant step in 
improving our sound systems:' CLAIR BROTHERS 

And not only a sound industry giant like Clair Brothers 
tours with Carver. 

"We have toured Carvers with the following artists: 
Softcell, Paul Young, Johnny Mathis, Donna Summers, 
Howard Jones, Pointer Sisters, Psychedelic Furs, Lee 
Greenwood, General Public, George Thorogood. This is 
exclusive of our numerous one-nighters. The consensus of 
the performers is that the equipment sounds great. They 
have been amazed by the sound of the amps as well as 
their size and weight. As for reliability, out of 50 amps we 
had only one fail in the past year of touring. This is by far 
the best record we've had with any manufacturer of ampli-
fiers. Sonically, the extra headroom is readily apparent. We, 
at Manticore unanimously agree that the PM-1.5 is incredi-
ble and is the only amp we intend to buy." 

Tom Whtsner (owner) MANTICORE 

In the Laboratory The Carver PM-1.5was rigor-
ously tested by Len Feldman for MODERN RECORDING 
(February 1985). His laboratory test results also prove that 
the PM-1.5 really delivers. The following quotes from the 
Lab Report are reprinted with permission of MODERN 
RECORDING & MUSIC:— 

"The first thing we noticed when we began to work 
with the Carver PM-1.5 was the ease with which the ampli-
fier delivered almost limitless power to speaker loads which 
we had previously considerec to be difficult to drive to loud 
levels. This is the sort of amplifier that just refuses to quit" 

CARVER 
POWERFUL MUSK 

"1 he amplifier delivered a clean 480 watts per chan-
nel into 8-ohm loads with both channels driven for its rated 
harmonic distortion level of 0.5%. Even at the frequency 
extreme of 20 Hz. poweroutput for rated THD was 470 
waits as against 450 claimed by Carver. Furthermore, at 
rated power output, distortion decreased to an insignifi-
cant 0.015% at mid-frequencies and 0.007% at 20 Hz. 
When connected to 4-ohm loads, the PM-1.5 delivered 750 
waits per channel for rated TH D of 0.05%— far more than 
the 600 watts claimed by Carver. Clearly, when it comes to 
specs for a professional amplifier, Carver has taken a very 
conservative approach.. All ( manufacturer's claims) 
equaled or exceeded published specifications— usually by 
a wide margin:' 

"Carver has managed to deliver a tremendous amount 
of power in a small lightweight package at a very reasona-
ble cost..." 

"For the professional audio engineer or technician who 
has to move a lot of gear around much of the time and who 
expects total reliability and circuit protection, come what 
may, the Carver PM-1.5 represents, in our view, a real win-
ning product We will probably see it used increasingly by 
professionals in every area of sound reinforcement." 

Now— don't you think you owe it to yourself to hurry 
over to your local Carver Pro Sound Dealer and test your 
own PM-1.5? Whether you run a megawatt sound com-
pany, a struggling bar band, or a recording studio gearing 
up for digital, the Carver PM- 1.5 will pay you. In increased 
ponao lity and reduced freight costs. In freedom from 
expensive blown drivers. In sheer sonic excellence. 
*Power: 8 ohms, 450 watts/chan. 20 Hz-20 kHz both channels driven 
with less than 0.5% THD, 4 ohms, 600 watts/chan. rms 20 Hz-20 kHz 
both channels driven with less than 0.5% THD. 16 ohms, 300 watts/ 
chan. 20 Hz-20 kHz both charmels driven with less than 0.5% THD. 2 
ohms, 525 watts/chan. at clipping, 1 kHz, with ess than 0.5% THD. 
Note: 2-ohm specification for information purposes only. Operation at 
2 of-ms is permissible but not recommended. IM Distortion: Less than 
0.1% SPIPTE. Frequency Response: -3 dB at 3 Hz. -3 dB at 80 kHz. 
Damping: 200 at 1 kHz. Gain: 26 dB. Noise: Better than 115 dB below 
450W A-weighted. Input: Balanced to ground, 
XLR or phone. Impedance: 15k-ohm each 
leg, balanced to ground. Bridging: 1200W into 
8 ohms, 1000W into 16 ohms, accessed 
through rear-panel recessed switch. Dimen-
sions: 19 in. wide, 31/z in. high. 10 15/16 
in. deep. Weight: 21 lbs. 

ACCU RATE 

For more information write to CARVER CORPORATION, 19210 33rd Avenue West, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 



method to reconcile those opposing 
forces in the mid-70s—solo albums be-
came the vehicles for his ja77ier, creative 
side while the band LPs afforded the 
chance to touch base with the masses 
and brought home the bacon. The 
schizoid set-up worked well enough on 
the latter score—the Moon flower, 
Zebop! and Shangó albums all 
spawned hit singles—but it reinforced 
the "Oh yeah, another Santana album" 
syndrome, too. 

That's the way it worked for me, any-
way, until I slapped on the opening track 
of Havana Moon and "Watch Your Step" 
turned me right around to stare slack-
jawed at the speakers in shock 
and...yep, surprise. I had forgottert Car-
los Santana was capable of rocking out 
that furiously. 

"Well, here in the 60s in San Fran-
cisco the song was 'Satisfaction, - re-
flected Santana during a break in the 
video shoot. " In the 50s in Tijuana, it was 
either 'What'd I Say' by Ray Charles or 
'Watch Your Step' because they both 
have that switchblade kind of effect. 
Those two songs were the thing to play 
Saturday night so people will forget 
about the rent and dance." 
Havana Moon was a wildly inconsis-

tent romp with a cavalcade of stars 
through Carlos' roots, but its high points 
are among the best music Santana ever 
committed to vinyl. Take "Who Do You 
Love," wherein Santana and the Fabul-
ous Thunderbirds kiss off the expected 
piledriver Diddley beat in favor of a light, 
jaunty shuffle that completely trans-
forms that venerable warhorse. 

"I always wanted to blend the Fabu-
lous Thunderbirds with the Afro-Cuban 
element," he remarks. " Like with King 
Sunny Adé, you hear Willie Nelson and 
you hear Watts and everything is hap-
pening in there. That's what I was trying 
to do with 'Who Do You Love,' create 
that kind of thing where it doesn't matter 
whether it's a shuffle or a 6/8 or disco. 
It's just movin', you know?" 
The wide-open, genre-mixing con-

cert bills of late-60s San Francisco un-
doubtedly cemented that preference 
for melding different styles together, but 
the seeds had already been sown in the 
streets of Tijuana where Carlos came of 
musical age in the late 50s. There were 
radio stations pumping an eclectic pot-
pourri of different music into his ears: 
blues, gospel and early rock 'n' roll left 
the deepest imprint. 

Ironically, what he didn't absorb while 
growing up in that border town exerted 
the greatest influence on his future di-
rection. The mariachi and norteño 
styles that were the obvious musical 
legacies of his Mexican heritage left 
Carlos cold. When the Santana band 
emerged as an international force, it 
embraced an entirely different Latin 
music tradition, the Afro-Cuban style 

spotlighting his soaring guitar over the 
racing foundation provided by multiple 
percussionists. 

"If you're into sailing, you've already 
got the current with three percussionists 
and the drummer," he says now. "Once 
you start, you can choose from styles 
like Gabor (Szabo) where he plays three 
strings and open strings to give it that 
raga sort of feeling, or you can play 
staccato like Wayne Shorter, really 
choppy. Once you're there, it kind of 
tells you what to play. 

"The general rule is what Alphonso 
Johnson says, get out of the way mind-
wise to execute what you feel in your 
heart. That's a challenge right there be-
cause a sound is more than a string and 
a finger on it, a lot more than the design 
of the amplifier or guitar. You try to get 
rid of the licks you're not really fond of 
and find the stuff that's pure, that's you 
and nobody else." 
As that reply might indicate, Carlos 

Santana is far more comfortable talking 
about music in abstract or metaphorical 
terms than engaging in nuts and bolts 
analysis. One question about the 
amount of rhythmic experimentation 
when the band hammers its material 
into shape yielded a reply which boiled 
down to "The rhythm is like shoes. You 
can wear any style as long as it's the 
same color." 

Queries about specific elements and 
new wrinkles on Beyond Appear-
ances—the flamenco-style acoustic 
guitar run on "Spirit," the tripartite struc-
ture of "Who Loves You?," the occa-
sional use of drum machines or 
keyboards locked into the body of the 
arrangements—received little beyond 
the far-from-illuminating "We tried it and 
it worked" response. 
The reason seems to be much less 

willful evasiveness than the fact that 
Carlos Santana is a team player who 
genuinely views music as a collabora-
tive creative process and refuses to 
step out of character for the benefit of 
the tape recorder. There are good-na-
tured flashes of individual ego—"(pro-
ducer) Val Garay's gonna be spoiled 
the next time he calls in a guitar or 
conga player. They're gonna ask, 
'Where's the switchblade?"—but his 
basic musical outlook falls closest to the 
jazz ethic, more difficult to capture in 
words than on the bandstand. 

"I do value and put more emphasis on 
spontaneity," he maintains. " I was read-
ing this interview with Cecil Taylor and 
they were asking him what does he 
practice with these days, harmony, 
theory or scales or chords. He says he 
just practices one note until that note 
plugs into the universe. Some people 
call it the Spaloosh feeling. 
"We call it helium and it's those mo-

ments when everything is intertwined. 
You can play almost any key and almost 
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ILL. ust when you thought you'd heard 
evernhing First the Kurzweil 250 sounded 
like an acoustic instrument. Now it can sound lile anything. 

Customize the Kurzweil 250 with our new Sound Modeling Program'," which offers from 20-100 sec-
onds sampling time at a 5-25 kHz variable sampling rate. Trimming, looping, pitch, and amplitude adjustment give you the 
flexibility to get the best sound possible. Enhance your resident instrument library with our new Sound 
Block, giving you up to 45 total sounds and 124 keyboard setups. New voices include human choir, timpani. har. 

and more. 
Take advantage of 

our extensive programmability 
features. Continuously varia-
ble vibrato/tremolo/ampli-
tude parameters. A 256-seg-
ment envelope generator. Five 
modes of transposition. Three 
modes of stereo chorusing. 
Variable brightness and pitch 
modulation. Up to 87 key-
board splits and :up to 6 layers. 
EXPANDED SEQUENCER 
MEMORY. Expand the Kurz-
weil 250 Sequencer to an 8.000-
note capacity spread over 12 
polyphonic tracks. Full edit-
ing capabilities include loop-
ing, quantization. individual 
track editing and volume con-
trol, and individual note edit-
ing 
Experience the Kurzweil 250 
at your local Kurzweil 
Dealer. ( For a demonstration 
cassette send $6.95 to Kurzweil 
Music Systems. Inc. P.O. Box 
863, Providence, R.I. 02901. 
MA residents add 35e tax.) 

KURZWEIL' 
YOU CAN'T TELL THE DIFFERENCE. 



any beat you want and it's just happen-
ing. That's the something that con-
sciously or unconsciously we're trying 
to create as much as possible. 

"I can claim inspiration and ctyna-
mism from just about anybody as long 
as they're sticking their neck out. I'm not 
into selling as much as I am expressing 
because I don't hear the cash register. 
A lot of people don't listen to music. All 
they can listen to is the cash register so 
I'm glad I'm on the other side." 
The problem is reconciling those 

high-minded statements with the fact 
that Beyond Appearances is back to 
rock business as usual...and Carlos 
knows it. "The real departures are al-
bums like Caravanserai where we spe-

cifically wanted to cool out of the norm. 
This one we wanted to cool into the 
norm and bring in some good thoughts." 
Beyond Appearances cools so far 

into the norm that it doesn't sound much 
like a Santana album except for traces 
of extra percussion and, naturally, those 
tell-tale guitar tracks. The record does 
capture the variety of elements in San-
tana's music in tidy, programmable 
capsules—but how well you like it de-
pends on your tolerance for slickly pro-
duced AOR fare. 

"It's pretty easy for me to play 'Say It 
Again,- he acknowledges. " I don't want 
to boast but I could play a solo to the 
whole song and get off. This album 
again confines me to playing a solo 

REALTIME EQUALIZERS: 
SIMPLY PERFECT SOUND, 

EVERY TIME 
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RE 27 1/3-OCTAVE and RE 1 4-15t1M3- OCTAVE 
REALTIME EQUALIZERS 

Ologe•••• 

We could Write pages of claims on h9vy tbe innovative three- color 
realtime araly2er bùift irito «-rie. RE 27 and RE 14 will enable such a 
dramatic sonic improvement you' II think you have a whole new sound 

system We could expound upon how quick and simple it is to adjust 
each slider until all the green LED's are on, yielding 
±1 dB system accuracy that s practically impossible to 

achieve by ear . We could tell you how much better 
Rane's State Variable equalizers eliminate feedback 
without ruining the rest of the sound, and how these 
Constant-Q filters are more precise and independent, 
reducing the need to re- adjust adjacent sliders 

But don't take our word believe your own ears Test-
drive an RE 27 or RE 14 at your nearest Rane dealer. 
Hear for yourself the kind of eye-opening effect they 
have on any speaker system No sticker- shock, though 

only $849 for the RE 27 and $ 749 for the RE 14, suggested list price 

Plain equalizers are becoming obsolete Ask anyone who's used a 

Realtime Equalizer. they work wonders 

6510 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 (206) 774-7309 

when I'm supposed to and sharing with 
the singer, but I learned a lot. If I ever get 
an opportunity to work with Paul McCart-
ney, the format in which they approach 
songs won't be so foreign to me." 

That seems to be the solution San-
tana has hit on to resolve his creative/ 
commercial dilemma—treat everything 
as a learning experience, a preparatory 
step toward the achievement of some 
long-range future goal. " I don't have any 
qualms any more about playing old or 
new songs because the reality is they're 
just plates," Santana admits. "What you 
put on 'em is what's important, right? If 
you put something good on top of ' Mary 
Had A Little Lamb,' you can make 
people get up and dance. I guess it's 
the essence that matters and being true 
to that end. Like Armando Peraza says, if 
you get intoxicated with what you're play-
ing, no matter what it is, they're going to 
get intoxicated with what you play." 
Santana may get more intoxicated in 

his next project, another 180° shift. It's a 
collaboration with Tony Williams that's 
currently brainstormed as a duo affair, 
perhaps augmented by guest vocals 
from the unlikely pair of Jimmy Cliff and 
John Lee Hooker. " I still want to feel like 
I just got out of high school and know 
next to nothing. I want to get next to 
other musicians so I can learn some-
thing because I love the way they ex-
press life. I'm always trying to get close 
to everybody so I can find another ele-
ment of myself. I need catalysts and 
people to bounce off. 

"I'm trying to get close to people I love 
like McCoy Tyner and John Lee Hooker 
so I can learn more, express more and 
make more people aware of other 
things besides Freddie & the Dreamers 
or whatever that is today. There's a lot of 
Freddie & the Dreamers kinds of bands 
today, you know. I just wanted to bring 
out more soulfulness and art so that 
people could choose to like it or not." El 

Abr-Axes 
Carlos Santana's amps are MESA/ 
Boogies and Marshalls; his main guitars 
a Paul Reed Smith and Yamaha SBG-
3000. "The Paul Reed Smith is like a 
tenor—it has that crunch to it—and the 
Yamaha is a soprano, more for ballads." 
The pickups in the Yamaha are Seymour 
Duncans. Strings for both are Yamahas. 
His effects are by DOD, including a 565-A 
chorus and a couple of 585-A digital de-
lays, and a Yamaha Octaver. He's also 
got an old Mutron wah-wah and a cus-
tom-built switching unit to go from Boogie 
to Marshall amps. Wireless is a Nady 
VHF-700. He's exploring synthesis by 
using a Roland GR-707 MIDI'd to a 
Yamaha DX7. 

At home, Carlos uses an Ampex 1" 8-
track and a PM-1000 24-input board with 
Orban reverb and eq equalizer and a 
Yamaha RE-15 reverb, but spends more 
time on his Fostex and Tascam Porta-
studio 4-track cassette decks. Tape of 
choice is TDK SA. 
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Start hitting it right now! Subscribe today. 
Modern Drummer. The one magazine read 
by thousands of professional drummers 
who want to know everything that's hap-
pening in their world, Just complete the 
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An Unlikely U.S. -U.K. 
Summit: Eurythmic 
Meets Heartbreaker 

By Freff 

L
ike most things in Dave Stewart's 
less- than- predictable existence, 
co-producing three tracks of Tom 

Petty's Southern Accents was not in the 
original game plan. " It happened more 
or less by accident, you know? It was 
through [ L.A. producer] Jimmy 'ovine. 
He met me backstage at the Wilshire 
Theatre in Los Angeles when Euryth-
mics played there, and he was real y in-
terested in our songwriting. I came 
down to one of his sessions in the studio 
and while I was there, he rang up Toni to 
come down. And I remember we had 
this bottle of Jack Daniels or some 
American whiskey, and while Jimmy 
was doing something else, Tom and I 
went into the studio where the piano 
was. We started writing this song to-
gether, messing around, and it came 
out really good." 

Stewart's contribution to what be-
came "Don't Come Around Here No 
More" had been floating through his 
head for some time; he'd even recorded 
it: " I already had a tape that I'd mace on 

Dave brought "difference thinking"... 

a (Tascam) Portastudio, with Coral sitar 
guitar, synth, bass and drums, and that 
was the whole backing track. So I went 
to Tom's garage and we started making 
a little demo of it there, and I just got to 
be really friendly with him and the rest of 
the Heartbreakers." 
The song perfectly melds the best of 

two world-class mavericks. Under a 
classically twisted Petty vocal, " Don't 
Come Around Here No More" displays 
a textbook Eurythmics structure, flag-
ged onstage by a bass intro from long-
time Stewart associate Dean Garcia, all 
pulsed drums and demanding drones, 
and punctuated by dramatic vocal 
bursts. There's also a few zingers from 
Stewart's self-taught production bag of 
tricks: " In the middle I had the idea of 
doing the bit with the grand piano that 
starts out forward and ends up back-
ward. It was my idea to bring the cellos 
in. And it was my idea at the very end to 
get the girl from Talking Heads to sing 
that little 'oh yeah' lick." 

While at Petty's house, working on 
that demo and getting to know the 
Heartbreakers, two more songs came 
together between the two. "Make It Bet-
ter ( Forget About Me)" is much more in 
the Petty vein, a quasi-country guitar 
raveup (that's Stewart sitting in on elec-
tric) with a heavy dose of Stax horns on 
top of the twang. " It Ain't Nothin' To Me," 
though, is.. definitely different. 

"I think Tom was a bit depressed 
about things, and we were talking about 
them while sitting there on his bedroom 
floor, and I said, 'Listen, why don't we 
write something that's like a call-and- re-
sponse type song, like when some-
body's leading a bunch of marching 
soldiers and he calls out and everybody 
shouts something back. So we started 
doing that in his bedroom. He sang 
'They put a man on the moon,' and I 
sang, ' It ain't nothin' to me,' and he 
sang, 'There's more coming soon,' and 
I sang ' It ain't nothin' to me!' We did the 
whole thing like that. All these things 
were happening in the song, things that 
are so forced on you by TV, crammed 
down your throat, so they just don't 
mean anything anymore." 

After doing early mixes of the songs, 
Stewart went back to England to pursue 
other projects (no, he wasn't around for 
Petty's brush with a studio wall). He 
much admires the finished version of 
Southern Accents. "Actually, this album 
is Tom's most diverse, his most experi-
mental," says Stewart, "which is good, 
y'know. Everybody needs to grow, to do 

different things. That's why we recorded 
the new Eurythmics album in Paris in-
stead of London, so we'd have another 
'anguage around us and a whole new 
thing to support what we were doing." 

Eurythmics' Paris project involved 
renting a youth club and bringing over 
equipment from their home-base studio 
in a London church, then under renova-
tion. They actually used the same Tas-
cam 80-8 they made the Sweet Dreams 
album on to do the basic tracks in their 
seven-week sojourn—the tracks were 
then transferred to a 24-track for horns 
and extra vocals. As to the direction of 
the new Eurythmics album, entitled Be 
Ourselves Tonight, Stewart allows " It's a 
little bit of a departure. We're doing 
even more experimentation with mixing 
n organic acoustic and synthesizer 
sounds together and I'm playing a lot 
more guitar, kind of like a,B.B. King 
thing. riot the guitar sound. I'm having 
the most extreme fun I possibly could." 

Despite his specific musical contribu-
tions to Southern Accents, it's probably 
Stewart's sense of Extreme Fun that left 
its biggest mark on Tom Petty: " I think I 
brought a little of that kind of ' difference 
thinking' to Tom's work, although he was 
already going that way himself. I don't 
think any of our collaborations stick out 
from the rest of the album, although the 
album itself certainly may stick out from 
the rest of Tom's work. 

"They were born out of friendship, 
those songs, instead of it being put to-
gether to write hits." [1] 
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"My V220 is more serious than my 
other guitars because it feels more 
solid and better balanced. The Kahler 
is the only tremolo I have ever used 
that really works without going out of 
tune. The V220 is now my main guitar. 
I love it!" 

"People keep asking me if my Carvin 
X100B's have been modified, and my 
answer is always the same, they're 
totally stock. I really can't say enough 
about Carvin amps. After 3 years of 
heavy touring. and 2 albums, they keep 
delivering the sound I like, without 
failure. -
- Craig Chaquico, Jefferson Starship 

The V220 guitar and X100B amp stack are 
available "DIRECT" from our manufactar-s.- -40 

Ao• log plant in California. If you haven't tried 
Carvin products, you are missing an oppor-
tunity to improve your sound. If not con-
vinced after trying them for 10 days. your 
money will be refunded. 

* 
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Quality Crafted in USA 

V220 with standard bridge $399 
V220F with Kahler Flyer tremolo $ 169 
V2201 with Kahle. Pro tremolo $519 
(available with Mack or chrome hardware) 
(Prices are for standard finishes, not curly) 
X100B 100 watt tube head $499 
X6OB 60 watt tube head $449 
4-12- celestion speaker box $399 
Single stack (X10013 and 1 bottom) $869 
Double stack (X100B and 2 bottoms) $ 1259 

Send for your FREE 84 pg Carvin Cata-
log or include $ 1 for 1st class, $ 5 foreign. 

Product Information 
619-747-1710 
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FERNANDO SAUNDERS' LEAD BASS 
Pop Royalty's First-
Call Bassist Is Into More 
Than Keeping Time. 

By Rob Tannenbaum 

magine this," Fernando Saunders I 
smiles. " I'm sixteen years old and I'm 
out with my friends on a Saturday 

night in Detroit, drinking Colt .45 or 
some other horrible drink and listening 
to Led Zeppelin albums. And then, a 
few years later, Jimmy Page comes up 
to me at the ARMS benefit in London 
and says, 'Do you know "Stairway To 
Heaven"?- The slender, stylish bassist 
cackles at the question. " I said, 'Yeah, 
Jimmy, I think I know it." 
Among such rock royalty as Page, 

Steve Winwood, Lou Reed and Jeff 
Beck, Fernando Saunders is more 
popular than a stretch limousine. At a 
time when many musicians are employ-
ing bass synthesizers rather than bass 
players, the thirty-year-old Saunders 
has more job offers than he can accept. 
His inventive technique, developed 
during 70s stints with influential funk 
and fusion bands, is a conscious ex-
pansion of the role of the bass—and 
Saunders swears he's only begun his 
crusade to liberate bass players from 
the dreary task of time-keeping. 

It was nothing less than a divine ornen 
which directed Fernando Saunders to-
ward a four-stringed instrument. He had 
already won a trumpet scholarship in 
grade school and also mastered the 
clarinet when his mother, a professional 
singer who gave up her career to raise 
two sons, bought him an acoustic 
guitar. " I learned it really quickly," Saun-
ders recalls of his fateful epiphany, "but 
I kept breaking the two little strings all 
the time. Then my best friend goe a 
guitar, so I figured I'd play the bass." 
Saunders took the frets out of his first 

bass—still an unusual thing to do back 
in 1970—and used his musical ability to 
teach himself to play. When he sought 
some more experienced help, "the 
teacher I went to said he couldn't teach 
me because I already had my own 
technique, and instead he hired me to 
teach at his school." 

That technique was sharpened in the 
active environs of the Motor City. " Luck-
ily, I started meeting all the best people 

Fernando keeps employers like Lou Reed, Jimmy Page & Stevie Winwood happy. 

in Detroit, and Motown was just three 
blocks away from my house. The older 
musicians in town were really con-
cerned about the younger musicians 
having an opportunity, so they really 
worked with us." 

There were enough sessions in town 
to keep Saunders busy, although he's 
not sure whether he cut any Motown 
tracks because "at that time, they didn't 
put the musicians' names on the rec-
ords." The studio work led to an offer 
from the Four Tops, which he furred 
down to stick with his band of high 
school buddies. " I was really stuck on 
that, but it seemed like they were all just 
sitting around. I knew that the only way I 
was gonna get anywhere was to go out 
myself, so I decided to take the next 
offer that came up." 

That offer came from Hamilton 
Bohannon, a former Motown drummer 
whose eponymous band "pretty much 
invented disco," Saunders reckons cor-
rectly. Bohannon also featured a guitar-
ist named Ray Parker, Jr., who "did a 
few gigs and then split to California 
when Motown left. That's when Detroit 
became a ghost town." Playing in a 
disco band "got me disciplined I 

learned that when I got a note in, it had 
to say something. I was going through 
that stage of playing everything I knew 
as fast as I could." He lasted with 
Bohannon for two years, but the band's 
unvarying groove was too restrictive for 
a guy who rates his employers based on 
how much they let him solo. 
Anxious to leave his moribund home 

town, Saunders moved to New York to 
play with ex-Mahavishnu Orchestra 
keyboardist Larry Young. " I knew that if 
I played with a guy like that, who played 
at places like the Village Gate, someone 
in New York would see me." It didn't take 
very long. "At that time, the fusion thing 
was becoming popular, and I started 
getting lots of offers." 
One of those offers came from drums 

mer Tony Williams, whom Saunders 
turned down, and another came from 
keyboardist Jan Hammer, "which I took 
because he was the closest thing to 
Mahavishnu I thought I could get." He 
played with Hammer on Melodies and 
Oh, Yeah? (named after Saunders' 
home-town band), and then toured with 
the keyboardist when he collaborated 
with Jeff Beck (documented on the Live 
LP). Although Saunders was writing, 
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The unparaillelec 
Rockman sound thal 

.• recording artists use anc 
rave about is now available ir 

the exciting new low-cost SOLOIST 

Launched from years of Rocikmar 
research and use, the SOLOIST deliver 
to every-guitarist— beginner or virtuoso 

professional or recreational— the thrill 01 
being surrownded with igteat stereo sounc 

tweaked by Tom Scholz. Strap on youi 
guita-, pug into the SOLOIST, put or 

the headphones and WOW! Nikosf ynenç 
adirul to rnatne! You'll swear you're ir 

another Cosmos. All this for the price 01 

'a personal cassette player 

Scholz Researchl, Development Inc, 

1560 Trapelo Rom 
VValtharn, Massachusetts 02154 

617-890-5211 

ROCKMAN X100 Professional Studio Processor —$319.95 

SOLOIST Personal Gwitar Processor —$ 169.95 



NEW COLORS TO PAINT THE TOWN! 
German Audio Engineering 
ACE modular mixing console for 16/24 studio or prof. sound reinforcement. 

Input-modul: 
48V, phase reverse, -26db pad, double pot f. 

mic a. line-gain, hi a. lo cut, 4b. eq. 2 parer). w. 
switchable filter, 4 aux pre or post switchable 
to 2 aux ch, per cue routing to 8 or 12 stereo 
subgroups and master, on-off f. eq. and chan-
nel, pan, solo, peak and -20db led, 100mm car-
bon studio fader. 
The unit comes in a mainframe with .36 modul 
capacity, prewired for 16 or 24 track, 8 or 12 
stereo sub's. The quantity of inputs can be ex-
panded to any configuration. Patch bay option 
and expansion frame with 12 mod, capacity 
available. 

RCE 
 1 
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singing and even playing rhythm guitar 
with Beck and Hammer, he was still dis-
satisfied. " I started to feel that I wash't 
being fair to myself, musically, that I was 
suffering with expression of the bass." 

His Mahavishnu fantasy came true 
when guitarist John McLaughlin called 
him after Jaco Pastorius "broke his 
hand or something." Saunders played 
on one track on McLaughlin's Electric 
Guitarist, an LP that also featured bass-
ists Stanley Clarke, Jack Bruce, Neil 
Jason and Alphonso Johnson. Fer-
nando was the one chosen for the tour, 
and when McLaughlin selected a band 
for Electric Dreams, Fernando was the 
sole bassist. "Even though he wouldn't 
let me do any solos on his records, John 
was open to a bass player having free-
dom. In concert, everybody would walk 
off stage and I would play whatever I 
wanted. I used to go crazy, playing with 
my teeth and stuff. But," he sighs, " I 
knew that was gonna end because of 
the history of McLaughlin's bands." 
When it did end, Saunders found him-

self "very confused about all the techni-
cal things I had learned," so he took a 
vacation to work on his own songwrit-
ing. Oddly, it was his experience with 
Bohannon, rather than his work with the 
Founding Fathers of Fusion, which got 
him his next job, working for a funk fan 
named Lou Reed. 

"Apparently, Lou had checked out 
Neil Jason and Marcus Miller and all 
these people, and he wanted some-
thing else. He asked me who I had 
played with and I said Bohannon. He 
said, 'Wow, Bohannon and James 
Brown were the few artists I used to lis-
ten to.' I gave him all the records I had 
played on and he said that no one had 
really exploited my bass sound. He 
said, 'You can play melody and rhythm 
at the same time; that's what I want." 
When Saunders began The Blue 

Mask sessions with Reed, he found 
that—although he wasn't allowed any 
solos—"it was like a dream come true. 
Lou wanted me to play the things no one 
would ever let me play, the things I 
would sit in my bedroom and play. Sud-
denly I was glad I hadn't quit music for 
my uncle's insurance company." 
Although guitarist Robert Quine gets 

continued on page 91 

Out Of The Bassment 
Saunders' favorite bass is a mutt; a Mod-
ulus Graphite Basstar fretless neck with a 
Precision Guitar Man body and EMG pick-
ups. His back-up is a fretless Guitar Man, 
intact. He uses D'Addario flat-round me-
dium strings, an Ampeg amp and no 
pick. His guitar is a '62 Stratocaster with a 
Schecter neck. His remarkably thick tone 
comes from tuning G-D-G-D arid picking 
with both his thumb and forefinger, and 
also from going DI in the studio. He uses 
an MXR doubler, digital delay and an 
MXR harmonizer. 
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Vocalists suffering from 
fatigue, hoarseness, and 
the inability to realize 
their full range, power, 
and timbré will discover 
a new dimension in 
their vocal abilities by 
utilizing the Gan-Tone 
Method. 

The Gan-Tone Method 
described in this book 
revolutionizes the traditional 
beliefs for producing the 
singing voice by revealing the 
natural laws that unify the 
body For the ultimate in 
singing energy through total 
body power! 

The Gan-Tone Method will 
enable any sincere seeker to 
develop a beautiful and power-
Ell singing voice, either for 
Rock or Opera, and will enable 
the professional singer— 
popular or classical—to retain 
the voice for many years. 

in Singing Energy, Robert 
Gansert rejects traditional 
.beliefs and establishes new 
reference points to enable the 
vocalist to understand and 
make use of the entire body in 
the production of the singing 
voice, resulting in previously 
unknown depth, power and 

Singing Energy is required 
reading for anyone who 
wishes to become aware of a 
new dimension in energizing 
the singing voice! 

With 
Body Power 
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Low-Tech from page 74 
acoustic environment possible, in terms 
of generating standing waves and 
phase problems. 
96 Put a lot of sound-absorptive mater-
ial on the wall around and behind your 
monitor speakers. Otherwise, you'll be 
hearing wall reflections of the sound 
that will completely wipe out your capa-
city to judge stereo imaging. 
97 Some older machines roll off—no, 
call it shelf-off, like the Grand Canyon 
shelves—frequencies above 8 kHz 
when using their sync functions. So be-
ware of bouncing anything above that 
level if your recorder works like that. 
98 On some machines you can get bet-
ter signal-to-noise ratios (at the ex-
pense of giving up metering) by taking 
your tape out signal from the noise-re-
duction connections rather than the 
standard outputs. If you know how your 
levels are running, this can be useful 
during mixdown, to get the cleanest 
possible final master tape. 
99 Avoid ground loops! Make certain 
when wiring that you use two-conductor 
shielded cable. Always connect posi-
tive to positive at both ends; always 
connect the black to ground at both 
ends; and the shield.. well, always con-
nect it at one end but not the other. 
Which end? Doesn't matter, as long as 
you always do it that way, with every de-
vice. I'd recommend that at every input 
you connect the shield, and not connect 
it at any outputs. This will greatly elimi-
nate ground loops. Also, buy yourself 
a bunch of three-prong-to-two-prong 
adapters, and use them on every de-
vice...only don't connect the ground 
wires on the adapters. The usual source 
of ground loop hum and RF interference 
is through the house wiring. This elimi-
nates that. And since you aren't doing 
things like drilling holes into the sides of 
your tape decks or drum machines, you 
won't be creating safety problems. 
100 The best cleaning tool you car> get 
for general studio maintenance is—fah-
dal-II—an ostrich feather. An ostrich 
feather sprayed with Endust. ReaIfy. It 
will get into every nook and cranny, be-
tween any knob and slider, and zaps the 
dust like magic. Lasts a long time, too. 
And makes a nice conversation piece 
when people visit your studio. Ostrich 
feather—really! (Try hat shops, some 
grocery stores and the Yellow Pages 
under "feathers.") 

There's a lot more, but the title said 
101, not 1001. And now, as promised, 
number 101 THE MOST IMPORTANT 
TIP IN THE WORLD! Go ask questions 
of the people who have walked the trail 
ahead of you, and listen to their an-
swers. (To which end I would very much 
like to thank this article's technical ad-
visors—Mario Salvati, Rob Scalise and 
Robert Derby—for their many valuable 
suggestions.) el 

DEVELOPMENTS By Jock Baird 

H
ow do you improve on a product 
that's already got synthesists 
slobbering heavily? That's the 

question Oberheim asked itself after it 
introduced its Xpander synth module 

last year. Their answer was to give 'em 
another one and throw in a high-class 
keyboard. Thus was born the Matrix-12, 
so numbered because of its twelve in-
dependently programmable voices, 
each with a pair of oscillators, five en-
velopes, a 15-mode filter, fifteen VCAs, 
five LF0s, four ramp generators, three 
tracking generators, frequency mod-
ulation and a lag processor. It retains 
the page-type display system that 
eases programming conniption fits. The 
keyboard is velocity- and release veloc-
ity-sensitive, and can be split into six 
zones. The Single Patch/Multi-Patch 
memory system also controls panning, 
MIDI channels, volume and voice trans-
position. The original Xpander (de-
seribed in detail in our July '84 issue) 
runs you three grand; the Matrix-12 is 
only two more, from Oberheim Elec-
tronics, (213) 473-6574. Oberheim also 
introduced a MIDI-equipped $500 add-

on to their DX drum machine, the 
Stretch-DX, that adds twelve more drum 
voices and other editing and memory 
features. 

Getting so creative with your digital 
delay patches that you're desperate for 
some real memory space? Well, ADA, 
another big-splash maker in 1984 with 
its 2FX digital multi-effects unit, has 
brought out the Digitizer 4, a 1-second, 
16-program delay that gives you com-
plete setup and storage of sweeps, re-
generation, mix, and hang time. The 
memory also has sixteen factory-
loaded "shadow" programs on board 
you can access anytime. Complete with 
stereo outputs and a self-diagnostic 
program during power-up, the Digitizer 
4 goes for $700, with a $140 pedal unit 
a useful add-on. from ADA Signal Pro-
cessors, (415) 548-1311. 

If Freff's tips on notching out or boost-
ing very specific frequencies has got 
you wondering whether your equalizer 
is up to the job, may we suggest the new 
Rene PE 15 parametric equalizer/notch 

filter. It has five adjustable parametric 
bands, with independent bandwidth 
(fromn 1/30th to 1.3 octaves), frequency 
and gain controls (from + 15 to — 20 db 
for each. On two of the five bands 
there's the capability of either peaking 
response or shelving characteristics. 
Each band is also bypassable, so you 
can quickly audition your eq setting; 
there's also a hard-wire bypass for ev-
erything and impressive low-noise 
specs. The PE 15 lists for $389 from 
Rane, (206) 774-7309. You may also 
want to ask them about their new analog 
Crossover Alignment delay unit, the CD 
48, which provides four separate chan-
nels to achieve perfect crossover align-
ment from loudspeaker systems. 
A new wrinkle in the world of wireless 

is the new system from Telex. The Telex 
system features a "smart" digital an-
tenna control circuit to monitor the sig-
nals from the system's two antennae. If 
troublesome negative phase relation-
ships occur, the smart circuit instructs a 
companion phase shift modifier to alter 
any signal that approaches an out-of-
phase relationship with another. This 
so-named Pos-i-Phase diversity system 
has actually been awarded its own pa-
tent. Available mikes (with pro-quality 
shock-mounting) include the WHM-500 
condenser,the WHM-410 dynamic, and 
lapel and headphone versions. Contact 
Telex Communications, (612) 887-5550. 
Speaking of wireless systems, we were 
knocked out by a demonstration of Sam-
son's PR-50 "Phase Reflex" Broadcast 
series wireless at N.A.M.M.—on a floor 
packed with more interference than the 
Raiders' defensive secondary, a per-
fect signal came back from nearly se-
venty-five yards away. Samson is also 
doing nicely at the low end with its $475 
single-channel high-band HH-100 Con-
cert series system. Call Samson,(516) 
489-2203. 
June is the final month of Simmons' 

55-city clinic tour—consult your local 
dealer for details. Another recom-
mended clinic is the Charlie Haden 
Jazz Workshop, August 5-25 at the At-
lantic Center for the Arts, 1414 Art 
Center Ave., New Smyrna Beach, FL 
32069. Register before June 1 by call-
ing (904) 427-6975. 
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know until ycu try. Visit your Sennt-eiser dealer for a 
demo— or contact us for his -lame 

JSENlJHEIEH 
Senlheiser Electronic Corporaton (N.Y.) 

44 West 38th Street • New York. NY 11)018 -( 212 944-9440 
fiki -whir turing iant. D-3002 Wedernark. West Germany 
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SOFTWARE CITY By John Amaral 

T
he music product that most 
knocks me out right now is Music 
Video Kit from Sight & Sound. It is 

the most conceptually sophisticated 
software product that I have seen. This 
package is the precursor of an entire 
generation of software that will eventu-
ally let you create full-blown MTV pro-
ductions and feature-length movies in 
your own home! As it is, the Music Video 
Kit is a kind of tinker-toy story board/ 
erector set with canned musical ar-
rangements, background stages, vari-
ous animated characters, and the abil-
ity to enter lyric lines that can appear on 
the screen like a teleprompter. Although 
it is accessible to a nine-year old, a 
savvy user can modify it by following the 
instructions in the manual to do his own 
characters, backgrounds and story. 
The results of your work are semi-ani-
mated story boards that you can use for 
fun or some practical purpose. 

Sight & Sound also did a terrific job on 
their Kawasaki Synthesizer and 
Kawasaki Rhythm Rocker for Commo-
dore 64. Ryo Kawasaki is a fusion guitar 
player who lives and plays in New York 
who taught himself programming. He 
has captured the spontaneity of playing 
music in real time on an inexpensive 
computer without trivializing the crea-
tive possibilities. Speaking of the C-64, 
Passport's "MacMusic" for the Commo-
dore looks like an incredible product for 
the casual user, with pull down menus 
and windows. Passport president Dave 
Kusek has pulled a brilliant coup by 
creating a Macintosh- like environment 
on the Commodore. This is an excellent 
product, both affordable and useful. 

For applications which lean more to-
ward the educational side, 3001 Sound 
Odyssey, also by Sight & Sound, is a well 
done tutor about analog synthesis com-
bined with a user interface to program 
the Commodore Sound Interface Device 
(SID) Chip. I also like the Rhythm Master 
from Melodian very much. This package 
is the first of what will soon become an 
avalanche of music keyboard tutors. It 
teaches you to play rhythms and 
melodies on the keyboard in an effec-
tive, video game-like format. You are re-
quired to use their special keyboard, 
but I'm sure that we will be seeing MIDI 
versions of keyboard tutors soon. Hot 
tip: If you're a DX7 owner, be sure to 
pick up a copy of the excellent new pro-
gramming manual from Music Sales. 
The best all around award has to go 

to a brand new product: Music Studio 
from Activision. This is a very effective 
update of the Music Construction Set 

concept, and I highly recommend it. It 
contains elements of music notation, 
timbre colors for orchestration, a fine 
graphical user interface for the SID 
Chip, and many, many useful music 
editing tools. It won't do everything you 
want, but it's an excellent composition 
tool if you can't quite afford MusicWorks 
on the Macintosh. 
Another hot new kid on the block is 

Concertware from Great Wave Software 
(415 852-2280). This new package has 
better graphics and longer music file 
capability than MusicWorks from 
Hayden Software, and runs on the Apple 
Macintosh. The jukebox function allows 
you to play musical files with good 
sounding instrumental voices for up to 
twenty hours of unrepeated music with 
a 512K Macintosh! The music printing is 
nearly acceptable (still no beaming). At 
$50, this is a hot product. I'm told that they 
sold four hundred copies in three days 
at the MacWorld Expo in San Francisco! 
Boy oh boy! Roland has done it again! 

Their traveling seminar was well at-
tended and professionally run, and hit 
at the heart of what people need to know 
right now to make intelligent decisions 
about the purchase and use of music 
hardware and MIDI software. Although 
all of the equipment explained was from 
Roland (what would you expect?), they 
make pretty much one of everything, 
and so were able to cover all the bases. 
Here's a rundown of the topics they cov-
ered: performance systems design, ad-
vanced music systems design, record-
ing applications, advanced MIDI tech-
niques, introduction to computers and 
music software, advanced music soft-
ware, and audio-video synchronization. 
The seminar included a 2-inch binder full 
of information and cassettes that you 
should try to beg, borrow or buy. There 
was some talk that Roland might make 
the materials available through stores. 
Hats off to Nancy Kewin, Tommy Gear 
and the Roland Electronic Music Semi-
nar crew! 

Roland, by the way, has an exciting 
new box, the SBH-80, which allows you 
to synchronize audio or video tape re-
corders with MIDI, drum machines and 
real-time audio. That's amazing enough, 
but the killer feature is a tap switch 
which lets you conduct a MIDI music 
performance to the video tape, which is 
analagous to what you would do in a 
studio to conduct a movie score and 
synch it to the movie! Check this one 
out, if only to understand the concept, 
as it's going to be with us for a long time. 
More next time. 
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Saunders from page 86 
more attention, Saunders is the only 
musician to play on all of Reed's last 
three albums. From the warm har-
monics of "Our House" to the minor-key 
tremors of "Waves Of Fear," Saunders' 
elastic tone is an essential part of the 
emotional construction of those LPs. 
And since Reed's and Quine's guitars 
sketch only a coarse, chordal founda-
tion, the bassist also has room to 
explore a style that is more than just 
rhythmic support; on "Home Of The 
Brave," "Average Guy," "My Red Joy-
stick" and, especially, "New Sensa-
tions," he plays what can only be called 
lead bass. "One review said I had more 
technique than the whole band put to-
gether," Saunders blushes. " I was 
scared to call Lou and say, ' Hey, did you 
see this review in the New York Times?' 
But he showed it to me and said, 'Hey 
Fernando, did you see that review? It's 
great.' Then he took away my solo in 
'New Age." 
Saunders met Marianne Faithfull 

while recording some of his own demos 
after The Blue Mask, and he played on 
her A Child's Adventure album and tour. 
That led to a prestigious tour with Steve 
Winwood in the summer of 1983, the first 
time in years Winwood had played with 

continued on page 106 

Oh, 
Gadd 
Part II 

"In Session," the long awaited second 
instructional video tape from Steve Gadd, 
is here. 

It features Steve in the studio with re-
nowned session players Will Lee, Richard 
Tee, Eddie Gomez and Jorge Dalto. 

Steve's carts are featured throughout 
and he exp ains his technique in detail. 

For either VHS or Beta 
send $59.95 plus $4 for shipping to: 0 41111111bM 

WWI 
MUSIC VIDEO INC. 

541 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y. N.Y. 10011 
Credit Cards Accepted call 1-800-342-4500 

Jaco 
The most influential electric bass player 

of all time has ¡List produced his first instruc-
tional video tape, "Modem Electric Bass." 

In it Jaco reveals many of his tech-
niques that have revolutionized bass play-
ing. He performs both solo and with a trio. 

Also available from DCI Music Video, 
Adrian Belew's, " Electronic Guitar." 

For either tape specify VHS or Bea 
and send $59.95 plus $4 for shipping to: 

MUSIC VIDEO INC. 
541 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y. N.Y. 10011 
Credit Cards Accepted call 1-800-342-4500 



RECORD REVIEWS 

Industry 
of Mercy: Bruce & Tina 

lead a parade of 
mobilized mega-stars. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
We Are The World 

(Columbia) 

T
here's a joke going around that 
the next USA for Africa single will 
be titled "We Are The Industry." 
To date, USA for Africa has 

marketed a book, a small flotilla of mer-
chandise, a video, and now this album, 
which features nine previously unre-
leased tracks by various mega-stars in 
addition to the by-now-unforgettable 
Lionel Richie/Michael Jackson opus, 
"We Are The World," which sold over 
three million copies in three weeks. That 
song's unassailable aim—to feed starv-
ing children—along with the novelty of 
placing forty-six famous mike-fellows 
on the same track, probably has every-
thing to do with its success; because 
let's face it, if Michael and Lionel wrote 
melodies like "We Are The World" for a 
living, they'd soon be pretty hungry 
themselves. 

But the lesson here—that mediocre 
pop with a great spirit can be every oit 

as popular as hip music with a creepy 
spirit—is inspiring. So is the prolifera-
tion of British Band-Aid spinoff groups 
in Jamaica, Australia, et al, and the sug-
gestion, mostly oui of fashion since the 
60s, that music can convey a social 
message. And so is the moral responsi-
bility and leadership exercised here by 
certain persons in the music biz, even 
as our own government leaders spend 
their time devising new strategies to dis-
mantle school lunch programs. 
We Are The World, the album, is 

foremost a laudatory effort to raise 
money for the cause. It's also a collec-
tor's item (when do you think Prince and 
Kenny Rogers will snow up again on the 
same record?) and a very decent LP on 
more standard terms. Tracks include 
throwaway rockers by Huey Lewis & the 
News and by the Pointer Sisters, a sur-
prisingly stirring vocal by Steve Perry 
that transcends his material (" If Only For 

The Moment, Girl"), infectious country 
pap from Kenny Rogers, and a spookily 
atmospheric number by Prince, who 
apparently leashed his bodyguard long 
enough to write an original song for the 
occasion. 
The two best songs here are both 

cover versions that deal with romantic 
obsessions, which is typically when 
singers are at their best. Tina Turner's 
throbbing vocal on the Motels' minor 
masterpiece "Total Control" is at once 
raw and beautifully nuanced (and when 
Tina says she's ready to sell her soul, 
look out), while Bruce Springsteen's live 
version of Jimmy Cliff's "Trapped" is in-
vested with the naturalistic vision and 
gritty will that Bruceaholics know and 
love. 
And yet, for all their treacly melodies, 

bombastic choruses and overweening 
sincerity of purpose, the two songs on 
this disc which still matter most are 
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"Tears Are Not Enough," by Northern 
Lights—a kind of Canada-for-Africa 
group that includes Neil Young, Joni 
Mitchell, Bryan Adams, Leroy Sibbles, 
Geddy Lee, etc.—and (gulp) "We Are 
The World." Both songs may be artless 
poperaft, but somehow that makes their 
underlying premise more palpable, and 
their spirit much more durable. This is 
music designed to literally save lives. 
Not that pop should necessarily prosely-
tize, ( it shouldn't). Nor is there anything 
wrong with art for art's sake. But USA for 
Africa is business as unusual—a rare in-
stance when the musicians, audience 
and corporate machinery of contempo-
rary pop 'n' roll have helped translate 
profound ideals into a powerful social 
action. Maybe this will be but a tempo-
rary aberration along our otherwise 
complacent Reaganist landscape; 
perhaps a harbinger of a more gener-
ous and embracing worldview. That's 
up to us. We are the industry, after all. 
- Mark Rowland 

MILES DAVIS 
You're Under Arrest 
(Columbia) [CD] 

M
iles Davis' brilliance is so 
often attributed to his musical 
innovations and refusal to 
coast on past accomplish-

ments that it's easy to overlook his talent 
for embracing and transforming the 
music of the moment. For just as Sly 
Stone and psychedelia yielded records 
like A Tribute To Jack Johnson and 
Bitches' Brew, so does the recent resur-
rection of the popular song result in 
You're Under Arrest. 

Miles' renditions of "Human Nature" 
and "Time After Time"—the first top forty 
covers to appear on a Davis LP—are 
the obvious attention grabbers here, 
and for good musical reasons; his rela-
tively straight reading of the former cap-
tures the fragility of Michael Jackson's 
vocals in compelling instrumental fash-
ion, while his deceptively simple melod-
ic interpolations of the Cyndi Lauper hit 
are heartfelt and soulful. Miles' ability to 
manipulate space and silence has al-
ways been his trump(et) card, and the 
way the tempos and phrasing of his 
solos contrast with expectations bred 

by our familiarity with the tunes lends it 
a personal, emotional charge. Never 
the trumpeter with the most chops, 
Miles' genius is making you hear what 
he hears, even when he can't play it. 

Elsewhere, Miles mixes disparate 
musical ideas into forms that are at once 
multi-textural and tightly focused. "One 
Phone Call," which opens the record, 
features a reworking of a classic riff from 
"Jack Johnson" with spoken-word 
counterpoints ( in foreign languages 
yet). A Bach variation meets Davis' jazz 
references on a re-recording of "Jean 
Pierre." Breakneck bebop chorus slaps 
hardcore funk on the title track. And 
"Katia," named for a classical pianist, 
reunites Davis with favorite guitar foil 
John McLaughlin for a Latin chase 
that's suggestive of Carlos Santana. 
The rest of the band provides attractive 
colorings, notably John Scofield, whose 
reggaeish rhythms and country fills are 
clever counterpoints—but the palette is 
pure Miles. 

Despite its title, You're Under Arrest is 
one of Davis' warmest records, ironic 
now that the open jamming format that 
defined so many of his 60s and 70s ex-
plorations has been supplanted by 
such a glossier, hi-tech studio ap-
proach. A light, airy defection by the 
Prince of Darkness? Nah, this is a sub-
versive action. - Fred Goodman 

MIDNIGHT OIL 

Red Sails In The Sunset 
(Columbia) 

I
n a situation reminiscent of the 
celebrated " breath mint/candy mint" 
controversy, Australia's Midnight 
Oil is two bands in one. Listen once 

to Red Sails In The Sunset and they're 
an anti-nuclear, anti-imperialist crew of 
crusaders in the spirit of 60s folk. Listen 
again and they're a rip-roaring big-
noise group that Judas Priest would be 
scared to cross. 

Actually, the latter incarnation domi-
nates Red Sails, which is why it's even 
more of an acquired taste than the Oils' 
American debut (following Australia-
only efforts), 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1. With a 
flair for excess Phil Spector can't match, 
leader Peter Garrett and company take 
theatrical, disjointed material and pile 

on sounds like art-rockers gone insane. 
"Best Of Both Worlds," for example, be-
gins in a brisk, tuneful groove, then 
builds to a demented crescendo that 
finds blaring horns and shrieking 
guitars locked in deadly combat. The 
sardonic " Helps Me Helps You" is a ver-
itable three-ring circus of twangy surf 
guitars, clattering drums and Garrett's 
fiercely declamatory vocals, all in fourth 
gear. But if Midnight Oil frequently flirt 
with cacophony, they rarely succumb to 
it. In fact, their ability to keep overweight 
songs moving through sheer force of 
will is thrilling. Such unfeigned passion 
packs a real wallop. 

It's only when Midnight Oil handle the 
contents with a bit more care that the 
limitations of the big bang approach be-
come apparent. With a mournful, low-
key arrangement, "Harrisburg" gets 
under the skin in a way more flamboyant 
tracks can't. Pondering the effects of 
radiation, Garrett dourly observes, 
"When the stuff gets in/ You cannot get 
it out." You can practically feel the con-
tamination. 
By coming on like gangbusters, the 

Oils prove you don't have to be wimpy 
to be pro-peace. The irony is that fanati-
cal militarists can delight in the LP's 
savagery without heeding the mes-
sage. Because the meaning takes a 
back seat to the medium, Red Sails In 
The Sunset must be judged a Pyrrhic 
victory. - Jon Young 

TOM PETTY 
& THE HEARTBREAKERS 

Southern Accents 
(MCA) [CD] 

T
he thing about rebellion is that 
after your teenage years, it is 
sensible to figure out what you 
are rebelling against. If James 

Dean at the age of thirty-five had still 
been a rebel without a cause, he would 
have been more pathological than com-
pelling. Which is sort of the way I feel 
about the Civil War 120 years post facto. 
The South shot first, they were fighting 
to preserve slavery, and they deserved 
a good butt-kicking. Since then, the 
South has been winning at politics, 
economics, sex, religion, football, litera-
ture and music. So why is Tom Petty still 
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pissed off about the "blue-bellied 
devils" as he walks around in modern 
northern cities, which he sings about in 
"Rebels"? It's a real stirring song, don't 
get me wrong. Mike Campbell's ringing 
guitar and Petty's chorus of " Hey, hey, 
hey, I was born a rebel" make me want 
to fix my bayonet and charge up Cemet-
ery Ridge with General Pickett. But 
who's up there defending the North 
these days, Tom? Walter Mondale? 

Petty expands on his theme in "South-
ern Accents," which accent he thinks 
Yankees consider "dumb." Petty 
seethes his way through the vocal very 
convincingly: The cellos and violins 
make you want to cry, and you get very 
offended that Yankees think the South 
sucks. As a statement of cracker emo-
tion the song is accurate, I suppose. As 
an obversation about Yankees, it 
applies to Albert Goldman and Elvis 
and very few others of my acquain-
tance. Must be Tom Petty thinks he sells 
all his records and concert tickets 
below the Mason-Dixon line. 
The most successful song on the rec-

ord, in my opinion, is "Spike." Unlike the 
southern songs, it is clearly a specific 
character (not Petty) who is singing, 
and he isn't stereotyping large groups 
of people that figure in my own cultural 
identity. This character, probably in 
middle management and very proud of 

.1984 STEINBERGER SOUND 
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It's not an easy thing 

for those who live in the past 
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his house in the 'burbs, is looking at a 
punk and he is terrified, not so much of 
the punk but of the possibility of free-
dom that the punk represents. Petty is a 
wonderful character actor (remember 
"Night Watchman"?), and he has real 
wisdom when he emphasizes instead of 
resenting and feeling sorry for himself. 
Also I gotta add a word about Benmont 
Tench's understated and witty keyboard 
riff under the quaking vocal: perfect. 

Petty's also been writing with Dave 
Stewart of Eurythmics and adding 
horns, a worrisome development to 
those satisfied with traditional Heart-
breaker guitar chiming. It's not so worri-
some in execution however, as Stewart 
and the horns add soul revue flourish 
without squashing Campbell's guitar. 
Tench's piano solo toward the end of " It 
Ain't Nothin' To Me" is the most surpris-
ing break I've heard all year. And Dave 
Stewart's sitar on " Don't Come Around 
Here No More" is the catchiest drone 
weirdness since the Lemon Pipers. All 
in all, a fine album to rebel along with 
Tom. He'll just have to select some new 
targets, 'cuz us wimp Yankees ain't 
gonna take it anymore. 
— Charles M. Young 

FRANCIS BEBEY 
Akwaaba 

(Original Music) 

TOURE KUNDE 
Casamance Au Claire De Lune 

Live 
(Celluloid) 

C
ontemporary African music-
makers face special problems 
as they seek to create music 
that maintains an African iden-

tity even as it assimilates the music and 
technology of other cultures. Through 
radically different approaches, Camer-
oonian composer Francis Bebey and 
the Senegambian Afro-pop fusion band 
loure Kunde both create eminently lis-
tenable new music that transcends re-
gional styles while remaining indisputa-
bly African. 

Bebey's Akwaaba, bearing the rather 
formal subtitle Music For Sanza, takes 
the most radical approach. With an all-

acoustic arsenal of voices, myriad tradi-
tional percussion, sanzas (the "thumb 
piano" popularized in the U.S. by Earth, 
Wind & Fire), and pygmy horn, Bebey 
blends traditional textures, melodies 
and rhythms into a completely original 
music that ranges from personalized art 
music to the African equivalent of 
Pharoah Sanders-styled free jazz. 
"Akwaaba," for instance, opens with 

a shimmering sanza solo before per-
cussion and a conversational string 
bass-line add a more improvisational 
jazz dimension. " Bissau," a jaunty horn 
riff interspersed with a melancholy 
melody, breaks into an astonishing 
voice drone with the help of an amazing 
vocal technique that enables one voice 
to produce two or three notes simul-
taneously. And "Ngoma Likembe" actu-
ally runs its sanza/percussion groove 
over a drumbeat and bass-line that re-
calls disco (though Bebey's buzz-sax 
vocal/chant give it a more menacing 
edge). The instruments' ragged tex-
tures, humming with harmonic over-
tones, often resemble electronic 
sounds. Who knows what state-of-the-
art production might have wrought? 
Tou re Kunde, whose smooth blend of 

African pop, reggae and traditional 
styles suggests Africa's answer to Third 
World, take a more conventional tack. 
The all-acoustic Casamance faithfully 
replicates different Senegambian folk 
and pop styles in a pleasant, if un-
memorable, manner. But Live catches 
them in peak form as they jump from 
percussion jams to reggae dub-ups to 
rollicking soca/highlife romps, imbued 
with energy as well as world-class pro-
duction values. Though occasionally 
too facile for their own good, loure 
Kunde generates enough pan-African 
steam to make them the African band to 
watch this year. — Randall F. Grass 

WALL MATTHEWS 
Wall Matthews 
(Clean Cuts) 

M
ost "new acoustic music" 
takes the pretty melodies of 
folk music and warm tex-
tures of cocktail jazz, and 

uses them to sell aural wallpaper. Hap-
pily, Wall Matthews, a pianist and guitar-
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¡st who works the same stylistic ground 
as much of the Windham Hill stable, 
takes a markedly different approach 
to composition. Unlike, say, George 
Winston, whose moments of inspiration 
are interspersed with considerable 
noodling, Matthews' pieces reflect a 
strong sense of structure and melodic 
design; there's no awKward reach for 
ideas, and none of the melodic mean-
dering that makes some solo-acoustic 
albums sound more like rehearsals than 
recitals. Matthews' compositions are 
based on relatively simple themes, al-
lowing ideas to maintain their character 
while the arrangement does all the 
work. Thus, " Lion's Tooth" pushes its 
melody along with the grace of a solo 
ballerina, gathering and dispersing 
momentum with ease; "The Procession" 
is, at root, just an ornamentation on a 
simple chord progression, but its 
dramatic development carries an un-
mistakable majesty. 

It doesn't hurt that Matthews is also a 
phenomenally talented musician—the 
finger-picked harmonics on one of the 
guitar pieces, "The Edge Of Sadness," 
would give most guitarists hives—but in 
the end, his gifts as a composer and 
melodicist are what make Wall Mat-
thews an album worth listening to, not 
simply hearing. (Box 16264, Roland Pk. 
Station, Baltimore, MD 21210) 
J.D. Considine 

GARY BURTON QUARTE1 
Real Life Hits 

1,4-23024 

Produced by Manfred Eicher 

"Improvising is like explaining... 

You can use complicated vocab-

ulary that no one can under-

stand, or you can use fairly 

comprehensive language and 

everyone gets the messager 

(Gary Burton to Cadence Magazine, 

1981) 

Master vibraharpist Gary Burton, 

bass guitarist Steve Swallow, 

pianist Makoto Ozone and drum-

mer Mike Hyman join forces on 

the digitally recorded Real Life Hits, 

a highly energetic and cohesive 

group recording featuring the 

compositions of Carla Bley, John 

Scofield and Duke Ellington, 

among others. 
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New Mums() 
Digital Moonscapes is a sonic tour de 
force from innovative composer Wendy 
Carlos, whose landmark album, 
Switched-On Bach, launched the synthe-
sized music revolution. Per*ormed by a 
digitally-synthesized orchestra, the LSI 
Philharmonic Orchestra, and ' mmacu1. 

i tib Inc 
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late ly reproducec throughout, Digital 
Moonscapes will transport you to a spec-
tacu lar riew dimension in sound 

experience. 

M 39.140 

Digital Moonscapes. 

New music from Wendy Carlos. 

On CBS Masterworks 
Records, chrome Cassettes 
and Compact Discs. 

WENDY CARLOS' 
DIGITAL MOONSCAPES 

Arn Evolutionary Synthesizer 
Tour de Force 

LSI Philharmonic Orchestra 

(DIGITAL) 
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ERIC CLAPTON 
Behind The Sun 

(Duck/Warner Bros.) [CD] 

F, ric Clapton's ego is a fragile 
thing. At forty he is still cowed 

d  ybeyahriss oowfndbelzuiensgpirn J.J. prowess. After 

style funk-pop, his 1983 Money And 
Cigarettes LP with its crisp blues snap 
and sunny confidence, suggested that 
he'd finally come out of psychic hiding. 
But on Behind The Sun, Clacton's self-
assurance has gone back into eclipse. 

This is an album made for Eric Clap-
ton, not by him. On their three tracks, 
producers Lenny Waronker and Ted 
Templeman almost pickle Clacton in 
material like "See What Love Can Do," 
with a Toto-by-numbers arrangement 
and stiff Caribbean lilt. " Forever Man" is 

a miraculous exception; moved by the 
song's rubbery core riff and its conta-
gious Latin gallop, Eric bites into the 
vocal lines with surprising vigor, and in 
his solo shoots for the high ferocious 
shriek, before sweeping back down in a 
slalom of twisted licks and blue notes. 
It's as close to the captivating surge of 
"Layla" as he's been in years. 

Phil Collins' more solicitous produc-
tion on the album's other eight tracks is 
never as inspiring or distressing. For the 
most part he eschews his trademark rat-
a-tat brass and Simmons drum thwack 
in favor of glossy but standard ballad 
fare, even allowing Clapton to sub a 
drippy Roland guitar synth break for the 
naked sting of his own guitar on "Never 
Make You Cry." Most of Clacton's new 
songs are about love's labors losing (" It 
All Depends," "Just A Prisoner") with 
occasional twitches of honest pain. But 
only on the good old three-chord "Same 
Old Blues" does the conviction in Clap-
ton's growl and the scimitar swipe of his 
solo licks cancel Collins' drum clutter 
and the synth-horn blasts. 

For anyone other than Eric, this might 
have marked a welcome return. But Be-
hind The Sun suffers from comparisons 
to the music which made him a legend. 
Eric Clapton may feel safer in the 
shadows, but out here his glow is sorely 
missed. — David Fricke 
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sician. It shows how to use MIDI to help you 
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computers, sequencers, drum machines, 
and other synthesizers. 
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Steve De Furia, synthesist/ programmer 
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member of the Electronic Music Department 
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Zawinul from page 56 
SHORTER: It went through a metamor-
phosis. I had put that initial bass line on 
a cassette from the piano. 
ZAWINUL: It was slow, originally, right? 
SHORTER: The first cassette you heard 
was slow, yeah, because my piano 
technique is such that I did it real slow 
for me. Then I wrote those lines that 
move around later on—I did that on the 
Yamaha Portatone, on my bed, be-
cause I was tired of walking upstairs 
and downstairs. I stayed in my bedroom 
and got the melodic flow. 
ZAWINUL: A beautiful song, man. 
SHORTER: I was using the suggestion 
that Joe gave to me, saying "Why don't 
you try to write the melody on a totally 
different sounding something?" You 
don't have to buy a big synthesizer, 
even a little Casio sound will make you 
think of something else. 
ZAWINUL: Sound is composition, in 
other words. Sound. So, naturally, if you 
write every piece from the same sound, 
after a while it's going to be the same 
piece. 
MUSICIAN: Do you actively consider 
yourselves to be in the realm of sound 
pioneers? It seems like you're con-
stantly creating subtle new synthesizer 
sounds and contexts. 
ZAWINUL: I think so, yeah. I wouldn't 
call myself a pioneer like other people 

say. I'm not thinking in those terms. I 
know that I'm coming up with some new 
sound compared to myself. 
MUSICIAN: So it's a matter of stretching 
the limits of what you already know? 
ZAWINUL: Well, I would be bored, man. I 
work every day on this stuff, and I have fun 
doing it. It is not that I say, "Today I'm 
going to work." For me, it's the greatest 
fun. I go in and fool around with my in-
struments and program in new sounds. 
Everytime I find a new sound, I have a 
new song. 
You hear all this stuff about the acous-

tic piano; I have nothing against the 
acoustic piano. It's as beautiful an in-
strument as any. But by itself, it's like 
potatoes. I love potatoes, man. But if 
you had to eat potatoes morning, mid-
day and evening, there'd be fucking 
potatoes growing out of your ears. You 
don't want that to happen. 

At this point, the publicity traffic man-
ager enters to wind things down and 
clear entry for the next interrogator. " Is it 
still going on?" she asks. Zawinul, who 
ultimately is a lifetime member of the 
music-speaks-for- itself camp, pipes up, 
"He has enough, I'm sure." He turns to me 
and says, firmly but gently, "You know 
about everything now. I think you got 
enough. Whatever you don't know, listen 
to the music and there's the answer." El 
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hOCR SHORT TAKES 

Jason & the Scorchers — Lost & Found 
(EMI/America). Country-rock is rarely 
either. wh•ch makes describing Jason & 
the Scorchers, who are adamantly both, 
a problem. On the one hand, Jason 
Ringenberg sings with just enough of a 
plaintive twang to make the likes of 
"White Lies" or " Broken Whiskey Glass" 
reverberate with honky-tonk regret, 
while on the other. guitarist Warner 
Hodges puts enough high-volage en-
thusiasm into " Last Time Around" and 
"Lost Highway" to pump his Keith 
Richanis licks up to Clash intensity. Bet-
ter to forget about labels and simply call 
this a great record. [CD] 
The Power Station — 331/2  (Capitol). It 
didn't take a crystal ball to predict that 
drummer Tory Thompson would be the 
stand -out player here, but who would 
have guessed that he'd actually domi-
nate this album? Anonymity is some-
thing of a habit for Duranies John and 
Andy Taylor, but it's odd to find Robert 
Palmer playing the shrinking violet. Or 
maybe it's just that the tunes are so 
slight that anybody would sound invisi-
ble singing them. [CD] 
Elvis Presley — Reconsider Baby 
(RCA). An apt title, especially for those 
who never expected proof tnat Elvis 
was a great blues singer. Not only has 
producer Greg Geller dug up gems that 
show the Kng delivering everything 
from credible extensons of Arthur 
Crudup to a "Stranger In My Own Home 
Town" that'll put you in mind of Bobby 
Bland, these tracks eow improvement 
as they span seventeen years—which 
blows a big hole in the He-Lost- It- In-
The-Army theory. If this is revisionism, 
give me more! [CD] 
DeBarge — Rhythm Of The Night 
(Gordy). Like virtually every worthwhile 
Motown act, DeBarge has finally fallen 

victim to the Gordy machine's trash-
masher approach to product. After De-
Barge cut the best song in Berry 
Gordy's The Last Dragon, the Big Bosses 
figured a solo album would pick up what 
the soundtrack LP didn't. So they padded 
out some likeably unexceptional Jay 
Graydon sessions with a handful of left-
overs, named it after the movie number, 
and—presto schlocko!—released this. 
Aztec Camera — Aztec Camera (Sire 
EP). One of life's little pleasures: A ten-
inch EP with four live cuts that clearly 
display the steely edge beneath Roddy 
Frame's wistful melodies, plus the long-
awaited domestic release of Frame's 
sentimental (and surprisingly apt) ver-
sion of "Jump." 
Felà Anikülapo Kuti — Army Arrange-
ment (Celluloid). If you want a sense of 
just how heartbroken Fela fans were at 
the cancellation of his American tour 
last year, give this powerhouse a listen. 
Not only does Army Arrangement man-
age all the sarcastic bite of Zombie, but 
the addition of Bernie Worrell and Sly 
Dunbar gives Egypt 80's Afrobeat even 
more punch than usual. All of which 
makes it unbearable to wait five years— 
Fela's prison term—for the next album. 
(155 W. 29th St., New York City, NY 10001) 
Greg Kihn—Citizen Kihn (EMI/America). 
When in doubt, wimp out. [CD] 
Original Soundtrack — Porky's Re-
venge! (Columbia). Forget the movie; 
the soundtrack, lovingly assembled by 
Dave Edmunds, is the best ersatz oldies 
collection you'll ever hear, from the 
locomotive wail of Clarence Clemons' 
"Peter Gunn Theme" to the Fabulous 
Thunderbirds' strutting "Stagger Lee." 
Best of all, there's the Crawling King 
Snakes (Robert Plant and pals), who in 
just 2:15 manage to eclipse the whole of 
The Honeydrippers. 
The Roxanne Chronicles: A few months 
back, the rap record everybody wanted 
was "Roxanne, Roxanne" by UTFO 
(Select 12-inch), an inventively funny 
routine about how three def rappers 
gave their best and still lost the girl. It 
wasn't simply the raps that made the 
record hot; the way "Roxanne" played 
against the self-inflating conventions of 
rap really captured the fans. So much 
so, in fact, that within weeks there was 
an answer record, "Roxanne's Re-
venge" (Pop Art 12-inch), in which the 
raw-voiced Roxanne Shanté demanded, 
"Why'd you have to make a record ' bout 
me?" Not to be outdone, UTFO fired 

back with their own answer record, "The 
Real Roxanne" (Select 12-inch). 
'Comse, there was nothing real about 
this Roxanne, what with all her lines 
supplied by UTFO, and though the rec-
ord was funny, its parody format 
couldn't compete with Roxanne 
Shanté's street-wise cracks. But that 
didn't stop Sparky "D" from putting her 
two cents in, as her "Sparky's Turn 
(Roxanne You're Through)" (NIA 12-
inch) cattily tells Shanté that UTFO isn't 
really mad: "They understand that you 
did it for money." If that weren't enough, 
in jumped Dr. Freshh with "Roxanne's 
Doctor" (Zakia 12-inch), which presents 
our girl as a calculating nympho whom 
the Doc haughtily turns aside (doesn't 
say much for UTFO's sex appeal, does 
it?). By this point, " Roxanne, Roxanne" 
has become the biggest answer-record 
phenomenon since "Work With Me 
Annie" spawned its progeny, and 
doubtless there will be more to come 
("Roxanne's Lawyers" anyone?). But for 
now, it looks like Roxanne Shanté has 
had the last word, with "Queen Of Rox" 
(Pop Art 12-inch), which tells her story 
straight and shows that she is one of 
the freshest rappers out there. 
Einsturzende Neubauten — Einsturzende 
Neubauten (PVC). The name is German 
for "Collapsing New Buildings," a nice 
joke on their wrecking company 
methodology and their deconstruc-
tionist approach to rock. Their music is 
the clangor of hard rock, minus the 
melody but not without the beat; noise 
you can dance to, the perfect city 
soundtrack. (3619 Kennedy Road, So. 
Plainfield, NJ 07080) 
Nik Kershaw — The Riddle (MCA). Say 
hello to New Muzak, in which atmos-
phere and electronic color take the 
place of melodies and rhythmic fortitude. 
Corning to an elevator near you. [CD] 
Nicolas Collins — Let The State Make 
The Selection (Lovely). The title isn't a 
political message but a statement of 
method. Instead of the composer and 
pertormers deciding what sounds the 
instruments shall make, the electronics 
here have been arranged so that the in-
struments determine the resonances, 
overtones and musical color. It seems 
ass-backwards, sure, but it results in 
fresh, roomy soundscapes that capture 
the excitement of Cageian theoretics as 
well as the vitality of experimental rock. 
(325 Spring Street, New York City, NW 
10013) 
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Every week, King Biscuit brings you the best 
rock & roll recorded live in concert halts 
around the country. Groups like Genesis, the 
Rolling Stones, U2, Robert Plant and David 
Bowie. 

The King Biscuit Flower Hour produced by 
DIR Broadcasting. For information on who's 
corning up, write Carol Strauss Klenfner, DIR 
Broadcasting, 32 East 57 Street, New York, 
N.Y. 10022. 



Ricky Ford — Shorter Ideas (Muse). The 
young tenor saxophonist's dynamic 
work as a sideman wit-1 Charles Mingus, 
George Russell, Gil Evans and Abdul-
lah Ibrahim promises more than he has 
so far delivered on his own LPs. Still, his 
sixth album for Muse comes closer to 
tapping his potential than its predeces-
sors. His sextet scorings capture the 
motility and intrigue of Shorter's music 
without resorting to carbon-copy ike-
nesses. Even more encouraging, his 
two originals (a pensive, semisweet bal-
lad and a stutter calypso a la Sonny 
Rollins) suggest that he is quickly enter-
ing Shorter's league as a writer, and his 
enlargement of Duke Ellington's "Happy 
Reunion" (originally a quartet showcase 
for tenor saxophonist Paul Gonsalves) 
is a satisfying final touch. The colorful 
supporting cast includes pianist (and 
fellow Shorter-phile) Kirk Lightsey, trom-
bonist Jimmy Knepper and the crimi-
nally neglected alto saxophonist and 
flutist James Spaulding. 
Bobby Hutcherson — Good Bait (Land-
mark). Here's a convenient rule of 
thumb regarding Bobby Hutcherson 
LPs. If horns are present and Hutcher-
son's vibraphone is the on'y chording 
instrument involved, expect spacious, 
churning, sharp-edged music similar to 
his work behind Eric Dolphy and Jackie 
McLean on those presc ent mid-60s 
Blue Notes. If a pianist is added to the 
lineup, expect no more than bland effi-
ciency. The pianist on this new date is 
the efficient George Cables, and the 
lone horn is the ultra-efficient saxo-
phonist Branford Marsal s. 
Marty Ehrlich — The Welcome (Sound 
Aspects, available from North Country 
Distributors, Cadence Building, Red-

wood, NY 13679). Ehrlich's versatility 
(he plays alto saxophone, flute, clarinet 
and bass clarinet with equal authority) 
has served him well in interpreting the 
scores of such composers as Muhal 
Richard Abrams, Anthony Davis, Leroy 
Jenkins and George Russell. But on his 
first outing as a leader (with bassist An-
thony Cox and drummer Pheeroan ak 
Laff), he displays an improvisatory 
reach that makes versatility seem the 
least of his virtues. Recommended. 
Ronald Shannon Jackson & the Decoding 
Society — Decode Yourself (Island). Ac-
cording to the press release, the drum-
mer decided "to further electrify the 
Decoding Society's sound" by adding 
a drum computer and Onaje Allan 
Gumbs' Yamaha DX7 keyboard synthe-
sizer. That was his first mistake. The 
second was enlisting the services of in-
tellectual hitmaker Bill ("Recontex-
tualize That Funky Music, White Boy") 
Laswell, whose hyperbolic production 
values put the chill on whatever natural 
juices were still left. Is harmolodics an 
idea whose time has gone? 
Horace Silver— Live 1964 (Emerald, PO 
Box 7000-306, Rancho Palos Verdes, 
CA 90274). In light of Silver's demon-
strated rapport with audiences, it's odd 
that he's made so few in-person re-
cordings over the years. This previously 
unissued date featuring the Song For 
My Father band (with trumpeter Carmel 
Jones and tenor saxophonist Joe Hen-
derson) playing Silver compositions of a 
slightly earlier vintage ("Filthy McNasty," 
"Senor Blues," etc.) is therefore quite a 
find—a live album that kicks almost as 
hard as the 1962 classic Doin' The 
Thing At The Village Gate (out of print, 
naturally. Are you listening, EMI?). 
Hank Mobley — Far Away Lands; Lee 
Morgan — The Rajah (both Blue Note). 
The rebirth of the Blue Note label 
means, among other things, previously 
unissued bounty from the Blue Note 
vaults, beginning with these two ses-
sions from the late 60s, one led by tenor 
saxophonist Mobley, the other featuring 
him as Morgan's front line accomplice. 
Both albums are palatable examples of 
the Blue Note formula of the period, with 
tricky time signatures, exclamatory 
blowing, Billy Higgins' irresistible drum-
ming, and bids for "The Sidewinder"-
like jukebox hits. If your budget dictates 
choosing between them, go for the Mor-
gan—the compositions are more far 

reaching ( particularly Calvin Massey's 
"A Pilgrim's Funny Farm"), Mobley's 
solos are even lustier, and Morgan 
bruises him harder than Donald Byrd, 
the trumpeter on Far Away Lands. Also 
recommended on Blue Note: Tippin' 
The Scales, powerful Jackie McLean 
from that fertile transitional period be- . 
tween Let Freedom Ring and One Step 
Beyond (previously issued only in Japan). 
Bud Freeman — The Real Bud Freeman 
1984 (Principally Jazz Productions, avail-
able from Swingville Jazz, 3344 N. Clark 
St., Chicago, IL 60657). Few soloists 
Freeman's age (seventy-nine in April) are 
as harmonically intrepid, and fewer solo-
ists of any age are as ebullient or inven-
tive. Since the tenor saxophonist likes no-
thing better than for his sidemen to give 
him a real tussle, the bebopping busy-
ness of the Chicago rhythm section on 
this new release is no drawback. Indeed, 
"The Man I Love" boasts one of the juici-
est Freeman solos on record, and the 
rest is nearly as good, particularly the 
date's two ballads, one a duet with pian-
ist Stu Katz, the other a duet with guitar-
ist Bob Roberts. The Chicago-based 
label PJP is off to a promising start with 
this, and with Conserving NRG by cor-
netist/tenor saxophonist/vibist/drum-
mer Hal Russell and his NAG Ensem-
ble—an album of satisfying post-Cole-
man eruptions in the best Chicago 
iconoclastic tradition. 
Joe Newman & Joe Wilder — Han gin' Out 
(Concord Jazz). Since both of these 
graybeard trumpeters are masters of 
the sly retort, it figures that their joint ef-
fort would be a battle of wits rather than 
a stratospheric duel to the finish. It also 
figures that any album they made to-
gether would be delightful, and Han gin' 
Out is—with the erudite Hank Jones in-
terjecting some clever jibes of his own 
from the piano bench, and bassist 
Rufus Reid and drummer Marvin 
"Smitty" Smith making sure the young-
bloods also get a say. 
Shankar — Song For Everyone (ECM). 
The various minimalistic, ethnic and 
(surprise!) funk influences that have 
been peeking through on some recent 
ECMs is even more pronounced here, 
and it's a welcome development. Saxo-
phonist Jan Garbarek brings much 
needed lyrical depth to violinist L. Shan-
kar's music, and percussionists Zakir 
Hussain and Trilok Gurtu offset Gar-
barek's ruminations nicely. [CD] 
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11DLOSHORT TAKES 

Bryan Adams—Reckless (A&M Video). 
Adams is a nice guy who writes and 
sings jangly, singalongable, sub-Spring-
steen/Petty rock songs. This video 
career retrospective makes him a 
certified MN star. On the plus side is 
vet cinematographer Laszlo Kovacs' 
gorgeous black-and-white work on 
"This Time." The half-dozen clips flow 
together nicely, since most deal with 
love and lust and separation and long-
ing. But Adams lacks the charisma to 
carry a half-hoJr video—and if he's so 
nice, how come the girl in "This Time" is 
literally nothing more than a great pair of 
legs? 
Minor Detail— Minor Detail (Sony Video 
45). "Canvas Of Life" ( I think that's what 
it's called; no sorg titles are listed) is 
clever and nicely done despite its over-
bearing cuteness. Overall, however, 
this Irish twosome lives down to its 
name with bland-out shlock-rock, like 
an MTVersion of Air Supply. The visuals 
overall aren't nearly enough to make 
this worth the trouble. 
Cameo—Cameo (Sony Video EP). I dig 
their nu wave look (wraparound shades 
for all), robotic soul choreography and 
self-mocking macho attitude. I dig the 
political comment of "Talkin' Out The 
Side Of Your Neck." And I dig the way 
the program's reverse chronology 
shows the progress black music videos 
have made: The earliest, 1980 clips are 
all from the same studio shoot, while the 
more recent numbers grow healthily in 

production values. Oh, and I dig their 
hard electro-funk tunes, too. 
The Doors—Dance On Fire (MCA Home 
Video). If you like the Doors, this is es-
sential. It's the Doors and nothing but 
the Doors, with no portentous narration. 
There's bountiful archival footage of Jim 
Morrison in peak poet/shaman form; 
Jimbo's bemused, mocking shrug 
when cops drag him offstage in the 
anarchic live "Roadhouse Blues"; and 
the uncensored "Unknown Soldier" 
promo clip, in which he is tied to a stake, 
shot and drools out an endless lunger o' 
blood in slo-mo! There are also rock-
video archeological finds like the 
"Break On Through" and "Moonlight 
Drive" clips, ahead of their time in pro-
duction values and aesthetic savvy; 
and a new "Wild Child" clip, with appo-
site Indian- ritual imagery. The only 
drawbacks are the Ray Manzarek-di-
rected " L.A. Woman" clip (a dumb 
slasher scenario starring X's John Doe), 
and a crass closing crawl that need-
lessly recaps and exploits the Doors' leg-
acy. Why not just stick the awesome live 
performance of "The End" at the end? 
Body Rock (Sony Video EP). An interest-
ing approach to soft-core rock video 
porn: artsy stills of lovelies lounging on 
Ibiza, dressed up with snazzy com-
puter-graphic treatment by Peter 
("Atomic Dog") Conn. Too bad it's un-
done by the horrendously mushy fusion 
muzak of one Chris Rainbow. Call me 
sacreligious, but somebody like Miles 
Davis would've worked so much better. 
And I bet Miles would agree. 
Playboy's Girls Of Rock 8( Roll (CBS/ 
Fox). This is much more oppressive vis-
ually than Body Rock, "pretty" " girls" or 
no. Thoroughly gratuitous nudity only 
points up the lameness of the sub-MN 
videos, and the tacky direction and pre-
dictable choreography of David Winters 
don't help. (Yes, the David Winters of 
Shindig fame; how the mighty have fall-
en.) "Lose Your Mind" is nice AOR 
power-pop from Dagmar (wife of ex-
Cheap Trick bassist Tom Peterson), and 
Natalie Pace's punque roque is okay. 
The only musical find here is one 
Rainey, a flaming white Tina Turner; her 
"Savage Streets" has no gratuitous nud-
ity at all. I'm still wondering why Playboy 
is trying to get into the music video biz. 
Jazz At The Smithsonian: Alberta Hunter 
(Sony Video LP). Sure, she and her 1982 
concert audience overindulge each 
other, but who's going to complain 

about a respectfully straightforward 
presentation of one heckuva singer? A 
few reminiscences with host Willis Con-
over break up the hour. Hunter's 
character, dignity and vitality are re-
markable throughout. 
Jazz At The Smithsonian: Art Blakey & 
The Jazz Messengers (Sony Video LP). 
This is the '82 version, with the Wynton 
Marsalis/Branford Marsalis/Bill Pierce 
frontline, straight up and smokin' for 
nearly an hour. Blakey also relates some 
tales in his marvelously coarse voice. 
How nice to report such a tape's exis-
tence in this column. 
The Carmine Appice Drum Clinic (from 
Carmine Appice Enterprises Inc., P.O. 
Box 69780, Los Angeles, CA 90069; 
$52.95 including postage and handl-
ing). This clinic is not for beginners, and 
Appice's teaching competes with a too-
ready impulse to self-congratulation. 
He alternates explanations and dem-
onstrations of practice routines and 
tricks-of-the-trade with ostensibly re-
hearsed-to-seem-spontaneous answers 
to all-about-Carmine questions. An au-
dience, and the musicians Appice jams 
with on a couple of fusion workouts, are 
always off-camera. Weird. But if you like 
his drumming and its musical contexts, 
you'll probably like this. 
D-TV — Rock, Rhythm & Blues and Pop 
& Rock (Disney Home Video). The tunes 
are obviously chosen to go with vintage 
Walt Disney cartoon footage, but what 
tunes! Rock, Rhythm & Blues includes 
Jimmy Cliff, Richard Thompson, Marvin 
Gaye & Tammi Terrell, Gladys Knight & 
the Pips and Stevie Wonder. Pop & 
Rock has Little Richard, Elvis, Stevie 
Wonder, the Four Tops, Tommy Roe and 
more. Someone at Disney had the ex-
ceptional taste to make these compila-
tion videos with completely listenable 
soundtracks. Someone else (supervis-
ing producer Chuck Braverman, per-
haps) had the smarts to mock MTV's 
station-break promos. For the kids that 
these are ostensibly aimed at, I guess 
these cassettes offer an entertaining 
and morally upright alternative to MTV-
style sex-and-violence fetishism. Much 
of the footage synchs cleverly with the 
music, but Disney's trademark over-
weening cuteness and the bludgeon-
ingly literal-minded visualizations of the 
songs trivialize any resonance the 
music may still have. Maybe Disney's 
crew doesn't realize just how hip little 
kids are these days. 
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AN INDISPENSABLE GUIDE TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 
For Publishers, Writers, Record Companies, Producers, Artists, Agents, and Lawyers 

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC 
Fifth Edition Revised and Enlarged 
by Sidney Shemel and M. William Krasilovsky 
Praise for previous editions . . . 
The best guide t know of to establishing a career in the music industry Is . . . 
This Business of Music."—Lionel Richie 

". . . a mandatory tool for most everyone active in the profession today."—Billboard 
".. . the book is both a classic and basic text, one which should be 
mandatory reading ..."—Performance 

The most complete and authoritative guide to the myriad details in the field of the business 
side of music, This Business of Music is already a well respected and classic text on its 
subject. In the revised and enlarged fifth edition, authors Shemel and Krasilovsky have 
included all of the changes that have taken place within the music industry since the 

publication of the last edition in 1979. Both legal and commercial aspects of the industry 
are covered in minute detail. And most importantly, all of the ramifications of the 1976 
copyright changes and the emergence of video on the music scene are discussed here, 
completely and with candor. You'll also find an entirely new chapter on musician nghts and 
contract procedures for music videos, along with chapters on laws, regulations, forms, 
licenses and contracts. 
640 pp. 6 x 91/4 . Appendices. Index. 8230-7754-3. S18.95 

Mail your order today 

for 15 day examination! 

Clip and mail this coupon now, and you'll 
receive THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC (Fifth Edi-
tion) within three weeks. Examine it at your 
leisure and, if you're not completely satisfied, 
return it to us within 15 days for credit or 
refund. 

BILLBOARD BOOKS mug mmmmm 
11 PO. Box 2013, Lakewood, N.J. 08701 

Please send copy/copies of This Busi-
ness of Music, Fifth Edition (8230-7754-3) at 
$18.95 per copy. Remember to add $2.00 postage 
and handling to all orders along with applicable 
sales tax in the states of OH, TN, MA CA, NJ, NY, 
and VA 
D Bill me. 
El Enclosed is a check 

amount of S  
E Charge my credit card. Expires 

or money order in the 

Including the Latest Copyright intornulioo and Fo•rr, 
and an All- New Section on Vice,J Sights ira. 11551 

OVER 100,000 COPIES IN PRINT 

THIS 
BUSINESS 
OF MUSIC 
A Practical Guide to the Music Industry for Modem 
Writers. Record Companies, Producers, Artie. Agent; 

Signature  

Name  

Address  

City/State/Zip 

Note: All orders subject to credit approval. Prices I 
may vary outside the United States. Billboard I 

. Card No   Books can be purchased through your local book-
E American Express E MasterCard VISA store DROF 0652 

lam mi ea m m M M MI UM NM IRS m m miM M Mai m m M Ulm Em m mm MI 

CELEBRATE ROCK 'N' ROLL'S 30TH ANNIVERSARY 
COMPLETE CHART DATA AND FASCINATING TRIVIA ABOUT THE ARTISTS AND THEIR SONGS! 

s4-, --0'414, 1951, 1 

HE BilkAmmi 'BOOK OF 

Is 

THE BILLBOARD BOOK OF THE TOP 40 HITS 
1955 to Present Revised Edition by Joel Whitbum, Introduction by Casey kasem 
Meeting the demands of thousands of music enthusiasts the world over, the only offiial guide to 
the Billboard Charts returns to you in an updated version. Now more comprehensive than ever, 
The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits provides definitive listings of all records to make lie Top 40 of 

the Hot 100 Charts in America —from Rock 'n' Roll's beginning in 1955 to Decerrbe of 1984. 
This comprehensive guide will allow you to look up any recording artist or song title that you 

can think of and will help you find all the Top 40 hits of an artist's career. You'll also possess 

complete information on each song to make the Top 40, including the date of the t;ong s debut 
on the charts; the length of its stay; the highest position it achieved; the. label and record 
number; various versions of the same song; and everything else you wouldwant :o know—all 

in a matter of seconds! And it contains 285 all-new rare photographs of the stars! 
More than just a collection of lists, The Billboard Book of Top 40 Hits is filled with 

exclusive and factual information about the artists and their songs; much o.! which will 
surprise even the most devoted of fans. It's an incredible history of America's musical 
passions and has become the bible for every music enthusiast! 

528 pp. 7 x9¼. 285 B&VV illus. 8230-7518-4. $14.95 

qau.g•404 '714.4 
Complete e4ilata 

Miami the Ald414 awl 
By Joel YY hitbumAntrcelencin by CASEY KASEM 

The Ultimate Book Tracing 
America's Musical Passions 

and Updated with Information 
Has Been Totally Revised 

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 
BILLBOARD BOOKS P.O. Box 2013, Lakewood, N J. 08701 

You'll receive THE BILLBOARD BOOK OF TOP 40 HITS within three weeks—yours to examine 
for 15 days. If you choose to return the book, we will issue a credit or refund. 

Please send_copy/copies of Billboard 

Please remember to add $2.00 postage and handling 
and applicable sales tax in the states of OH, TN, MA, 
CA, NJ, NY, and VA. 
D Bill me. 
D Enclosed is a check or money order in the amount 

of $  
Charge my credit card. Expires 

I Card No  
Complete Through December, 1984! I American Express 

Book of Top 40 Hits (8230-7518-4) at $14.95 per copy 

Signature  

Name  

Address  

City/State/Zip  
Note: Al! orders subject to credit approval Prices may 
vary outside the United States. Billboard Books can 
be purchased through your local bookstore. 
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A E D 

TOLL FREE 
CLASSIFIED ADS 

HOTLINE! 
CALL NOW TO 

PLACE YOUR AD' 

800-223-7524 

925 N 3rd Street Philo PA 19123 
212-966-31185 215-627-2277 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-468-9353 

• RECORD 
PRESSING 

• CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

PAN IS 10,000 CONTACTS, RECORDPromo-
tion, Industry-wide referrals, the National Club and 
College Circuits, free Career Counselling, bi-
weekly tip sheets of new opportunities, an open 
door to Labels, Products and Publishers, yadaya-
dayada (whew...). If you need it, PAN has it. For 
membership info and a sample tip sheet, send $1 
to: PERFORMING ARTISTS NETWORK OF NORTH 
AMERICA, PO BOX 162-M, Skippack, PA 19474 
(215) 489-4640. 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

ROCK MUSIC BOOKS at • DISCOUNT 
PRICES. PRIEST Defenders of the Faith $9.95. 
ORIGINAL BLACKfvfOORE $7.95. OZZY OS-
BOURNE Songbook $8.95. ZEPPELIN Complete 
Guitar $9.95. SABBATH Shattering Sounds $7.95. 
Electronic Projects For Musicians $14.95. RUSH 
Complete $19.95. Guitar Techniques Of RUSH 
$6.96. MOTLEY CRUE Songbook $9.95. Free 
catalog: DISCOUNT MUSIC WAREHOUSE, PO 
Box 212M, Lindenhurst, NY 11757.  

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER! Subscribe to Vin-
tage Guitar Bulletin for market value, history, rare re-
prints and 500 guitars for sale or trade! $20.00 per 
year, $3.00 per sample. GUITAR TRADER, 12 
Broad St., Red Bank, NJ 07701. (201) 741-0771  

MAKE MORE MONEY! New Musician's 
handbook guarantees profits.. for you! Free 
information. WORKBOOKS, Dept. M5, PO 
Box 8504, Atlanta, GA 30306.  

MUSICIANS GUIDE TO THE RECORDING 
studio. Includes: Equipment, acoustics, session 
preparation, home recording, record/cassette 
pressing and distribution. Send $14.95, 
PLAYBACK, 801 E. Harrison, Seattle, WA 98102.  

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN DISCOVERY 'A 
Look At The Local Scene.' 300 pages covering 
Bruce in his home area. For more information write: 
GREETINGS PUBLICATIONS, PO Box 107, Asbury 
Park, NJ 07712 U.S.A. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

ATTENTION MUSIC INDUSTRY, I have de-
signed a piano radio craft, 9"x7"x4", 88 keys. Look-
ing for someone to install a radio in it to make this 
hot item a novelty showpiece. BARBARA RESTEK, 
6118 West Morgan Ave., Milwaukee, VVI 53220 
(414) 321-9673. 

EMPLOYMENT •  

FIND BANDS TO JOIN. Find musicians and 
gigs. Write: MUSICIANS NATIONAL HOTLINE, Box 
7733, Murray, UT 84107. Phone (801) 268-2000. 

FOR SALE 

BUILD OUR 

PROGRAMMABLE DRUM SET 

Select from 7 percussion sounds, struc-
ture pattern and time signature in any con-
ceivable com oinat ion. Enter scores in 
seconds with touch sensitive electronic 
controls. Incl Ldes score editing, bridges 
and intros, exlernal sirric to sequencers 
and foot control, memory save and more. 
Easy to assemble frcm our kit. 
No. 3750 Prog -ammaole Drum Set Kit 

$79.95 (plus $3 shipping) 

Ask for Dur FREE Catalog. 

IIIMElectronics, Inc. 
Dept. NI 1020 W Wilshire Blvd 

Oklal-oma City. OK 73116 
orders (800) 554-8657 

GUITIE OR BASS GUITIE! Anatomically correct 
fretboard neckties! Specify black or white. Send 
$10.00 each to: GUITIE, 69 Elm, Camden, ME 
04843 or Visa/MC 207-236-8051. 

HELP WANTED 

FEMALE MUSICIANS WANTED to complete all 
female Rock Bands, Barracuda, based in Las 
Vegas. Send tape, photo and resume. Must be seri-
ous and willing to relocate, no Motley Crue clones! 
STAR DUST MANAGEMEN r, Dept. Barracuda, PO 
Box 70246, Las Vegas, NV 69170. 702-736-8534-
24 hours. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

PLAY ANY SONG OR SOLO by ear instantly! 
Guaranteed! IMPROVISE LIKE THE MASTERS. Ex-
citing new method makes it easy. Free information! 
Write today. BATES MUSIC-MN, 5256 Beard, Min-
neapolis, MN 55410.  

LEARN SONGWRITING by Top Professionals 
in Classroom and 24-Track Recording Studio. Free 
Information. Write: JTM WORKSHOP,Kroc PA 16232 
(814) 797-5883.  

INVEST IN A SOUND FUTURE 
TOUR CAREES IN THE 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 

TREI3115 Ifl5TI. OF RECORDIM ARTS 
WILL PUT, TAAL., 

RECORDING 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 

,1 a 2 yea, ¡lo ,r,s ,onal ,r,onolg pr.graen 

80 COURSES IN 

• music V DIM PRODUCTION 

• P.E2ORD PRODUCING 
• SOUND ENGINEERING 

• MANAGEMENT 

LIMITED INTERNS,' PS AVAILABLE 

For Day or EyenIng aan-T.rne or Full-Tone courses APPLY NOW? 
For aponcdhon a. FREE 1,0,01uFP le.coormCCulSeS vlsil the estotute 

'MESAS immune OF RE.CORDIQG ARTS 
MUM U•IMIle ••• 
.II•1174 IWO.* 

LIS • •00.1 160.11.3.• 

MOM. el 
Torp.I.COM 
1118.1114 
1.11111•11.110. 

7131.71....S, Wei= 

rid 
1.13,2211.1,01 

TREBRS ICISTITUTE OF RE.COR0111G ARTS 

HEY PAL-WANNA PLAY BETTER TOMORROW? 
Watch this tape tonight, or whenever you need im-
provement. Beginner or pro-This 1/2 -hour Fret-
board dexterity workout will keep your hands sore 
for years. $49.00. VHS or Beta-SOUNDSMITH 
COMMUNICATIONS, 17 Ashland Ave., Pleasant-
ville, NJ 08232. (609) 645-1765.  

Workshop in the 
July 22-27 

Songwriting, Current Trends, 
Women in Music 

Taught by professional songwriters 
& recording artists 

For brochure: CMC Box 2208M, Breckenridge. CO 
130424 303.453-6757 

WALT ECKSTEIN PIANO TUNING COURSE: 
Amazing new kit includes video and audio cas-
settes, transparencies, illustrated text, tools and 
more. Write for free brochure: PO Box 441, 630 
Grant St., Oceanside, CA 92054. (619) 722-2040.  

LEARN RECORDING ENGINEERING by 
top pro instructors. 2-24 tracks. Eight sessions 
year-round. Check with us before deciding. Free 
brochure. JTM WORKSHOP (814) 797-5883. Knox, 
PA 16232.  

START YOUR OWN MUSIC SCHOOL with a 
complete "how to" text containing over 70 tested 
forms. BUSINESS OF EDUCATION-three-ring 
binder with print ready forms $60. Soft cover edi-
tion-$15. Send check or money order to NAMM, 
5140 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008.  

GUITAR INSTRUCTION BOOK. The Right 
Touch-the art of hammering with the right hand 
(Van Halen technique) $8.95. Scale Power (modes) 
$5.95. Teach Yourself Lead $6.95. Teach Yourself 
Rock Bass $6.95. Bass Guitar Complete $9.95. 
Guitar Tricks $5.00. More Guitar Tricks $6.00. 
POWER CHORDING $5.95. SCALES AND MODES 
IN THE BEGINNING $9.95. THE HEAVY GUITAR 
BIBLE $10. STEP-BY-STEP ROCK GUITAR $7.95, 
CHORD CHEMISTRY $8.95. Free catalog: DIS-
COUNT MUSIC WAREHOUSE, PO Box 212M, Lin-
denhurst, NY 11757. 

e 
A HIGHER STATE 
OF MUSICAL 
CONSCIOUSNESS 

It's ta new dimension of listening which gives an 
incredibly rich and enjoyable experience of 
sound- beyond what you may already have 
now. And you can hear it for yourself! 
PERFECT PITCH is color hearing- without it is 
like black and white hearing. Example: You could 
watch the same movie on a black and white TV 
or color TV, but color gives a richer perception. 
Likewise, it's the same music with or without 
perfect pitch, but without it you don't know 
what notes and chords are playing (black and 
white hearing). With perfect pitch you can 
distinguish Bb major and FI major just by 
listening- color hearing! 
Perfect pitch allows you to experience music 
from a deeper and clearer level of awareness. 
Your entire ability to achieve and create as a 
musician is dependent on how well you can hear 
and enjoy music. 
Expand your musical horizons. Learn how YOU 
can develop perfect pitch! Order your own 
PERFECT PITCH SEMINAR COURSE."'" - the 
famous course by David L. Burge. It's 3 easy 
books-just $25 plus $ 2 regular shipping or $ 4 
rush delivery. It's guaranteed to raise your 
musical consciousness or you may return your 
course within 40 days for a full refund. 
Need more info? Then rush your name and ad-
dress for FREE PERFECT PITCH BROCHURE. 
BUT YOU MAY NOT WANT TO WAIT TO HEAR 
WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING! 
ORDER YOUR PERFECT PITCH SEMINAR 
COURSETM AND/OR RECEIVE FREE BROCHURE 
BY RUSHING YOUR REQUEST TO: 
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL 
MUSIC PUBLICATIONS 
Grand Lake Headquarters 
P.O. Box 14-R1 1, Presque Isle, MI 49777 
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INSTRUMENTS 
BEST PRICES IN THE NATION!! Own drums 
and keyboard equipment. THE DRUM/KEYBOARD 
SHOP will BEAT any price any store quotes nation-
wide!! Call us and well prove it to you. (713) 524-1577. 

FREE CATALOG - UNBEUEVABLE DIS-
COUNTS on all accessories and instruments. Write: 
STIX-N-FRETS, PO Box 49, Smithtown, NY 11787.  

DRUMMERS! Drum Recovering Kits are avail-
able. Over 30 choices for Pearls, Sparkles, Flames 
and Woodgrains. Send $1.00 for full info and sam 
ples (refundable on first purchase). PRECISION 
DRUM COMPANY, Dept. A, 151 California Road, 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.  

DRUMMERS! GREAT PRICES ON STICKS, 
heads, etc. Send or call for free catalog: N J PER 
CUSSION CENTER, 80 Route 46, Rockaway, NJ 
07866. (201) 625-8134,  

EFFECTS-STRINGS: All major brands. Low-
est prices anywhere. Send $1.00 for catalog worth 
$3.00 off first purchase. NSM DISCOUNT MUSIC, 
107 Munroe Street, Lynn, MA 01901.  

FREE ELECTRIC CATALOG-Instruments by 
Gibson, Kramer, Coil, more. Also effects, strings, 
straps, pickups, accessories. Discount prices. 
Free catalog. ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. 
Washington, POB 14210-A5, Lansing, MI 48901 
(517) 372-7890. 

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT ON STRINGS, 
reeds, etc....for free catalog write: RITCHIE'S 
MUSIC, 50 West Main Street, Rockaway, NJ 07866 

The Working Band's 
Percussion Stand 

Bill Kinzie formerly with Kilimanjaro 
Owner/Producer, Rabbit Recordings 

Waterbury Vermont 

Sturdy, collapsible, 
with canvas bag, 

à complete with stand 

e for gigs, studio, schools 

$89.95 includes shipping 
Check, Money Order, 

or MC/VISA 

The Band Stand 
1).0. Box 634 

Montpelier, VT. 05602 
(802) 223-7911 

Wholesale Inquiries Welcome 

GUITARS - Pedal steels, Dobro, National. Vin-
tage, new. Martin, Taylor, Guild, Ovation; Gibson 
mandolins, banjos; Kentucky, Goldstar, Stelling, 
VVildwood, Mastertone; D'Angelico, amps, multi-
trackers, books, accessories. FREE 72-PAGE 
BROCHURE. MANDOLIN BROS., 629 Forest, Sta-
ten Island, NY 10310. (718) 981-3226.  

VINTAGE INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE: 
Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos, Rock, Bluegrass, Jazz. 
Send for free in-stock list. LARK STREET MUSIC, 
221 Lark Street, Albany, NY 12210. (518) 463-6033 
except Saturday. Always buying used instruments. 
We ship everywhere.  

HUGE SAVINGS TO YOU! All major brands of 
guitar, strings, picks and drum accessories at the 
lowest pos3ible prices. FRENCH'S MUSIC, Box 884, 
Cleveland, TN 37311. (615) 476-3016 Call Jeremiah!!  

MISCELLANEOUS 
PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE EQUIPMENT!! 
EZ Pocket-Size kit repairs and strengthens up to 8 
handles on equipment cases, briefcases, luggage 
in minutes Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send $5 to: 
HANDLE-SAVER, Department 265, 1984 Stoney Is-
land Ave., Crete, IL 60417.  

MUSICIANS 
1965 MUSIC BUSINESS COMPUTER PRINTOUT 
LISTS! Complete, current, confidential listings-
addresses, phones, contacts! 4 different lists-rec-
ord companies, producers, managers, agents, 
publ shers. Only $5 per list: TOP TEN, 130 West 
72nd Street, # 100, NY, NY 10023.  

256 JUNO-106 VOICES ON CASSETTE. Un-
cover sounds hidden within yaur Juno. Innovative 
brass, chimes, pianos, effects, even harmonicas; 
much more Just $12.95(!) PPD. ERICKSON PRO-
GRAMMING, PO Box 331, Monteello. MN 55362. 

A SINGER'S pREAM! 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal Iron a standard 
stereo recorl and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 

LT Sound. Dept. MU, P.O. Box 338, 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258 

32 VOICE PACKAGE FOR YAMAHA DX-7. 
Fat analog-type synth sounds & dazzling special 
effects-instructions & programming tips included. 
Demo cassette available $3.00. Write to: R.L. Pro-
ductions, PO Box 4692, Bay Terrace, NY 11360-
4692 or call 1-718-939-1649.  

PHOTOS/POSTERS 

COLOR CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHS! Huge 
selection. Send $2. for illustrated catalog/coupon 
Mention favorite. "SMILE," Box 15293-M, 
Chesapeake. VA 2332p70293. 

RECORDS/TAPES 
UK/USA RECORDS: FANTASTIC CATALOG 
of records, tapes & books. Many imports & rarities? 
Our computerized search service can find it all' 
Send your want lists, requests, + three 220 stamps 
for catalog to 28-D %%iron Way, Ignacio, CA 94947.  

FANS OF WORLD CLASS ART ROCK! Hear 
Pekka Pohjola's new album SPACE WALTZ on 
Breakthru Records. Free catalog featurng rock and 
jazz fusion. SCANAM MUSIC, 2 Lincoln Square, 
New York City, NY 10023. 

FEEL THE POWER! 
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ELECTRIC GUITAR 
& BASS STRINGS 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Guitar Strings- 2 sets for $6 CO 
Bass Strings-one set for $ 12.30 

  Senc check or money order tc: 
HEAVY METAL STRINGS 212 W. Lancaster Ave., 

Dept. giEgg Reading PA 19607 
For Vis s or Mastercard call ( 215) 775.9472 

Listen... 

 Apit, 
(eet 

Before You Buy! 
'Time Delay 'Compressor/Limiters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
'Crossovers ' Spectrum Analysers 
• Nóise Reduction ' Parametric EQ 
Don't have regrets about paying too much for a 

lesser product. In demos and comparisons, well 
show you wh). were better! Om Factory Direct 
sa'el allow us to produce a Supeeior product and 
offer it to+you at a Lower price. Call or write for a 
free -ull length Demo Albs= and 24 page brochuee. 

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. M-3. P 0 Box 338 
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 
4n Georgia Call 004)493-1258 

TOLL FREE: 1-800-241-3005- Ext: 

IMPORT / DOMESTIC LPs,/ TAPES / CDs 
Huge selection of Rock, Metal, New Wave, Jazz, In-
deperdent Labels. Fast, personalized service 
Competitive prices. Latest catalog $1.00. VisaeMC 
accepted (818) 881-9908. MOBY MUSIC, 14410 
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.  

ERIC ANDERSEN'S EUROPEAN LP 'Tight 
In The Night' now available Record or Cassette 
$10. each. $12 outside U.S. check or money order 
to: WIND & SAND RECORDS, VIStv1, 50 W 34 St.. 
1105, NYC, NY 10001-(N.Y.S. Residents acid 
$.83 sales tax.) 

SERVICES 
RUN YOUR CLASSIFIED AD in America s #1 
Trade Music Magazine. Minimum ad order $44 
ABC audited. $2.20 per word. Display $72.00 per 
column inch. Major credit cards accepted. Call Jeff 
at BILLBOARD MAGAZINE (800) 223-7524.  

YOUR PUBLICITY PI-10TOS COPIES. 500 
B&W glossy 8x1Os for $69.95. Free price list & 
paper samples. MUSICIAN'S PHOTO SERVICE, 
706 N 76th, Seattle, WA 98103. 

1141/1 Patent T-shirts that display the early famous 
musical instrument patents etc Selection Strat. Les Pau.. Tate. 
P-Bass, Rhodes Plane T-shirts $8.00 each, matted hanged 
prints $6.00 each. add $1.50 Postage add .504 for each extra. 
Spec ity shi rt size (SMLICL) and color ( black. navy or burgundy) 
semi check or MO. to *wage Bull in. P.O. lox IS47'0 
ealetbors, 11220 allow 4 wee. Delivery t1982 

SONGWRITERS 
MULTI-TRACK DEMOS AND LEAD SHEETS 
for your original songs. Free info. EGI MUSIC SER-
/1 CES, PO Box 166, Kearny, NJ 07032.  

LEARN SONGIIIRMNG & COMPOSE MUSIC. 
Professional instruction by mail. For course de-
scription: AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE INSTI-
TUTE, Box 31021-D, Cleveland, OH 44131.  

SONGWRITER DEMOS-YOUR SONGS 
recorded on state-of the-art equipment, by protes 
sional musicians You retain all rights. For full de 
tails, and sample cassette send $2.00 to: STAR 
TRAK REC.ORDWG. Studio B, RO#4, Box 330 
Slippery Rock, PA 16057.  

PUBUSHER SEEKING SONGS TO PLACE 
with labels and producers. Send tapes, lyrics with 
chords, SASE to: NCL MUSIC. 7 St Claire Ave., Old 
Greenwich, CT 06878  
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Saunders from page 91 
a band. After recording Legendary 
Hearts with Reed, the band went on tour 
in Europe (where the import Live In Italy 
was recorded). 
The ARMS benefit concerts for Ron-

nie Lane were being organized in Lon-
don just then, so Jeff Beck and Steve 
Winwood asked Saunders to stick 
around and play in their sets. " Bill 
Wyman didn't want to do the whole thing 
by himself, so I said I'd do it. I went to 
(producer and concert organizer) Glyn 
Johns' house and met all these people 
like Jimmy Page, Eric Clapton and Ken-
ney Jones. I was already planning to 
play with Beck and Winwood and then 
Page decided he wanted me to play 
with him, and that meant I would also 
play with Clapton. I had to play three or 
four different styles at the same time; it 
put together all the things I've done." 
The latest Reed album, New Sensa-

tions, has a modern, funky feel, and 
Reed has been discussing making his 
next record even more soulful. "The rap-
pers have put ideas in Lou's head," 
Saunders explains. "He has the whole 
collection of rap records. He's finally 
hearing things on the radio which have 
lyrics he can relate to. And now he 
wants to get more dance-oriented." 
Saunders will be on Reed's next 

album, to be recorded early this spring, 
and then he's recording with Winwood 
and Faithfull. He's turned down recent 
offers from Peter Wolf and the Firm. But 
he's most excited about signing a solo 
deal, so he can more fully experiment 
with the range of the bass. 

"Jaco, Stanley Clarke, Tim Bogert— 
they opened up the door for bass 
players, but no one has stepped into 
that territory yet." If anything, he notes, 
the bass has become a neglected in-
strument, replaced by fashionable bass 
synths or demeaned by the facile funki-
ness of thumb-popping. "That's a cop-
out," he says of the latter. " If you do that, 
people automatically think that you're 
good. But that's only playing rhythm. 
With a guitar, you can play lead and 
rhythm, so on the bass you can do it too. 

"In a symphony, the first thing you 
write is the movement of the bass. Lou 
told me to write my songs on the bass 
and then sing. And it makes sense, be-
cause if you can play it on the bass and 
it makes sense with no chords, you have 
a lot going right there. I really want to in-
troduce the bass with the voice. You 
can play a rhythm part, and a harmonic 
and a moving harmonic at the same 
time without it being confusing." 
Saunders is pretty sure that his own 

band will not have a guitar player. Is that 
so there's no one to compete with for 
solos? " No," he laughs, "but I've played 
with Ray Parker, Jeff Beck, John Mc-
Laughlin, Eric Clapton, Lou Reed and 
Robert Quine. Who's left?" II 
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The FX56 produces 
the ultimate in 
heavy metat sounds. 
Producing brilliant 
highs and fat lows. 
turning any ampli• 
fier into a heavy 
metal stack. 

American Metal 
features an extra 
high gain and ex-
tended distortion 
range that will give 
any guitar the 
punch needed for 
heavy metal music. 
Suggested retail 
price: S79.95 ( USA). 

DOD Electronics. 
5639 South Riley Lane. 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84107 
Telephone (801) 268-8400 



THE PERFORMANCE 
HAS BEGUN. 

BUT IT'S JUST THE 
BEGINNING. 

The Yamaha DX7. It's on just about 
every recent major album, and in just about 
every major band and studio in the country. 

And now, you can be out front, strutting 
your stuff, with the new KX5 MIDI-controlled, 
touch-sensitive remote keyboard. 

So all the incredible musical power and 
accurate, flexible voicing you get from a DX7 
can now be strapped around your shoulders. 

But wait folks, this is just the first act. 
There's more coming for the DX7. 

A whole series of products that will make the 

most amazing synthesizer ever heard into the 
most amazing music system ever heard. 

'Cause like the song says, "We've only 
just begun." 

In the meantime, why not visit your 
Yamaha dealer and check out the instrument 
that started it all—the DX7. 

Yamaha International Corporation, 
Combo Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, 
Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., 
Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 

*YAMAHA 
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